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FOREWORD

W hat is information policy? Recent vigorous debate on such issues as privacy, trans-border data flows, govern-

ment data access, and intellectual property has led some thinkers and planners to seek a general philosophy to deter-

mine these and similar policy issues. But there is no general definition of the term "information policy." Some feel that

it is an abstract phrase; others concede that the need for information policies is valid, but cannot decide whether or not

there should be a national information policy.
Many informed observers agree that information policy issues are growing in importance in regional, national

and international forums, and thus demand a broader range of more sophisticated debate. This collection of issue

papers, which focus on subjects integral to most information policy discussions, is intended to provide a foundation

from which creative analysis or debate can proceed.

These papers were prepared by NTIA consultants and staff during 1979 and 1980. The intention of NTIA in

having these policy issues analyzed and developed was to gather background information that could help with iden-

tification and illustration of some of the most salient issues in information policy. This exercise was part of a broader

effort aimed at determining which of these issues should be addressed by public policy makers.

The reader should remember that because of the scope and complexity of the topic, these issue papers do not at-

tempt to cover every aspect of information policy, and that any analysis of this type is bound to be somewhat con-

troverial. Although NTIA staff members were invoked with several reviewers and consultants in attempting to refine

the analyses, there has been no attempt to reach policy consensus within NTIA on the issues which the papers raise. In

some cases, material is included which does not necessarily reflect current thinking in the field. In other cases, the

'topics treated are those in which NTIA has little expertise or policy interest, or on which NTIA would place a different

policy priority than that implied by the authors' emphasis.

These papers cannot, therefore, be interpreted as an official statement of the information policies of NTIA, of the

Department of Commerce, or of the United States Government. The papers contain the collective thoughts of a small

group of individuals whose ideas were intended to stimulate the thinking of others, as well as to develop new points of

view on information policy issues. The National Telecommunications and Information Administration is publishing

this collection not as a policy document, but as a special publication intended to encourage informed debate oil the

subjects discussed.
Despite these caveats, this two-part collection of recent information policy analysis should serve as a basis for

scholarly review, public scrutiny and debate. As these papers have succeeded in stimulating our thinking on controver-

sial topics, we hope they will stimulate yours, and thus beneficially widen the debate on information policy.

I
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Edward K. Zimmerman
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Communications and Information
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INTRODUCTION

Information Policy Issues

Information policies ate becoming increasingly important as a result of the great technological changes that have
occurred in the twentieth century. Such policies dealing with the flow of information and with the controls which are
sometimes necessary to direct that flow, fall into two general categories.

The first category of information policies addressed in this report encompasses the constitutional and statutory
policies for permitting, requiring, or inhibiting the atrtilabili y and accessibility of information. These policies set out
the legal conditions to be met and rights to be respected, whether information is distributed as a public service or
through market mechanisms.

The second category of information policies focuses on economic policies for distributing information or for
inhibiting, managing and facilitating its distribution to certain sectors of society. These policies set out the laws and
economic principles that have a significant impact on the workings of information markets, and on the management of
information flows.

This report discusses aspects of these two broad categories of policies with emphasis on the Federal Government's
various roles in making, administering and enforcing information policy. Part Om: contains an analysis of fundamen-
tal policies, and includes discussions on the legal foundations of information dissemination and access policies. A
detailed discussion of privacy of information illustrates these policies. Part Two analyzes economic policies and
includes discussions of the characteristics of information and of information markets, the pricing of information, the
role of the Federal Government in information markets and in the creation of information for the marketplace. A dis-
cussion of the management of information within organizations, with emphasis on federal policies and practices, is
also included in Part Two.

Addressing international information policy issues does not fall within the scope of this report because the depth,
omplexit}, and visibility of international policies necessitate a separate discussion. This report, however, does attempt

to analyze U.S. domestic information policies, and in so doing should generate greater understanding of' the fun-
damental legal and economic considerations upon which international information policy must be formulated. Since
U.S. domestic information policies are often substantially different from the information policies of other countries,
American policies in the international sphere inevitably represent efforts to balance and reconcile the needs of U.S.
domestic and international information policies with the diverse needs of those policies in other countries.

U
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PART ONE

How Information Policies Affect Individual Liberties and Societal Welfare

The basic presumption underlying U.S. information poiicy is open availability of and ease of access to informa-/
tion which is of interest to or concerns the welfare of American citizens. The concept of "availability" of information
involves its existence in a passive context; in other words, the information may be available without the public having
ready, access to it. The concept of "accessibility," on the other hand, indicates the existence of mechanisms by which
the available information may be procured. Thus, if information is accessible, it must also be available. Of course, in
addit Jn to przvisions of availability and accessibility, under certain circumstances U.S. policy also contains signifi-
cant limitations on these rights. 0 ,

1

The conflict between openness and ;..striction in information policy reflects a basic tension among the govern-
ment's conflicting roles in protecting civil liberties, which include individual and corporate property rights, while at the
same time promoting societal welfare. Policies such as those expressed in the First Amendment's prohibition of
government interference with free speechand press, and those found in tin. Freedom of Information Act, promote civil
and individual liberties. Equally legitimate policies restrict the scope of the First Amendment by allowing the govern-
ment to limit dissemination of and access to certain kinds of informatioa (e.g., national security, obscene, and com-
mercial information). These policies enable the government to protect society against certain widely perceived threats.

Conversely, certain policies permit compulsory access, particularly by government agencies, to information held
either by individuals or private organizations as well as by other government agencies, when the information, is
necessary to provide for the societal welfare. Some policies limiting access are intended to protect civil liberties or in-
dividual or corporate property rights (e.g., privacy, proprietary information).

In the first three chapters, the elements of this fundamental tension between individual liberties, proprietary in-
terests, and societal welfare are considered in some detail in the context of policies about openness and restriction of
information flows. Many significant issues are raised regarding the intent and effectiveness of current policies about
dissemination and access, as well as about the continuing utility of these policies in an era of sophisticated, integrated
information technologies and services. Although dissemination and access are virtually inseparable as concepts, the
report separates them into two chapters in order to simplify discussion and analysis of issues. The third chapter
examines information privacy policy, a field which illustrates the tensions existing among individual, proprietary, and
social welfare interests, described in the first two chapters of Part One.

Dissemination and Access

United States policy generally favors the availability of information, sometimes permitting, sometimes en-
couraging its availability through dissemination and access policies. Significant federal policies have been developed to
address the need for availability and accessibility of information.

The First Amendment, prohibiting government interference with an individual's right to speak or write freely,
provides the foundation for L.S. information policy. While there are legal exceptions to the doctrine of frc,- speech
expressed in the First Amendment, the Amendment stands for the principle of open information exchange, as well as
providing encouragement to individuals and private organizations for the generation and collection of whatever infor-
mation is of use to them.

The Federal Government fosters public dissemination of information which it generates or maintains. For exam-
ple, most federal agencies have public information offices which disseminate :eports and other materials produced by
ongoing programs. In addition, the Government Printing Office and the National Technical Information Service dis-
tribute federal publications and reports widely. Federal support for depository libraries through the free distribution
of federal documents, as well as through federal subsidies for public libraries and educational institutions, also
provides evidence of the government's active encouragement of informatiion dissemination to the public.

1
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In addition, there are policies which compel agencies to disseminate information upon request in order to ensure
the right of the public to learn about the workings of the Federal Government. The Freedom of Information Act
reflects a bias in fasor of disclosing information, with the permissible exceptions specifically stated in the law. The
Government in the Sunshine Au encourages federal commissions and regulatory bodies to meet in public and to share
materials relating to meetings with anyone requesting them. Here too, the general rule is to have proceedings in public.
with the permissible exceptions specifically-noted.

L.S. policy encourages disersity in both the source and content of information, based on the premise that such in-
formational disersity will lead to disersity of ideas. The Federal Government has policies to promote greater disersity
in the source and content of information used in newspapers, broadcasting, and cable television. These policies
promoting diversity of information are evident in the Newspaper Preservation Act, which is intended to encourage
competition among newspapers in communities where a chain newspaper would otherwise dominate the market and
eventually dose a locally based paper out of business. The broadcast ownership rules, which limit the number of sta-
tions one company can own in a given market, are likewise intended to encourage a number of sources in the dis-
semination of information to a particular audience. The Fairness Doctrine, which makes licensing of broadcast and
cable stations dependent on their provision of programs that expose diverse viewpoints on controversial issues, ad-
dresses diversity of content directly,. with enforcement in this case being one of the few instances of government regula-
tion on the basis of content.

Advances in technology tend to lower the cost of disseminating and receiving information, and consequently
tend to increase the opportunity to make information available, promoting greater diversity. But traditional federal
policies regarding information dissemination may be inhibiting these opportunities. For example, traditional distinc-
tions between newspaper and broadcast media, in which broadcasting is subject to content regulation to achieve dis el-
sity while newspapers remain unregulated in accordance with the First Amendment prohibition against gosernme .t in-
terference, may no longer be realistic. As cable and viewdata systems become prevalent and bring an enormous amount
of information into the home and office, federal policies concerning the achievement of diversity of source and content
may require reexamination. Technological developments are thus blurring traditional lines of d;sunction that have
determined the actions and restrictions of the various media.

Regardless of the medium, certain substantive categories of information are not readily available or accessible
The federal courts hale interpreted the prohibition against g nrn-nt interference with free expression to have some
limits. These limits are intended to protect certain societal, individual, or proprietary interests generally considered
necessary for a stable. well-functioning society. Some significant types of societal interests protected by limiting infor-
mation availability are:

, The security of society, which is dependent upon the government's effectiveness in carry ing out national
security or general welfare functions (e.g., military, strategic, foreign policy, ind law enforcement informa-
tion).

The protection of society from the influence of information that offends social mores or that is deceptise (e.g ,
pornography, false advertising).

, The protection of personal privacy and of an individual's ability to control his on life to the maximum possi-
ble extent (e.g., information about individuals, particularly w hen held in record systems of large organizations
or institutions).

In addition to the substantive limitations, policies may also limit the time, place, or manner in which information
can be disseminated or received. Th.. family %losing time arguments within the broadcast industry and the discussions
about sex education in the schools are examples of these sorts of limitations.

NN, hereas public opinion and U.S. policy support the position that information generated by the government
should be widely available, in contrast, U.S. policy, reflecting public opinion, generally presumes that information
generated or held in the private sector need not be available or accessible, except on terms provided by the person or
organization possessing it. Ordinarily, information in the private sector is exchanged for compensation. However,
when the government needs privately held information to perform its functions of protecting society or individuals. or
to permit more effective or effluent operations on behalf of society, then access to this information is permitted w ithin
appropriate restrictions.

Policies permitting or authorizing the Federal Government to gather information from private sources generally
indicate with some specificity the information to be collected, and the source, the purpose. and procedures invoked,
because without such specificity the government would have access to most privately held information, causing two
types of potentially adverse consequences. On the one hand, this mass of information could create chaos in federal
programs. and could lead to ineffective programs that the information collection was designed to present On the other
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hand, efficient management and use of information could have the undesirable effect of creating a controlled, non-
democratic society.

Privacy and Fair Information Practices

In one particular casenamely, that of information about indiv idualsnot only do all of the general principles
about access and dissemination apply, but additional legal steps are needed to safeguard individuals' rights against
potential technological incursions. There is growing recognition both domestically and internationally that informa-
tion about individuals, particularly recorded information, has unique characteristics which require that it be given
special treatment. In addition, there is increasing awareness that the legal protections relating to personal information
have not kept pace with social and technological changes, particularly in the United States. Recorded personal infor-
mation held by large organizations provides an example of a particular category of information in which legislation to
protect individuals' rights is lacking.

When the U.S. legal structure was developed, most recorded information of an intimate or revealing nature, such
as financial records, was held by the individual, and was generally protected by laws and by the Fourth and Fifth
Amendments. Today much personal information is relinquished to organizations, including governments, which de-
mand it in order to provide essential services. In most cases, this information then becomes the property of the record-
keeper, and the individual gives up all legal rights to it. As a result, the individual has little protection against others
obtaining and using financial, medical, and other personal information about him, and consequently, he experiences a
loss of control over the events and decisions that shape his life. In such case., legislation has become necessary to
establish greater parity between individuals and organizations.

In the United States, privacy policies fre.iuently are based on two principles:

Fair Information Practices. Standaras must be provided for handling sensitive personal records Individuals
should be told what kind of information is being collected about them. how it w ill be used, 'nd to whom it will
be disclosed. They should be able to see and obtain a copy of the records and correct any errors They should
be told the basis for an adverse decision that may be based on personal data. And they should he able to pre-
vent improp-tr disclosure of their records.

.

Limits on Government. Government access L. and use of personal information must be limited and super-
.vised so that power over information cannot be used to threaten individul liberties.

U.S. policy is also beginning to be affected by a fundamentally new type of privacy probl m which uniquely the
result of developments in technology. The u..e of on-line information systems, particularly as they reach into the home
and the office w their newest forms (e.g.. viewdata, electronic funds transfer, electronic mail, remote data bases). not
only store large amounts of information about individuals, but also enable the system provider to determine that a par-
ticular ineividual is, in fact, using the system at a particular point in time. The emerging policy response to this on-line.
real time surveillance capability is ti, limit access to such locating information. except through appropriate forms of
compulsory legal process.

9
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Chapter I

Dissemination of Information

By Lawrence S. Robertson and Robert F. Aldrich

Chapter One identifies and examines significant U.S.
policies concerning the dissemination of information. Tech-
nological and legal developments in the information field,
which may require the formulation of new policies, are
also considered. The righrio create information dissem-
ination policies is implied in the First Amendment's free
speech protections, and these policies are specified in stat-
utes, regulations, and case law aimed at maximizing or limi-
ting the dissemination of information, or promoting diver-
sity in the content or source of information disseminated.

Information dissemination policies reveal the nature
of a society, ,..haray.terize a nation's political process. and
indicate a government's attitude in regard to the free or
restricted flow of information Each government must
decide the extent to which it will allow its citizens to
disseminate or receive information freely. U.S. dissemi-
nation policy seeks perhaps more than such policies in
other countries, to enhance the role information plays in
enabling individuals and organizations to participate
effectively in political, economic and cultural life. Hence
the American policy of granting U.S. citizens broad rights
of access to and dissemination of information.

The discussion in this chapter sets out some of the
U S Government policies that affect the conditions under
which information is currently disseminated. The next
chapter considers policies that determine rights of access
to information Clearly, dissemination and access are
closely related concepts. For purposes of analysis, how-
ever, it k helpful to distinguish policies that affect the
active dissemination of information from policies that
simply make it accessible upon request.

This chapter begins by discussing the historical 'Jack-
ground of the United States distinctive attitude toward
information dissemination. It then examines the way in
which that attitude is reflected in U.S. policies that (I)
determine the limits of government interference with
private dissemination. (2) authorize or require the gov-
ernment to actively disseminate information, and (3) en-

a

courage a diversity of information in the marketplace by
fostering private sector dissemination efforvs.

Historical Background

Despite its long history of concern with freedom of
information. the United States has not always encour-
aged information dissemination as vigorously as it does
today. The debates at the Constitutional Contention, for
example, were secret.' At one time the Senate met only
behind closed doors. In reviewing the history of America's
information dissemination policy, one commentator has
quipped, "Secrecy in government is as American as apple

Today, however, the United States is among the most
open societies in the world. Our dissemination poliues
contrast markedly with those in many other nations. Len
Western democratic societies such as Britain and V* est
Germany preserve a degree of secrecy foi governmental
and corporate information unknown m our socic.).' Totali-
tarian societies inevitably rely heavily on secrecy in the
operation of their political aria economic s)se:-..., Man
developing nations have also followed a pattern of strictly
limiting the dissemination of vital political and economic
information.'

Significance of the First Amendment. Although nu-
merous historical influences shape current emphasis on
open availability of information in U.S. dissemination
policies; the Bill of Rights and the First Amendment,
especially, are of central importance. Although the I irst
Amendment's precise meaning and application have gen-
erated enormous controversy, commentators have iden-
tified at least four fundamental values underlying it. These
values in .turn become the basis for a major portion of
U.S. information policy. The Introduction to Part One
refers to the values served in making a wide variety of
information available to the public. These values are
elaborated in the following paragraphs.

The wects and confusion contained in this chapter reflect those of the authors, and .should nut he interpreted as neces.iarilt
representing the official policies or recommendations of the Aational Telecommunication and Infortation Adtioni.itrcition. the

S Department of Commerce, or the U.S. Government.

5
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The primary value scholars have associated with the
I irst Amendment is the enhancement of the right of al:
indk 'duals to freedom of expression. The concept of frx
speech is fundamental to an open, democratic society.'

A second value underlying the First Amendment is
the need of the people to oversee government actions.
and to protect themselc es against abuses of government
power. Implementation of this value requires a check on
the government's power to interfere with political speech.
Tit,: question of whether implementatiun of this valuc
also requires the widest possible dissemination of news.
political criticism, facts about political processes and other
matters of public concern has been a subject of broad
debate,

James Madison iq his constitutional critiques expressed
the philosophical imperative underlying this aspect of
the First Amendment:

( 1) popular Government, without popular information.
or the means of acquiring it. is but a Prologue to a Farce
or a Tragedy, or, perhaps both Knowledge will forever
govern ignoritnee And a people who mean to he their
0...n Governors, must arm themselves with the power
which know ledge gives.'

A third value protected by the First Amendment is the
preservation of a "marketplace of ideas. Implicit in this
value is a belief that no single speaker has a monopoly
on truth, and that social progress requires the toleration
and even the promotion of a diversity of thoughts and
view points. The need for such a marketplace in the political
arena was expressed in a classic dissenting opinion of
Oliver Wendell Holmes.' The same value also underlies
the First Amendment protection of art. music, and liter-
ature. in %%bleb non-interference by government is deemed
essential to cultural development, and to the First Amend-
ment protection of scientific and technical publications.
which are necessary for scientific and technical advance

Finally, the First Amendment is perceived as an instru-
ment to enhance individuals' ability to make more effec-
tic e decision; in all areas of :heir lives." For example.
product-related information. such as cost, reliability, and
safety. influences the choices of well-informed consum-
ers in the market.

Government Interference with Private Dissemination:
Exceptions to the First Amendment

The First Amendment severely limits the power of the
government to inhibit dissemination of information either
by censoring the content or by restricting the channels of
transmission. As currently interpreted, it does not guar-
antee that the government will adopt a policy of making
information, widely available." Furthermore, it does not
expressly encourage private organizations or individuals
to speak or to iisten. Rather. the First Amendment pro-
tects their right to do so if they choose, safeguarding this
freedom from excessive government regulation

There are certain general exceptions to the First
Amendment's basic rule forbidding the government to

6

interfere with expression. Government regulations have
been formulated which allow specific restri_tions on the
content of communications. as w ell as on the time, place
and manner of their delivery.

Despite general agreement favoring openness and
wide dissemination of information, specific dissemination
policies raise numerous questions. On w hat grounds
should the dissemination of sonic types of information
he restricted? When and how should information be dis-
seminated or restricted? Should anyone have special rights
or priv ileges to receive information?

Content-Based Restrictions

Although any classification of information or expres-
sion by subject matter is somewhat arbitrary, the courts
have divided information into various categories. For
example. political information is the category considered to
be the most critical to the well-being of the public; there-
fore, the government has almost no power to inhibit the
dissemination of such information." However, four other
types of information are not as protected from govern-
ment interference. The dissemination of commercial and
personal information, for example. is subject to some
legal limitations." According to a long line of Supreme
Court decisions, esthetic information w hick is determined
to he obscene is unprotected by the I irst Amendment.
and subject to total suppression." Lxpression that prompts
or incites an illegal act exceeds the rights granted by the
First Amendment, and is subject to legal restraint.'"

The amount of protection afforded various types of
speech has changed over the last 200 years and continues
to change. So too, the w ay in which the courts analyse
speech-related cases has changed. The tendency of the
courts today is not to exclude any category of speech
from the scope of the First Amendment. but to subject
each case to a balancing test in which the constitutional
importance of a particular type of spe.ch is weighed against
the social interest served by suppressing I.

Although the courts have addressed the necessity of
restricting certain categories of speech. the purpose for
these restrictions is generally to support legitimate
functions of government, such as its role in preserving
the general welfare, protecting private property, and de-
fending individt:al autonomy interests. In this section five
government obrrt:-/es, which are still among those re-
cognized under many circumstances as valid reasons for
imposing content-b iced restrictions on private speech,
are examined. These government interests and objectives
are (I) national security. (2) protection of the public
from deceptive or misleading .ommercial information.
(3) protection of personal information. (4) protection of
copyright, and (5) protection of the public from offensive
or obscene information.

Protection of National Security Information. In the
twentieth century, the constitutional acceptability of
content-based limits on private speech for purposes of
national security has generally been eroded. Doctri.ics
that permitted restrictions on "sedition or on member-

1'



ship in "subversive" organizations have fallen into
disrepute. though they are not entirely dead. Of course.
the Constitution continues to be interpreted to permit
the punishment of types of speech that are inseparable
from illegal conduct, such as statements involving espio-
nage or incitement to a criminal act: but in the latter
category the courts are requiring closer and closer con-
nections between speech and conduct. The most contro-
versial cases of the 1970's involving national security-
oriented limits on speech were not concerned with either
sedition or incitement. In those cases, the restriction was
defended by the government on the basis of its interest
in preventing disclosure of official secrets.

Executive Order 12065 governs the classification of offi-
cial secrets and makes information confidential if disclo-
sure "could reasonably be expected to cause damage to
the national security.' The Executive Order does not con-
tain any standards by which agencies and the courts can
determine whether damage might occur. In addition, the
President has a constitutional duty to withhold informa-
tion if its disclosure would compromise national security."

Federal employees are subject to penalties and even
civil liability for improper disclosure of national security
information; for example, intelligence agencies now require
some employees to sign "confidentiality contracts." The
courts have rejected the argument that these agreements
violate free speech. and have enforced them by restrain -
ing publication of information in violation of contrac-
tual protections. and by fining persorr for making pro-
hibited disclosures."

Defense against Information Leaks. In addition to
imposing sanctions against an employee who "leaks"
set information. i.an the government proceed against
the publisher? In these instances the Constitution leaves
!ittle room for interference with publication. Generally
courts have refused to use theirecquity powers to restrain
the publication of information, even though its disclosure
might compromise the national security .

in the Pentagon Papers case, for example. the Federal
Government asked the Supreme Court prohibit pub-
lication of . -twin internal reports describing and ana
lyzing government decisions regarding the conduct of the
Vietnam War. The result of the Court's decision was that
the New York Times was able to publish the material,
because the Court found that the government had failed
to show how publication would damage national security.'
But several Justices acknowledged that in a different case
publication could be Fohibited.

In ,it least one case, however, a court did restrain the
publication of information potentially damaging to nat-
ional securn:,. A recent Federal District Court decision
prohibited a magazine from publishing technical infor-
mation about the construction and operation of nuclear
weapons. The opinion in United States t. Progressive.
Inc.' recognized that prohibitions on dissemination of
information conflicted with the author's and editor's
First Amendment rights. However. the court ultimately

7

concluded that in some circumstances the right to dis-
seminate information freely 'oust give way to the nation's
interest in protecting its security.

A mistake in ruling against the Progressive will seriously
infnnge cherished First Amendment rights.... A mistake
in ruling against the United States could pave the way
for thermonuclear annihilation of us all. In that event
our right to life is extinguished and the right to publish
becomes moot

Standards to Declassify Data. The current standards
for declassifying information are controversial. The gov-
ernment's right to disclose classified information selec-
tively to some persons and not to others is one such
issue. In the Progressive case, for example, the magazine's
editors argued unsuccessfully that by circulating nuclear
bomb information in academic circles, the government
had waived any right that it might have had to prevent
its publication.

There is also disagreement over the length of time which
should elapse before information originally designated
as sensitive may be disclosed. Although the passage of
time usually increases the appropriateness of making
information available, there are no standards fo7 deter-
mining this time period.

Policies concerning dissemination of national security
information reflect an attempt to balance openness against
legitimate needs for secrecy. On the one hand, open dis-
semination of national security information assists the
public in reviewing government actions and in making
intelligent political decisions. On the other hand, the costs
of disclosure can be high. If democracies are generaliy
less effective in foreign policy matters than closed socie-
ties, one of the reasons may be that extensive public access
to national security and foreign policy information inhibits
effectiv e goy eminent decision-making and action.

Control of Commercial Information. For a long time
the government has regulated advertising and other com-
mercial disclosures, such as sales presentations and Lind
sale offering statements. to protect consumers. Today,
however, the need for this sort of protection is being
questioned. For example, state government prohibitions
on ,advertising by members of certain professions. such
.is physicians and attorneys, are often criticized as unfair,
uncompctiti- Band inflationary.

Until recently. the First Amendment V4 as believed to
allow unrestricted government regulation of advertising
and other forms of "commercial speech.' However, in a
series of cases beginning in 1976, the Supreme Court has
held that non-deceptive non-misleading advertising is
protected by the First Amendment. on the grounds that
the free flow of sui.h information is essential for consumers
to make intelligent economic decisions. Although the full
extent of the protection given to commercial speech is
still unknown, it is fairly certain that a state may not
prohibit lawyers and pharmacists from advertising their
prices.' Furthermore, the Court has given notice that
any government interference with accurate commercial



speech will be closely examined. In one .ecent case, the
ourt used a four-part test. If the ads ertising is not mis-
leading and if it concerns lawful a:tr. ity. then the regu-
lation may he upheld only if it directly ads ances a sub-
stantial government interest, and is not more extensis e
than is necessary to serse that interest.'

ben when advertising is misleading, and thus presuma-
hly unprotected by the First Amendment, regulation of
it is increasingly subject to criticism. Many industry groups

.charge that federal and state efforts to restrict Aged!)
deceptive or unfair advertising or related sales practices
are os ernalous. ineffectise. and ultimately counterproduc-
tise. They claim that in an unrestricted. vigorous mar-
ket, consumers can sort out and disregard deceptive in-
formation or unfair and deceptive sales practices. After
many years of steadily increasing the regulatory power
of the I ederal Trade Commission. Congress is now
'nosing toward decreasing its power to regulate advertising
and sales practices.-

Protection of Information about Individuals. A third
government objective that is often used to justify restric-
tions on the content of speech is the protection of r.:1-
sonal information, the dissemination of which might injure
a person's reputation or other privacy interests. This subject
is discussed more fully in Chapter Three.

The protection of personal information has tradition-
ally been ads aneed by the awarding of damages in court
actions for defamation (libel and slander), for public disclo-
sure of embarrassing private facts, and for publicity' that
places an indis idual in a false light More recently. fed-
eral and state statutes have been enacted to place spe-
cific limits on the disclosure of certain kinds of information

g . medical records or hank records) by those entru ,-

led with a.

Since 1964. however. it Ins been clear that there are
Jimits to the power of the state to penaliie individuals
for statements that miure personal reputation In the case of
\ est York Tones v Sullivan.' the Supreme Court held
that the I irst \mendment permits dissemination of infor-
manon about a "public figure" unless it is disclosed with
knowledge of its falsity or reckless disregard of the truth
It' the information is not false, but merely embarrassing.
the First Amendment provides equal or perhaps even
greater protection Several decisions by the Supreme Court
indicate that information i41 the public record may he
freely disclosed, even though its publication may injure
some ones% ho is not a public figure.'

These constitutional protections. however, do not neces-
sarily present actions against those who publish infor-
mation entrusted to them with an express or implied
agreement of confidentiality, Nor is it entirely clear
ss hether the First \mendment protects the disclosure of
embarrassing but accurate information about a person
for purely commercial reasons This question may soon
he heard hs the Supreme Court

Protection of Com right The unrestricted publication
ol inttirinatitin is unquestionably inhibited by the I ed-
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end. Copy right Act, which prohibits the unauthorized
appropriation of a copyrighted work. Undoubtedly. too,
there is tension between the policy of the First Amend-
ment which supports freedom of expression, and the policy
of the Copyright Act, which is based on specific authority
in the Constitution to "prdmote the progress of science
and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors
and inventors the exclusise right to their respective writ-
ings and discoveries." However, to the limited extent that
the courts hase addressed this issue. they hase tended to
rests's': it by distinguishing I)etween the First Amendment's
protection of dissemination of ideas and the Copyright
Act's protection against dissemination of the expression
of an idea. As one court has pointed out. "the idea-
expression dichotomy already serves to accommodate the
competing interests of copy right and the First Amend-
ment. The 'marketplace of ideas' is not limited by' copy-
right because copy right is limited to protection of ex-
pression."' An alternative way of viewing the copyright
clause of the Constitution is as a mechanism enabling
the Congress to create limited exceptions to the First
Amendment. However, the standards, if any. limiting the
scope of such exceptions are not specified by the Consti-
tution.

Protecting the Public from Obscene Information. There
are limited legal restrictions on the dissemination of cul-
tural and esthetic information. These restrictions appear
primarily' in state and local laws limiting the dissemination
of sexually explicit information that is considered ob-
scene.'' Significantly' fewer restrictions appear on the dis-
semination of in formation concerning violence.'

The celebrated Scopes case is perhaps the most dra-
matic example of a state's attempt to regulate the dis-
semination of esthetic or cultural information. The highly
charged atmosphere surrounding the Scopes trial pro-
vided a demonstration of the convictions of a deeply of-
fended segment of the population. who insisted upon the
suppression of information which was contrary to its reli-
gious view s. After one unsuccessful attempt. the Tennes-
see Supreme Court was persuaded to overturn a state
legislative statute that had prohibited the teaching of the
theory of evolution in public schools." The Court held
that the statute violated teachers' First Amendment rights
of expression, thereby' overturning the state's effort to
regulate the dissemination of cultural information. and
enabling the "aeory of evolution to he taught in Tennes-
see.

The U.S. Supreme Court has also used the First
Amendment to strike down government attempts to regu-
late the dissemination of cultural expression In Joseph
Burstvn. Inc. v. Wilson. for instance, the Court over-
turned a New York State order which barred the showing
()fit motion picture because of its sacrilegious nature."

Despite the First Amendment " - guarantee of free speech,
however. the Supreme Court has refused to protect obscene
information on the grounds that it is not covered by the
I irst Amendment. Restrictions on the as ailahility of oh-
scene information are based on the premise, that the dis-



Sem ina t ion of such material has a unique and adverse
impact on the sensibilities of the great majority of the
public, which outweighs the legitimacy of any interest in
sending or receiving it."

Restrictions on Obscene Information. Current restric-
tions on the availability of obscene information are based
on a radically different premise from that which under-
lies the restriction of other types of information. Gen-

,
el-ally. information, is restricted when disclosure is deemed
to be the cause of tangible harm to some societal interest.
In contrast, the possible harm caused by disseminating
obscene material is both conjectural (depending upon
each individual's point of view), and ephemeral (in terms
of limited duration).

Thus, those who do not oppose the dissemination of
obscenity believe that individuals who are personally of-
fended by such information can close the book, stay out
of the mimic theater, turn off the television set, or other-
wise take steps to avoid exposure to it. Generally, the
argument continues, only willing receivers are exposed
to obscene information, except in the case of children,
who may inadvertently be exposed to such material. There-
fore, the argument concludes, while restrictions on the
dissemination of obscenity to minors may continue to be
needed. all other restrictions on the availability of obscene
information are unnecessary, and should be left to the
discretion of the individual.

Policy Questions in regard to Obscenity. Thus obscenity
restrictions ultimately raise two policy questions. Should
there be any restriction wnatsoever on disseminating ob-
scene information? And, assuming that there should be,
what is an acceptable definition of obscene information?

Courts view obscene information as lacking in intrin-
sic worth, and therefore subject to restriction without
damage to any legitimate interest.' But this interpretation
poses problems when considered in the broader context
of the goal of promoting availability of information. The
pursuit of this goal arguably precludes us from Inquiring
whether the dissemination of a particular piece of informa-
tion is in the public interest or even whether it serves a
legitimate purpose. I n this context, it is important to realize
that information considered obscene by some may have
legitimate esthetic or emotional value to others.

Despite the courts' view that obscene information can
he regulated, such information may frequently appear to
he indistinguishable from artistic, educational or clinical
information about sex. It is virtually impossible to de-
vise an objective standard in an area in which personal
tastes and motives are so controlling.

Prevailing Definition of Obscenity. The Supreme Court's
1957 decision in Roth v United States articulated the
prevailing definition of obscenity "Whether to the aver-
age person, applying contemporary community standards,
the dominant theme of the material taken as a whole
appeals to prurient Interest "" Thus, juries throughout
the country have the power to define obscenity according
to local law and community standards. Furthermore, the
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Roth standard appears to permit a jury in any commu-
nity to impose its view on the rest of the nation, because,
according to that standard, int',rstatc -uppliers of poten-
tially pornographic materials are constantly vulnerable
to prosecution by the least permissive community. The
determination of obscenity in this manner is the only
circumstance in which the final determination as to con-
stitutional protection of speech is made at the local level.

Time, Place, and Manner Restrictions

In general, the First Amendment has been held not to
prohibit reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions
on information dissemination. Policies may limit the time
and place of dissemination in order to ensure the indi-
vidual's enjoyment of his private property," the reason-
able and fair use of public property." and the protection
of individuals in captive settings."

Policies may restrict the manner of expression, when,
for example, it is so loud or raucous that it offends lis-
teners' quiet enjoyment or sensibilities,' w hen provoca-
tive expression incites listeners to lawless or violent acts,"
when such expression accompanies otherwise illegal or
offensive action," or when it is transmitted over a
broadcast medium."

But inevitably, important questions emerge concern-
ing policies that restrict the time, place, and manner of
dissemination when such restrictions are considered within
the overall context of the freedoms of speech and press
granted by the First Amendment. The explanation often
given for permitting such restrictive policiesthat the
restrictions on dissemination merely redirect the flow of
information without preventing it from reaching its proper
audienceis an explanation which many critics consider
ingenuous and unrealistic.

Restrictions Interrupt Information Flow. In actual prac-
tice, the assumption that the proper flow of information
continues despite such dissemination restrictions has fre-
quently proved to be fallacious, As our society grows
larger, more complex and more dependent upon elec-
tronic communications, restrictions upon time, place and
manner of dissemination may effectively achieve censor-
ship. If, for example, federal policy prohibits the broad-
casting of certain messages on mass communications media

networks which reach the vast majority of people, such
a restriction may effectively prevent the wide distribution
of that message.

In addition, the critical issue of whether policies on
content regulation should be tailored to different media
or manners of presentation remains to he addressed. Cur-
rently, federal law restricts access to and use of the broad-
cast media, but not the print media. And yet, both media
reach wide audiences with information which is fre-
quently similar. Finally, the question of vi hat constitutes
a public place protected by the First Amendment' is a
difficult one, as are questions about the amount or type
of information which is permitted to be disseminated in
public places. These points will have to he considered in
formulating the dissemination policies of the future.

14
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Dissemination of Information
Held by the Government

There are a few significant federal statutes that illus-
trate Congress's approach to fostering the dissemination
of information held by the government. Most of these
are also statutes enabling the public to have access to
government information, and as such are considered more
thoroughly in Chapter Two.

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

Although usually considered a law to promote access
to government-held information, the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act is also a dissemination law." This Act requires
every agency to disseminate and publish several types of
information actively: (1) descriptions of its office organ
ization and procedures for interaction with the public:
(2) explanations of all formal and informal functions and
procedures, and (3) statements of general policy and
substantive rules. In addition, the Act requires federal
agencies to make certain kinds of information auto-
matically available for public inspection and copying.
(a) fin al adjudicative opinions. (b) interpretations of
policy, and (c) staff manuals and instructions that affect
the public.

Other information in agency records need not be actively
disseminated, but it must be made available to, any part)
upon request, unless it qualifies for one of the FOI A's nine
disclosure exemptions. The coverage and effect of these
exemptions raise important policy questions regarding
access to and dissemination of government information

The FOIA exempts from disclosure. (I) information
that is authorized to be kept secret in the interests of
national defense or foreign policy, (2) internal agency
personnel rules and practices, (3) information specific-
ally exempted from disclosure by statute, (4) certain trade
secret and commercial information, (5) inter and intra-
agency communications that reflect an agency's deliber-
ative process: (6) certain personal information: (7) certain
investigatory records compiled for law en forcemer,t pur-
poses. (8) financial regulatory reports: and (9) certain

geological and geophysical information.

Government in the Sunshine Act (Sunshine Act)

The Sunshine Act is another example of a law which
places affirmative obligations on federal agencies to
make information available." The intent of this Act is
to make certain federal meetings accessible to the public.
As a general rule, the Act requires that "every portion
of every meeting of an agency shall be open to public
observation." Agencies covered by the Act can close a
meeting if it is "likely" to disclose information that
comes within one of the Sunshine Act's ten disclosure
exemptions The Sunshine Act exemptions are similar
but not identical to the exemptions in the FOI A.

Privacy Act of 1974

This statute sets disclosure standards for personal in-
formation held by federal agencies." It prohibits disclosure
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of personal information to third parties without the sub-
ject's consent, unless the disclosure comes within one of
the Privacy Act's eleven exemptions. It also requires
agencies to disclose most information in most personal
records to the subject of the record upon his request.

Federal Advisory Committee Act (FA CA)

Advisory committees, under FACA," are composed of
members of the public. They are created by statute or by
Executive or agency authority to provide citizen advice
in agency decision-making processes. At the same time,
advisory committees provide forums for agencies to inform
the public of their activities. Today there are 820 advi-
sory committees in operation.'" Advisory committees are
an established American tradition, as George Washing-
ton created the first advisory committee in 1794 to inves-
tigate the Whiskey Rebellion."

Title 44 of the U.S. Code: Disclosure Provisions

The Federal Register is published each business day
by the Public Printer.' Four classes of information must
be published in the Federal Register. ('s) Presidential pro-
clamations and Executive Orders (except those that do
not have general applicability and legal significance), (2)
other documents that the President determines have general
applicability and legal significance. (3) documents which
are required to he included by statute, and (4) docu-
ments authorized for inclusion in the Register by agency
regulation. Section 1505 of Title 44 of the U.S. Code
expressly prohibits the inclusion of comments or new s
items of any kind in the Federal Register.

Publication of a document in the Federal Register
constitutes constructive legal notice of the content of the
document to the public." For this reason, and because the
Federal Register is used as the Federal Government's
principal formal means of informing the public of its
activities, it plays a significant i ole in federal dissemina-
tion policy.

Title 44 contains other pertinent dissemination provi-
sions. That title authorizes numerous agencies to pub-
lish agency periodicals or journals for public consump-
tion." Title 44 also requires the Public Printer to publish
and disseminate reports of congressional committees to
government agencies and to the Library of Congress," and
mandates the dissemination of most government publi-
cations to federal depositor) libraries for public use

Other Affirmative Dissemination Policies

Many statutes either directly or indirectly require the
government to disseminate certain information to the pub-
lic. Many of these statutes require dissemination of the
results of government-conducted or sponsored research
programs. For example, the 1978 amendments to the Na-
tional Cancer Act require the Department of Health and
Human Services to publish a report each year describing
carcinogen research activities.' The National Technical
Information Service (NTIS) disseminates scientific and
technical publications to all customers at a fee schedule
set by WM."
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Some statutes also direct the Federal Government to
generate or support specific types of valuable informa-
tion and information sers ices to the public when private
entrepreneurs are not able to supply them Weather infor-
mation provided by the National Weather Service." and
the underwriting of library cos:s" are included in this
categor),

Government agencies disseminate some types of in-
formation ssithout cost to recipients For example, many
agencies pros ide educational materials, bibliographies,

and indexes They also supply extensive information to
consumers about the safety or health aspects of certain
types of products "' In general, the government does not
charge for these services, both because it views dissemi-
nation as serving important societal interests, and be-
cause the recipients of this information are taxpayers. who

has e already paid once for its preparation.

Conflicts over Dissemination Policy. Significant policy
conflicts often deselop ss hen the government operates
information services. The decision to act as a disseminator
of information or to operate an information service may
conflict with the historic preference that the pris ate sec-
tor perform these functions. The gosernment's dissem-

ination of information or provision of certain information

services may discourage private firms from entering in-
formation markets. In the long run, the absence of private
sector acusity in the held of dissemination could result

in a decrease in the amount of publicly available infor-
mation or set-. ices. The U.S. Post Office's provision of
electronic mail services and the Federal Reserve Board's
operation of certain types of electronic funds transfer

services arc among the government services that are
the important targets in this debate concerning the pos-
sibility of federal domination of information dissemination.

A number of private organizations play a vital role in
the acquisition, classification and dissemination of fed-
eral information. shish they package and sell to the public.
It is possible that in the future if the private sector indi-
cates increased ss illingness to provide these services. the
government could turn oser much of its information dis-
semination function to private firms. The argument for
such a policy is that the marketplace can do a better job
of both maximizing and individualizing the delivery of
some types of information products.

Distribution through the marketplace is predicated on
consumers' desire and ability to pay for information, even
ss hen the publishers originally receive the information at
little or no cost from government sources. Consequent-
ly, there is a fear that if total reliance is placed on the
private sector, only the most affluent citizens of organi-
zations might receive government information. Consumers

have clearly already paid for the provision of informa-
tion through taxes. "Double payment" might contribute
to the creation of informational elitism, and could limit
the wide dissemination of information believed to he in
the public interest.

II

Diversity and the Dissemination of Information

Another significant type of policy amts at promoting
diversity in the source and type of information dissem-
inated. Encouraging diversity is thought to further the
goals of creating a vigorous and heterogeneous political,
social and cultural environment. as %sell as enhancing
personal liberty by expanding choices and opportunities.

The Federal Government uses several ways to achieve
greater diversity, through regulation of the content of
information disseminated. regulation of the structure of
industries that produce and transmit information. and
provision of public access to communication and dissemi-

nation channels. In addition, there are policies vs hich en-
courage the marketplace to pros ide more dry ersity.

Although there are policies for achieving diversity in a
number of information-related contexts, the broadcast-
ing medium. the press, and sonic of the new electronic
information technologies illustrate the effects ,.nd prob-
lems of such div ersity-oriented regulation most clearly.

Content Regulation

Several statutory and administrause policies regulate
the content of information in order to promote diversi-
ty" By far the most important phenomenon influencing
content regulation is the need to allocate and manage
the electromagnetic spectrum in order to broadcast The
broadcast spectrum has two characteristics th rt continue to

require some sort of regulation I irst, there is a need for
frequency allocation and assignment in order to prevent
one speaker from dross lung out or interfering with another
Secondly, the spectrum is a practically finite resource.
and there may be more people who wish to broadcast
than the spectrum can aceommodate Consequently. fed-
eral law has designated broadcasters as public trustees
of the frequencies assigned to them rhos, the broadcast
station does not own the frequency, but rather is a licensee
entrusted with using it lor a limited period of time, if
it can meet certain technical requu einem% and can provide
certain programmatic benefits to the public

One of the Federal ( ommumeations Commission's
(1 CC) programmatic objectives in regulating broadcast-
ing :s to help inform the electorate In order to promote
this ob.)ectise. the I airness Doctrine. a policy central to
broadcasting. requires that broadcasters devote a rea-
sonable amount of time to the discussion of controversial
issues of public importance. including those of local im-
portance to the public This policy additionally requires
that broadcasters afford a reasonable opportunity for
the presentation of contrasting vies% points The ICC
reviess s a broadcaster's performance in meeting its Fair-
ness Doctrine obligations, as %sell as other performance
criteria, at the time of license reness al or vs hen it re-
ceives a specific complaint.'

Challenges to the Fairness Doctrine. A variety of ar-
guments 'lase been advanced challenging the I airness
Doctrine These criticisms address both the vs isdom of
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the policy and its practical application. The doctrine has
been challenged as having a chilling effect on broadcasters,
causing them to avoid controversial topics whenever pos-
sible" If this is s i, the ironic effect of the Fairness Doc-
trine may be to encourage homogeneous issue coverage
rather than broad and pointed debate. Then too, some
believe that the FCC's requirement that broadcasters
cover issues of 'mum local importance involves a direct
and ill-advised intrusion by government into the press's
editorial discretion"' Also, it is increasingly likely that
in geographic areas where there are significant numbers
of stations. dissemination of diverse information will
occur more or less automatically, thus lessening the im-
petus for regulation of program content."

There is significant concern about the application of a
policy like the Fairness Doctrine to broadcasting, while
printed materials have virtually no such limitations on
dissemination The Supreme Court has said that the First
Amendment prohibits the application of content regula-
tion to the print media."

Supporter, of the Fairness Doctrine argue that as long as
broadcasting has to pay for itself by drawing wide audi-
ences in order to sell time to commercial advertisers, it is
unrealistic to assume that stations solunt.inly will have
significant public affairs programming or coverage of inter-
est to minorities, because those sorts of programs ordi-
narily do not attract large lucrative audiences. Historically,
adverse FCC action against a broadcaster for violation,
of the Fairness Doctrine has been extremely infrequent,
yet. the policy of discussing controversial issues of pub-
lic importance has been promoted by the Fairness Doc-
trine's mere existence

There .ire no easy, clear-cut, or wholly satisfactory
answers to the controversy over the Fairness Doctrine.
It is not apparent that it totally accomplishes its objec-
tive of promoting the dissemination of information of
diverse content or source However, it is equally unclear
whether amending or eliminating the Fairness Doctrine
would produce a better result.

Industry Structure

Government regulation of the number and character-
is ics 1) f orgamiations disseminating information is the
re' tilt of policy effort to achieve diversity in the content
of n formation. There are two reasons for adopting a

reg Jlatory approach that focuses upon an information
industry's structure First. regulation ensures that under-
represented or unrepresented interests, such as those of
ethnic, political, or religious minorities, can he expres-
sed by minority, ownership of or participation in the control
of media outlets. In so doing, such regulation encour-
ages minority groups to develop a greater role in society.
and to diskteminate diverse types information. Second,
policies that limit the number of commonly owned and
controlled media outlets reduce the risk of media con-
centration or domination. and foster a heterogeneous and
do, erse exehange of ideas.
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Policies to Increase Viewpoints. Some policies directly
increase the number of persons or ()Tam/awns that dis-
seminate information. The most significant policies in
this category promote ownership of media outlets by iden
tifiable minonties,such as blacks and Spanish-speaking
peoples.'" Policies to foster this objective include pre-
ference in hearing license applications, and greater avail-
ability of loan funds to minority enterprises, provided
by both the government and the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB)." Although these programs are stea-
dily increasing minority ow nership of stations, there are
still relatively few minority-owned broadcast outlets. More-
over, the economics of present-day broadcasting markets
are such that many minority owners have pursued the
same mass media markets as traditional broadcasters.

A Special Case: Public Broadcasting. The Congress
has authonied the creation and operation of networks
of radio and television stations funded jointly by federal,
state. and private funds.' Recently, the Carnegie Commis-,
sion completed its study or public broadcasting and pub-
lished its recommendations on how to improve the ability
of public broadcasting to "... broaden our conversation
to include the diverse interests of the entire sou.'4...."
The Commission considered there to he little doubt that
public broadcasting has in fact increased do, ersity

In most other countries the government controls some
or all of the content of broadcast programs In con-
trast. the strong preference in the United States is for
public broadcasting to he independent of government
interference. There is a general view that the Public Broad-
casting System (PBS) has achieved an admirable record in
that regard In fact, government-financed propaganda
agencies such .is Voice of America and the International
Communications Agency, (formerly USIA) are forbidden
by law from disseminating their programs domestically

One recent charge of bias leveled at PBS concerns corpo-
rate funding of specific historical and public affairs pro-
grams. ( rules contend that programs analyimg public
policy issues produced with monies from large corpora-
tions such as oil companies are biased by the view of the
sponsor. PBS and oil industry funders deny any such
bias 'There is no deliniti%c research to show that corpo-
rate fonder, of PBS programs have any different influ-
ence on programs than that of corporate advertiscrs, whose
commercials support network public affairs programming.

Policies Restricting Concentrated Ownership. There are
policies designed to reduce the number of outlets owned
by any one disseminator. These policies assume that owners
of newspapers and radio and TV stations tend to con-
trol. or at least influence, news reporting. editorial pol-
icy and program content.

Rules restricting the number of commonly owned media
outlets have proliferated since the promulgation of the
first "Cha.a Broadcasting Rule" during the Second World
War.' There are rules restricting the number of AM. I-fxI
and TV stations that one broadcaster can own, both ui
any one market, and on a nationwide basis,' is well as



rules restncting joint ownership of newspaper and broad-
casting outlets. and the common ow nership of cable tel-
evision, telephone, or broadcast systems.'" Also, there
have been suggestions that broadcast and cable opera-
tors he treated as common carriers. and that program
scheduling should he separated from transmitter opera-
tion." The f-ederai Trade Commission ha., begun investi-
gating the concentration of ownership of daily newspapers
in indiv idual market:. and on a nations% ide

These rules and proposals may have beneficial effects.
if there are limits on the number of media properties

hich any one entity can ow n. there are opportunities to
diversify the ownership of media outlets. This lessens the
risk that any one organization might dominate media
programming.

Risk of Limiting Dissemination. There is some evidence
to support the notion that the increasingly concentrated
state of the ow nership of mass media poses risks to broad
dissemination of ideas.' If concentration of editorial con-
trol is pervasive enough. not only will the number and
diversity of slew, that are expressed decline. but also the
existing media outlets will gain more influence and power
Press endorsements of candidates for local office appear
to he of increasing importance Endorsements of candi-
dates by The Baltimore Sun and The Wa.slungton Post
in 1978 elections may have changed the Outcome of at
least tys o local elections "

However, large and powerful media organizations may
he tile most effective critics of a large. powerful govern-
ment It is unlikely. for example, that the events surround-
ing the Watergate scandal. which were first investigated

and made public by The If ashington Post. could have
been investigated and reported by a small. relatively weak
new pa per

Common Media Ownership's Effect on Ditersity. The
effect of concentrated media ownership on information
diversity is unclear. There is evidence. for example, that
common ownership of a broadcast station and a news-
paper in the, same locality resultsqn more coverage of the
same news stories, and a relative diminution of the quantity
and diversity of broadcast editorial opinion." Some stud-
ies indicate no significant differences in categories of pro-
gramming, including the amount of loc.al programming.
in concentrated and non-concentrated markets." A study
of disc rsity of cahlecast content has found that larger
cable systems toyer 20,000 sub,scribers) ow ned by opera-
tors vs ho uw n other cable or broadcast outlets tend to
show more network and less local programming. How-
ever, there were no substantial differences in diversity in
smaller cable systems (less than 20,000 subscribers) as a
unction of ow nership by single or multi* outlet orga-

nizations.'
Many newspapers which share common ownership with

a broadcast station nevertheless manage to pursue more
or less independent editorial policies, Moreover. most
local papers do not monopolize their markets in dissem-
inating the news of current events. advertisements, or
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cultural information. As a rule, even in small communi-
ties papers from adjacent localities, metropolitan centers,
and a few national newspapers and maga/mes are gen-
eral!) available. Of course, radio and television programs
also disseminate information in small communities with
only one local paper.

As a result of concentration of ownership w ithin parts of
the media industry, there May he some reason to fear that
less diverse information vs ill he disseminated. I low ev er,
the variety of information available from all sourcesin-
cluding information produced from the emergence of data
processingsuggests that the concern about diversity of
media ownership may not be urgent enough to warrant
the risks of government intervention

Access to Forums

Government regulation of both content and ownership
of information attempts to promote diversity by increas-
ing the number and variety of disseminators There hav e
also been suggestions that the pros 'sum of forums from
which speakers have access to mass audiences would be
an es en better method of aclues ing diversity .

Policies providing access to forums have continuing
appeal because they avoid placing restrictions or content-
related obligations on the dissemination rights of any
particular person or organization. In this sense. such poli-
cies probably come closer than other diversity schemes

to meeting traditional American notions of liberty and

free speech.

Public Places. Twentieth century interpretations of the
irst Amendment stress the right of indis iduals to dis-

,enunate whatever information they wish in public places
such as parks, shopping centers, and even company towns
(towns primarily under the ow nership or influence of a
single company)." Access to such places must generally
he granted on a non-discriminatory basis so that public
places become like common carriers in pro% iding all mdi-
%Kiwi's equal rights of access in terms of allowing unim-
peded information dissemination. Of course. use of parks,
shopping centers, or company towns as public forums
may at times interfere vs ith the ow per's control of his
property, or with other legitimate uses of public places.
problems vs hich create additional legal ramifications

The Press, Television, ,and Radio The problem of
granting unimpeded public access to private!, owned news-
papers for the expression of vary ing points of s iew has

been addressed by the Supreme Court. vs hich rejected
the concept of categorizing a newspaper as a public place.
a legal designation upon vs Inch free access is predicated
The prohibition against granting public access for news-
paper expression remains valid even in thy ease of small

communities haying only one newspaper radical transi
tion in the American concept of pris ate press ownership
and editorial control would have to occur in order to
create a policy change in which newspapers would begin

to he treated as public places permitting equal public
access for personal expression, Newspaper publishers con-
sider that the level of public support necessary for the



continued publication of a private newspaper could be
threatened by policies requiring newspapers to print mate-
rials other than those that the newspaper's editorial board
considers appropriate Because there is no governmental
impediment to hinder the establishment of new print publi-
cations, those who promote the concept of a press \free
of government regulation argue that individuals who wish
to express their personal points of view might do so by
starting their own publications.

However, the idea that the privately owned press should
not he subject to public access obligations has been chal-
lenged recently Because of the high cost of operation
and of publishing, there has been a tendency for news-
papers and magazines to form large conglomerates, reduc-
ing the number of printed media available for public access

or expression With high costs diminishing the possibili-
ties of creating new print publications, some argue that
existing newspapers and magazines should be used as
vehicles for the expression of differing points of view by
the public

Government policy has traditionally revealed a sim-
ilar reluctance to consider broadcast media as public for-
ums In contrast to the concept of private ow nership and
control of newspapers. the Communications Act of 1934
instead applies the notion of public trusteeship to broad-
casters The Communications Act obligates broadcasters to
act on behalf of the public interest as perceived by the
government The public interest standard !-.as led to the
development of obligations peculiar to broadcasting. which
inc'ude the Fairness Doctrine, local ascertainment, cer-
tain logging requirements. and content-related license re-
newal or transfer rules.

Gaining Public Access to the Media. Although the cost
of establishing a broadcast station, newspaper. or cable
TV system is beyond the resources of most citizens or
organizations., policies could be dev eloped which would
enable the public to produce programs or disseminate
other types of information over these media. For exam-
ple, many localities have insisted on public access chan-
nels as a condition of granting franchises to companies
which operate cable television systems." However, at this
time there is little if any federal policy requiring either
the press or electronic media to provide public access
channels, and there is no constitutional right of access to
such channels."

When the FCC attempted to institute requirements for
public access channels in cable TV systems, the Supreme
Court ruled that the FCC did not have authority to require
cable operators to provide public access to cable TV.
The Court found that cable TV under the Communica-
tions Act could only be regulated as a type of broadcast
medium, and could not be regulated as a common carri-
er' If cable TV were to be regulated as a common carrier
in the future, operators might not be allowed to origi-
na e their ow n programs. but instead would lease time
ro tillers to provide programming on a first-come. first-
served basis at a fixed rate Thus. anyone who could pay
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the standard fee could express his viewpoint, which would
be one means of promoting public access to electronic
media. Whether or not this would ultimately lead to di-
versity of the content and ownership of information would
then depend on the mixture of persons and organiza-
tions buying time on the cable TV system.

Current Obligations on Broadcasters. Of course, at the
present time there are sonic limited obligations on broad -

casters to allow the public to purchase time for political
expression. All stations must provide reasonable access
to broadcasting time for candidates seeking federal office. If
a candidate for election is granted time to speak on radio,
commercial TV, or cable TV, all other candidates must
have the opportunity for equal time under similar finan-
cial arrangements. All stations must provide reasonable
access to candidates seeking broadcasting time for fed-
eral office. In addition, if someone makes a defamatory
comment on the air, the subject of the comment has the
right of reply. There are no similar policies governing
newspapers, which are subject only to the common law
of libel.

The theory that the newspaper is a more widely avail-
able forum than the electronic media is undergoing reex-
amination in light of the conglomeration in that industry,
and the simultaneous emergence of diverse electronic media
(such as cable TV systems with an 85-channel capacity).
However. in both the print and electronic media, infor-
mation increasingly is targeted for specialized audiences
through a variety of magazines. video cassettes, pa) TV
and other forums. So the achievement of diversity in both
source and content of expression may become a reality
only w hen all information forums are considered in the
same context using identical evaluative standards.

A Multiplicity of Forums

Cable and pa) television are here to stay and are be-
coming increasingly competitive. The number of broad-
cast into the home is increasing dramatically.
Additional technological developments include satel-
lites, videodisc players. teletext; and othe home infor-
mation systems.

Once there are sufficient competing electronic means
of delivering information, it should become more prof-
itable to service small specialty markets, particularly with
low budget non - entertainment programs. Today, as a result
of significant competition in some radio markets, sta-
tions are already attempting to serve small, specialty
audiences.

Home information systems, marketed under various
trade names and sometimes described by the generic names
of Teletext, Viewdata, and Videotex, offer an emerging
model for the delivery of information geared to both very
large and very small audiences of even single individu-
als. The systems use a combination of telephone and fiber
optics cable and computer technology. They permit indi-
viduals to request and receive specific information or pro-
grams on home computer terminals and screens. Over-
the-air broadcasting of this information is also possible,



and could become competitive with cable based systems.
These technologies, along with videodisc technology (video
cassettes of movies, television programs or other types
of audio - visual information), offer information provid-
ers potentially profitable ways to serve very small seg-
ments of the population.

Athances in broadcast technology make possible the
separation of television receiving components from dis-
play components. More selective receivers could vastly
increase the number of channels that could use the available

spectrum.

Added Forums Increase competition, If the number
of forums from which speakers can reach mass audiences
increases substantially through advances in broadcast tech-
nology, there will unquestionably be a significant effect
produced on current industry practices. For example, there
will certainly be more demand for creating new programs
and information services, using radio and TV, newspa-
pers, on-line data bases, and other media. The increase
in forums in turn should stimulate the development of
new orgamiations to gather news, and to produce and
distribute additional informatis n services. The increase
in information services should increase competition to
mach the available audience. If technologies which do
n )t use spectrum are successful competitors with those
that do, the value of spectrum and the corresponding
value of FCC broadcast licenses may be reduced

As consumers split their attention and money among
an increasing variety of specific information products,
there may be some reduction in the level of public sup-
port for activities like public broadcasting. If its contin-
ued survival is in the public interest, the government may
has e to increase its level of subsidy.
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If broadcast advertisers have to spend more revenues
and at the vr.lie time reach smaller audiences, they may
shift to newspapers or other forums. This could lead to
basic changes in the method of financing commercial tele-
vision and in the content and format of programs. If
the richness and diversity of the information marketplace
continues to increase, the need for continued regulation
of the electronic media could become largely irrelevant

Conclusion

In accordance with national objectives, during its
200-year history the United States has given great atten-
tion to information dissemination policies. Constitutional
provisions and numerous statutes and regulations illus-
trate how fundamental these policies are to maintaining
the delicate balance among individual liberties, property
rights, and important societal protections.

At a time when information sere ices and sophistkated
information technologies are assuming increasing impor-
tance, it is helpful to identify the role of current informa-
tion dissemination policies in fostering desired social, cul-
tural: and economic. policies. As nest technology-based
information set's ices replace tradition.P. means of dissemi-
nation, the continuing effectiveness of our information
disstimination policies raises fundamental issues The way
these questions regarding the proper role of Federal Gov-
ernment and major corporate information providers are
resolved may determine the ability of the Nineiic, i people
to control both the dissemination and the recep ion of
information in future decades.
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Chapter II

Access i.linformation
By Lawrence S. Robertson

Chapter Two identifies and discusses policies that
give individuals, organizations and the government the
nght to obtain information. In the analysis of these infor-
mation rights, three types of access policies are examined:
(I) the policies that permit individuals and organizations
to obtain information held by the government; (2) the
policies that permit individuals and organizations to obtain
information held by individuals or private sector orga-
nizations; and (3) the policies that Permit the government to
obtain information held by individuals or private sector
organizations. These policies may be embodied in con-
stitutional and common law, but more often are estab-
lished by statute.

In addition, Chapter Two examines the effect of the
impact of access policies on the flow of information and
on the basic democratic goals that information availability
policies serve. There is also a brief discussion of the im-
pact of new information technologies on the effectiveness
of implementing current access policies.

Access policies provide an important means of enhancing
the availability of information. Unlike dissemination pol-
icies, access policies do not require holders of information
to disclose information in an affirmative manner. Instead,
they give those seeking information the right to identify
and obtain access to it in circumstances in which the
holder of the information is unwilling to disclose it. Un-
like dissemination policies which stress maximizing the
availability of information, access policies focus on making
the "right" information accessible to the "right" users.

Laws or regulations that authorize persons to obtain
information from public or private institutions generally,.
serve the same societal goals as taws requiring informa-
tion dissemination. Public access to such information per-
mits popular oversight of decision-making in government
and private sector organizations. Access to information
is essential if the public is to participate effectively in
political, economic and other societal decisions. Access

A

policies also permit the public to obtain information,vvhich,
when put into circulation, contributes to the creation of
an information-rich society. Because access policies exist to
provide users with specifically requested information, these
policies are particularly significant in improving indivi-
dual decision-making and the quality of individual lives

Public Access versus Secrecy. There is, however, a
potential conflict between the goals served by open ac-
cess policies and the legitimate interests served by gov-
ernmental and institutional secrecy. The reasons for secrecy
include the attainment of traditional societal priorities,
such as national security, effective law enforcement, gov-
ernment efficiency, and the vigorous operation of the
free enterprise system. Significant information policy issues
focus on how to develop and implement policies which
balance these competing societal goals.

There are critical controversies about policies that allow
access to Federal Government information. These con-
troversies stem from complex questions such as. What
standard should be used in permitting public access to
government-held information? Are existing access meth in-
isms adequate vehicles for individuals to obtain govern-
ment-held information without resort to legal interven-
tion? What is the role of private information entrepre-
neurs in gaining access to and then redisseminating
government information?

Policies authorizing the government to obtain infor-
mation held by individuals and organizations serve a differ-
ent set of interests than those served by public access
policies. These policies of government access contribute
to the government's ability to discharge its national securi-
ty, law enforcement and general welfare responsibilities
effectively. At the same time, unfettered government access
could threaten personal lib,:rty and privacy interests, as
well as the autonomy of private sector organizations Here
again, policies need to reflect a balance of competing
societal goals.

The views and conclusions contained in this chapter reflect those of the author, and should not be interpreted as necessarily

representing the official policies or recommendations of the National Telecommunications and Information .-Idministration the

U.S. Department of Commerce. or the U.S. Government.
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Policy Issues for Government Access. Government
access to privately -held information raises several diffi-
cult policy issues. Should agencies develop and promul-
gate formal standards that must he met before agencies
can initiate information requests? What types of infor-
mation collection methods are appropriate? Should only
certain types of federal agenciessuch as non-regulatory
agenciesbe authorwed to run statistical programs or
operate industry -slide information collection programs?
Should policies for government access he developed with
reference to the government's policies for the subsequent
use and disclosure of the information?

Access requests by the public to private organisations
raise different issue- than do requests for public access
to government information or requests for government
access to privately -held information. Should the extent
of the public access depend upon the swe of the orgam-
/ation. its form of ownership, its estimates of the effect
of r u blic access on its competitive position, or other fac-
tors!

The issues discussed in this chapter involve fundamental
questions of information policy How much in formation
is as adable" Is it the "right information? To whom is
the information available and under what circumstances?
Much is at stake in answering such questions. The answers
affect society's ability to obtain the full benefit of gov-
ernmental programs. the efficiency of governmental and
priv ate organwanons. and the effectiveness of public over-
sight of the government or of other powerful organwa-
non,

Access To Information Held by the Gcvernment
A Summary

The concern that even a democratic government vvoti!.;
has c the oower to threaten the rights of iodic 'dud:, and
oppress minorities is of particular significance to the private
coven Access to information about government activ-
ity is inviortant in protecting these individual rights, as
well as ri allowing public oversight in decision-making.

shed ing corruption. and in minmunng the risk of
abuse of citwens' rights Policies promoting access rest
on the issomption that the government is less likely to
do ill-advised or es al things if its actions are' subject to
public scrutiny

Balanced against the important interests served by grant-
ing hr lad ac.:ess rights to government-held information
is a recognition that government ma) he able to best
serve the public only if certain kinds of activities can
proceed in confidence, out of the view of the public and
of foreign governments. Significant types of information
protected from access include national security, foreign
relations. lass enforcement. confidential personal and busi-
ness information. as ,sell as informal, a about internal
government decision, 1, discussed in the prev ious chapter.
even in regard to protected information, there are con-
troy ersies about the wisdom of specific at,Less and dis-
semination decisions
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The Constitution and the Common Law

Several provisions of the Bill of Rights establish rights
of access for the public to government-held information.
For example, the due process clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment contains public scrutiny rights.: The Sixth Amend-
ment gives individuals accused of criminal conduct the
right to obtain Information about the nature and cause
of the accusations against them, and the right to a public
trial, thus permitting public scrutiny of the judicial pro-
cess. and presumably protecting defendants from the use
of arbitrary. secret trial (Star Chamber) procedures

The common law doctrine of "public records also
provides an important access right. The public records
doctrine is a legacy of medieval and ecclesiastical legal
s)stems that made land records, as well as records of
marriages, births and deaths, public record information.
In this country, the system of public records has evolved
in the states and in the Federal Government to include.
in addition to land and vital statistics information,
information about mortgages. security interests and most
types of judicial proceedings. Many states have statutes
v% Inch codify (and, in most cases. modify ) these common
law public records doctrines.

Information about Congressional Floor Proceedings

1Ithough the Senate at one time met solely behind
dosed doors, as did the Constitutional Convention, the
deliberations of Congress are now generally as ailable in
the form of public hearing,. reports and transcripts of
floor debates. Sometimes proceedings on the floor of the
House are televised and broadcast over cable television.
Senate Majority Leader Howard If Baker recently intro-
duced S R.20 which calls for televised coverage of Sen-
ate proceedings. "calling it 'simply a modern-day extension
of the public gallery and the public's right to view the leg-
islative process of the goy eminent on a first hand basis.'

Members of Congress and man) state legislators are
now requ.red by statute to disclose information about
their private financial affairs. Such legislation helps the
public to focus on potential sources of bias or possible
conflicts of interest. I manual disclosure legislation has
been found constitutional despite assertions that such
mandated disclosures infringe upon legislators' privacy
rights'

The federal election laws require numerous disclosures
aimed at regulating campaign financing.' Pros won% in-
clude .1 requirement that candidates disclose the amounts
and sources of contributions to their campaign% and the
amounts of their expenditures."

Information field by the Executive Branch

Numerous statutes give individuals the right to obtain
information held b) the I edual Government. and to a
,lightly lesser extent, to information held by state and
local governments. Althoagh the information policy Im-
plications of many of these statutes are discussed in the
preceding chapter. this section briefly identifies and re-
view, four federal access statutes of central importance.



Administrative Procedures Act (APA). The APA' gen-
erally requires agencies to base decisions on openly avail-
able information and significant pant\ mation of interested
persons Thus, the APA makes some information about
the workings of government available to the public.

Among the access mechanisms in the APA is the right
of potentially affected parties to receive notice of agency
.idjudicative and rulemaking proceedings. the right to
participate by submitting written and sometimes oral
comments. and in some cases to cross-examine witnesses.
The Act requires agencies to develop and make public
written decisions setting forth the reasons for results of
ad!udications. the Act further requires that agencies make
at adable to the public a full record of adjudicated deci-
sions. with the exception of internal agency memoranda
or accounts of the actual deliberations of the decision-
ma k ers

he A P A's procedural and information requirements
can impose substantial &lay, and costs on agency decision -
Making However. the APA makes a vital contribution
to the goal of permitting members of the public to scru-
tini/e and participate in governmental ,iceraon-making.

The Freedom of Information Act (FOJA). The FOIA'
Is referred to in the prey low. chapter in the discussion of
its use as a dissemination law. The primary purpose of
the \ct. however. is to serve as a mechanism to facilitate
public access to got eminent information. The principle
as well as the access mechanisms of the Freedom of Infor-
mation \ct base rapidly gained wide acceptance All 50
states and the District of Columbia now have some type
of freedom of information law

Of worse. the 1 01A and related laws do not ensure
that the government w ill he a good or even an honest
public servant. but they provide a procedure for the public
io keep track of the government's performance.

There are limits to what the I-01A can accomplish.
The efficacy of its access mechanisms still depends on
the good faith of government agencies in locating and
disclosing the existence of rem ested information. even if
an exemption is then clamed." Also, the I-01A does not
apply to C ongress. the courts. or the personal papers of
the President. although the Presidential Records Act" dues
pros fide a mechanism for obtaining some Presidential
materials.

Government in the Sunshine Act. 1h:s lass also places
active obligations on federal agencies to promote public
access to information. The Act provides the public with
access to certain federal agency decision-making meet-
ings. by requiring that agency meetings he open to the
public Agent ies covered by the AO can close a meeting
al it is "likely- to disclose information that comes within
one of the Sunshine Act's ten disclosure exempt By

including exemptions that arc similar to exemptions in
the 1 01 \. the Sunshine \ct attempts to address the ten-
sion between the interests served by access and dissemi-
nation and the interests served by secrecy.
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Inspector General 4c.! of 1974. This lass has created
new sources of information about the operations of goy -
ernment " The \ct created Inspector General offices ;n
most federal agencies to insestigate and police unlassful
agency a..twities. From an information pole> standpoint.
two of the mechanisms created by the Act are most impor-
tant I first. the \ct requires Inspector Generals' offices
to file reports with the Congress It has been suggested
that this reporting process may lead to greater accessibility
)1 heretofore confidential information about internal
a ,ency operations " Second. the Act requires that Inspec
tog Generals" offices promptly and confidentially handle
the complaints of -whistle blowers.- Protection or the
identity of those w ho could otherwise only leak informa-
tion publicly (thus risking punishment) can he viewed as
protecting an information source. in much the same
manner as the press and lay. enforcement authorities at-
tempt to protect their sources. In this way individuals
may he encouraged to provide information which will
enable got eminent agencies to improve their performance
before there is publicity and public pressure for agency
reform

Effect of Technological Advances on Access to
Federal information

\dsan,.t.s in modern technologies such .15 computers.
tC11.3.011illionik.ation tan Non and illit.rograplms are work-
ing to make government -held information inure accessi-
ble to the public.

It is possible that advanced computer technology could
he used to place all publicly accessible federal informa-
tion in data bases fog ready public access. Although ini-
tially. access ternunals are likely to he limited to libraries
and designated repositories. ultimately every television
set could he a termin..1 The not technological equipment
could make federal information more widely available
at far less cost'" Both agencies and requesters of informa-
tion could avoid expensive and tune consuming access
requests A Iread. in the got ernment's attempt to com-
ply oath 101A access requests. concerns has e been
expressed about v. 'tether the costs --w 'licit arc not ordi-
narily fully recovered from the requesterare too high
when compared 10 society's benefits in having the informa-
tion disclosed Although agencies can charge requesters
for the direct casts of searching for and duplicating files.
in many instances, agencies subsidi/e these costs.' In addi-
tion. pricing policy for MIA requests rakes questions
about the extent to which the private sector should profit
from resale of information obtained under the statute

Federal Program Information Act. Congress has re-
cently taken several acticns to direct or encourage the
use of modern technology to promote access to govern-
ment-held information." One such lass, the I ederal Pro-
gram Information Act.'" is intended to establish a way to
facilitate effective access to information about the many
federal assistance programs This \ct directs the Direc-
tor of the Office of Management and Budget to create a
Amputerwed data base called the I ederal Assistance



Information Data Base. The inforn.ation contained in
the data base is to he av ailable to the public on request.
Selected requesters may use computer terminals to obtain
information interactively, as well as making written re-
quests to obtain a printed record.

The Federal Progiam Information Act might serve as
a model for future access mechanisms in situations which
concern the role that the Federal Government and possibly
private sector firms can play in the dissemination of
federally-generated information Until now, it has been
thought to he impractical to grant the public access to
government information stored in government-controlled
computersespecially if the data bases contain sensiti% e

_information which would not be subject to access under
the FOI A This belief has been based at least in part on
shortcotpings in computer security and access control
technology Recent Improvement in computer technol-
ogy probably makes it technically practical to pip% ide
cost-effective and expeditious public access to massive
amounts of government -held information.

Access Rights and Public Policy

Access to government-held information is probably the
most important type of access right because of its critical
importance in the public's effort to understand and evaluate
the government's performance. In addition, the gov-
ernment's role as a producer of vital scientific., cultural,
and economic Information means that public access to
this information is crucial to the creation of a vigorous
social, cultural, and economic environment. It is signifi-
cant then, that there have been allegations that the FOIA
has not been adequately utilized for its intended purposes of
informing the press and the public. More frequently,
corporations use the FOIA for business puritses, crim-
inal offenders use it to identify parties or strategies that
Lontributed to their apprehension, and foreign govern-
ments use it for espionage and policy purposes, or for
bolstering their domestic industries.' Based on the F 01A,
the American policy of granting foreign countries access
to government-held information has occasionally resulted
in actions which may not he in our own best interest. By
one informed observer's account. "the FBI and the CIA
regularly process and occasionally ship documents to
requesters from Communist and Third World countries."

It is thus clear that access to some types of government-
held information can pose a possible threat to vital national
interests such as national defense, law enforcement and
efficient government operation. Tension will continue to
exist between the interests served by full public access to
government-held information, and the interests served
by secrecy. These Interests are invariably difficult to bal-
ance and to maintain in constant equilibrium.

Criteria for Access

Current access policies have accomplished a great deal in
releasing government-held data. However, with few excep-
tions, agencies' policies which determine whether to release
or withhold information are not well-defined or elabo-
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ratt.d. Most of the significant access schemes, such as
those found in the Freedom of Information Act and in
the Sunshine Act, place principal emphasis exclusively
on the subject matter of the information. Agencies attempt
to predict the damage that access to particular informa-
tion would cause to various interests enumerated in the
laws.

However, in evaluating requests for access to personal
information submitted to the government by organiza-
tions or individuals, agencies are authorized to take fac-
tors other than subject matter into consideration. For
example, in Geunan v. N.L.R.B.,' two labor law profes-
sors used the FOIA to petition the National Labor Rela-
tions Board (NLRB) for release of the names and addresses
of employees of 35 businesses in which there were union
representation elections. The court first determined that
the name and address Information were personal, how-
ever, the court ordered the information released because
the identity of the requesters and their purpose indicated
that the public good resulting from disclosure w ould
outweigh the comparatively modest damage to subjects'
privacy.

In another case, Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, in
hich information requested was similar to that released

in the Getman decision, the court upheld the Treasury
Department's refusal to release the names. The opinion

hich was handed down balanced the individual's pri-
vacy rights, although admittedly slight, against the pub-
lic interest served by disclosure. The requester had a
commercial purpose the use of names for a mailing
list The court decided that the individual's privacy interest
outweighed the public's disclosure interest!'

Opposing Decisions about Access. The Getman and
Wale Hobby opinions illuArate that courts reach oppo-
site decisions about access w hen they take relevant facts
beyond subject matter into account. When there is a con-
fhLt between a requester's interest in obtaining informa-
tion and thc gmernment's interest in supporting restriLtions
on disclosures, agencies need to consider several factors
before responding to access requests.

. The identity of the requesting party. Under some
circumstances it may make a difference vv hether
the party seeking access is a family member, a busi-
ness partner, or a public-interest organization.

. The identity of the subject about whom information
would he released It can he relevant to know w hether
he or she is a public figure, a recipient of a government
benefit, or the object of government regulation or
penalty.

. The nature of the information sought. Even within
a category such as "commercial information." the
sensitivity of the information needs to be evaluated
careful!), as do the probable consequences of dis-
closure, and the government's desire to keep the
information confidential.



. Any special circumstances that affect the govern-
ment's ielationship to the information (e.g.. infor-
mation obtained on a promise of confidentiality).

Although selective dissemination based on these kinds
of cnterni may seem logical and appropriate, the discrimi-
nation used in the selection process is only the first step
in protecting the confidentiality of the information dis-
;seminated. How an agency can prevent requesters of sensi-
tive information from' making it public or sharing it in
an inappropriate manner has become an important gov-
ernment concern. Possible solutions include requiring re-
questers to execute confidentiality agreements. or adopting
statutory penalties for redissemination of the confiden-
tial material. Howeser, all these efforts to control release
raise the important question of w hether the benefits of
openly as information may be lost.

Equalizing Access

There may he a need to provide more equal opportu-
nity for access to all individuals. Most of the existing
access mechanisms favor organizational and institutional
requesters. the wealthy. and the well-educated, who com-
prise a very select group. Although it may he impossible
to design a system that negates the natural advantages of
such groups, access policies could attempt to minimize
these idvantages. Equality of access is important in an in-
formation oriented society in which superior ability to gain
access to information ,:an become the ultimate advantage.

Information brokers and publishers create new busi-
ness opportunities in the attempt to achieve betteraccess
for their customers than for other groups in society. A
grossing number of private organizations obtain gov-
ernment information and compile it for sale and distri-
bution to consumers. Frequently these organizations
perform a sisal function by disseminating this informa-
tion more broadly and usefully, however, there is some
concern that the public ends up pay ing repeatedly for
the same informationas taxpayers wheit the government
deselops the information. again w hen it services the entre-
preneur's acces., request. and again as customers in pur-
chasing the repackaged information from the entrepreneur.

Protections Against Unlimited Access

Several categories of information are protected from
unlimited public access by specific exemptions in federal
statuto, particularly in the FOIA. These include national
security, law enforcement. ultra-governmental. and com-
mercial information.

National Security Information

Although it may be appropriate to restrict access to
national security information, there continues to be sharp
disagreement about specific policies of restriction. There
are two areas of particular controsersy characterized by
the following questions. F irst, can there be relapse!) innoc-
uous information in the national security category? And
second, can the government protect sensitise foreign intelli-
gence adequately?
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Is Too Much Information Withheld? The question of
the correct amount of inforr,ation to withhold is a diffi-
cult one to answer. The standard for withholding informa-
tion under the FOIA, for example, is based on consi-
deration of whether the release of such information could
reasonably he expected to cause damage to our national
defense or foreign relations. Thus, the Executive Branch.
and to a somewhat limited extent, the courts, have to
predict the ii tpact of a potential disclo..ure. Decisions
that rest upon hypothetical projections of future impacts
are difficult to make and to evaluate. They encourage
controversy, particularly when the information is the target
of strong. competing demands for availability or secrecy

Adequacy of FOIA Exemptions. Stansfield Turner,
the former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA). recently testified that the agency requires a nearly
complete exemption from the FOIA's disclosure require-
ments." The CIA believes that the existing exemption
for national defense and foreign policy information is
inadequate for two reasons: (I) a small amount of sen-
sitive material maintained by the intelligence community
is not directly related to the national defense or foreign
policy, and therefore does not qualify for an exemption.
hut, more importantly. (2) without a total exemption.
informants, foreign governments and other sources of
sensitise, confidential information withhold it because
they fear that the CIA might disclose their identity or
the information.

There is great opposition to the CIA's exemption
request. The Department of Justice has testified, for exam-
ple, that it is not persuaded by the CIA's arguments "for
sweeping file exemptions, and has contended that the
CIA has not shown that the 1.0IA prevents it from pro-
tecting the confidential information in its files ''

The policy question here concerns the proper standards
for withholding requested, information Should author-
ity to withhold depend on what person or organization
maintains the information? Or should there he an assess-
ment prior to disclosure of the likely consequences of
disclosure? The Privacy Act reflects the former approach. It
permits the CIA and criminal lass enforcement agencies
to take a general ex( .option from most of its require-
ments!' But there is also a legitimate view found in the
FOIA, that limitations on disclosure of national security
information should be based on an assessment of the
consequences or implications of particular disclosures.
rather than on the identity of the information holder.'

Law Enforcement Information

The government places limits on the flow of some types
c information in order to detect. apprehend. and prose-
ccte siolators of the lass. Information reles ant to crimi-
nal insestigations includes stigmatizing personal informa-
tion, sensitise business records, and detailed accounts of
agency practices. Policies restricting dissemination of law
enforcement information limit the accessamity to this
information on the basis of the potential effect of its dis-
closure on the gosernment's ability to insestigate and
prosecute offenders.



Numerous statutes and regulations restrict the avail-
ability of :, w enforcement information. Exemption Seven
in the Freedom of Information Act, for example, per-
mits an agency to withhold investigatory records com-
piled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent
that disclosure would. (I) interfere with the enforcement
proceedings. (2) deprive a person of a right to a fair trial,
(3) constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy. (4)
disclose the identity of a confidential source. (5) disclose
investigative techniques and procedures: or (6) endanger
law enforcement personnel.'

The provisions of the Federal Privacy Act permit agen-
cies to exempt law enforcement files and those files com-
piled in reasonable contemplation of litigation from subject
access In addition, numerous statutes make specific
types of law enforcement information secret, for example,
grand jury minutes and proceedings."' and summaries
of arrests and sometimes convictions, are not available
to the public."

As w ith national security information, the nature and
extent of limas upon the disclosure of law enforcement
information is controversial. Three issues are especially
significant. I first, when should limitations he placed on
disclosure of investigatory information? Second, when
should they be removed? And third, w hat specific kinds
of interests should these limitations protect?

!Shen Should Limitations be Placed on Disclosure? Law
en forcemeat officials argue that any type of information
compiled for possible use in an investigation should not
he disclosed to the public. The Department of Justice
has recently announced plans to propose to Congress
several amendments to the FOIA, which include a more
comprehensive exemption for investigative and other law
enforcement records." However. the press and some pub-
lic interest groups claim that information, to he exempt
from disclosure, must he related to a specific on-going
investigation," Thus, information compiled for general
intelligence purposes should, in their view, he available
to the subject of the record. One Federal District Court
has agreed with this view The court found personal in-
formation compiled for intelligence purposes not to be
the type of investigatory record protected by the investi-
gatory records exemption of the FOIA.",

I he Department of Justice, also, takes the position
that the FOIA's privacy exemption, and its exemption
for information designated confidential by other statutes,
require federal law enforcement agencies to withhold sum-
maries of arrest and conviction records. The Department
relies in part upon statutory language which authorizes
it to "exchange these records (criminal history records)
sv ith and for the official use of authorized officials of the
federal Government. the states, cities and penal and other
institutions "" The Department reads this language as
implicitly prohibiting the Department's release of crimi-
nal history records to the public.

The press has criticized the Department of Justice for
its failure to release criminal history recordsmost recently
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in connection with a well-publicized lawsuit brought by
the Reporters' Committee for Freedom of the Press. In
its lawsuit. the Reporters' Committee is seeking access
to arrest and conviction information about several indi-
viduals thought to have ties to organized crime. The
Reporters' Committee claims that the arrest and convic-
tion records that they seek have at one time or another
been in the public record, and it is illegal to shelter the
Information merely by reconstituting it as historical sum-
maries.'

Access to Law Enforcement information. There has
not been much 'Nought given to the effect of the passage
of time on the availability of law enforcement informa-
tion to the public'. although there is some concern about
this issue. For example, there is controversy about the
optimal period of time for withholding investigative
records. Although some courts have always recognized
that under the FOIA, termination of an investigation
does not make the investigative records automatically
available, the 1974 amendments to the 1-01A made clear
that investigatory records do not become automatically
available at the cessation of the investigation Certain
kinds of damage, such as disclosure of investigative tech-
niques, could occur regardless of the status of the inves-
tigatton 11though at some point sufficient time elapses
so that the likelihood of this sort of damage becomes
minimal, there are few guidelines to use in setting the
exact time period One recent decision has indicated that
once an investigation teemmates, the privilege to with-
hold the investigative documents is of limited duration

Los enforcement agencies claim that premature release
of investigatory information particularly endangers the
safety of law enforcement personnel and f confidential
sources " Gary Bow dash, a federal cons ict, testified re-
cently before the Senate Governmental 1flairs Permaneat
Subcommittee on Investigations, that prisoners sometimes
toc the 1 01 1 to discover the identity of confidential
sources in order to threaten them to compromise Cri1111-
nal investigations federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Director William Webster has called for a moratorium
on release of investigative information in order to pro-
tect the identities of government source,'" However. the
General Accounting Office's report (on the effect of the
FOIA's investigative records exemption on law enforce-
ment capabilities found no evidence that this exemption
fails to protect confidential law enforcement information
adequately.'

Confidentiality of Preiously Public Data. There is alSo
disagreement about how much time should elapse before
classifying as confidential law enforcement information
which was previously available to the public. Informa-
tion released at the time of arrest may often he of public
interest, but there is controversy over the question of
whether this information should continue to be available to
the public live years after the event, particularly if there
v. as never a conviction. There is additional disagreement
concerning how long cons iction records should he available



to public inspection. Does conviction information remain
public forever, or does it become confidential after a sub-
stantial number of years have elapsed? For example, a
June, L979. dectsn.ii of the Supreme Court held that the
subject of a ten-year-old contempt of court cony iction in
a notorious spy trial was no longer considered a public
figure' The interests at stake here were primarily privacy
interests, not law enforcement concerns.

What Types of Interests Should be Protected? Law
enforcement officials argue that they need to withhold
any information whose disclosure might reasonably he
expected to hurt their effective performance. In contrast.
the press and other groups believe that restrictions should
he more narrowly defined, and that protections should
extend only to the effective conduct of a specific investi-
gation and the ensuing litigation. According to the view
of the press. certain negative possibilities, such as the
public revelation of secret law enforcement procedures
and methods. are too conjectural to he a proper basis foi
vv ithholding information.'

Information about the Government's
internal Operations

Probably the most controversial non-disclosure poli-
cies protect information about the Federal Government's
lrAn operations For example, Exemption Five of the
FOIA. vv hich covei's inter and intra-agency memoranda
or letters not normally available except In inter-agency
litigation. raises substantial questions. Currently. Ex-
emption Five covers only internal working papers such
as opinions, policy formulations, and other analytical
non-factual materials. Its purpose is to permit frank and
open discussions within the government and to prevent
premature disclosure of a variety of government actions.

In many cases, implementation of this exemption may
lead to withholding more information than necessary.
Some agencies have tried unsuccessfully to withhold
items as training materials," budget appropriation pro-
posals." names and addresses of expert consultants,"
and documents involving the sale of federally-owned real
estate'

The Government in the Sunshine Act uses a different
approach to sheltering internal government information
Exemption Nine B permits agencies to close all or any
part of meetings that .tre likely to result in premature
disclosure of information "which would significantly frus-
trate the implementation of proposed agency action ""
This exemption may allow agencies to withhold any in-
formation whose disclosure might conceivably affect their
activities adversely.

Balance between Information and Secrecy. Information
about the internal workings of the government is crucial
to the publiv.'s contnuing oversight of government opera-
tions. But secrecy is sometimes necessary for the gov-
ernment to operate in an effective mann;r. The question
which must he posed is. How much government secrecy
is needed, and under what circumstances? Should policies
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attempt to shelter agencies' internal deliberative processes?

Or, conversely, should policies simply he formulated to
deal with the "bottom line," (e.g., the elect of disclosure
upon some specific and legitimate agency action)'? Is there
likely to he any practical difference between these two
approaches? Do disclosures of information that reveal
the deliberative process inevitably have an adverse impact
upon agency action'? At present. there are no satisfac-
tory answers to any of these questions.

. Commercial Information

Exemption Four of the FOIA permits federal agencies
to withhold "trade secrets and commercial or Financial
information ... which are privileged or confidential."
The exemption applies principally to information received
from corporations and other business organ/awns. but
also protects individuals from disclosure of their confi-
dential financial information. The purpose of the ex-
emption is to protect the competitive position of persons
who provide information, as well as to promote the gov-
ernment's ability to obtain necessary information in the
future." An identical exemption in the Sunshine Act
permits the closing of appropriate agency and advisory
committee meetings in which such information will he
discussed." In addition, several doien federal statutes
specifically prohibit federal officials from disclosing cer-
tain trade secret and commercial and financial informa-
tion.' The patent and copyright laws also permit indivi-
duals and firms to control access to information that
embodies intellectual creations."

Individual or Organizational Access to Information
Held by and for the Private Sector

There are comparatively few policies that give individuals
or organ/awns a right to obtain information from unwill-
ing private sources. The demand for such a rieht has
been discussed by consumer advocates, in particular Ralph
Nader,' and is expressed in a few federal statutes.

Access in Return for Compensation

Generally. unless compelled by law to provide infor-
mation at no cost, private sector organisations provide
it only in return for reasonable compensation. This is
true, at least in part. because requirements that private
sector information be available to the public for little or
no compensation would seriously impede the private sec-
tor's incentive to produce and maintain information." Not
surprisingly, those policies that do allow the public access to
private sector information without adequate compensa-
tion are extremely controversial. For example, publicly
held corporations and corporations in closely regulated
industries. such as food and drug manufacturers, ure
required to pros ide public access to certain information.
The Securities and Exchange Commission places similar
requirements on corporations. Corporations complain
that these regulations increase corporate costs. overwhelm
an already uninterested consumer population, and risk
divulging critical trade secret and commercial inform&



tion to tompentors. Private industry sources frequently
w hat they perceqe as the Federal Government's

failure to use the f 01.1's Exemption Four to adequately
protect private. commeroal and financial information
from public ,access.'" There have Been similar complaints
about the use of information .which is legally very different
in the rebroadcasting of programs on cable television,
as well as protests concerning the use of video recorders
to copy commercial TV progriims.

Access for Criminal and Civil Litigation

The rules of criminal and civil procedure can he used
to obtain information from both individuals and private
sector organizations. In addition to the constitutional
neht ut a criminal defendant to compel the presence of
witnesses on his,behalf, the distovery process (through
the pros ision of documents pertinent to the suit. which
are received by request or subpoena) provides extensive
information to litigants in civil and criminal proceedings.

Public Disclosure Laws

Perhaps the most important policies requiring the pri-
vate sector to make information accessible to the public
are a variety of public disclosure laws, many of which
apply to the'sale of goods and services. For example, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development requires

,organizations that make certain types of land and real
estate offerings to the public to submit detailed disclosures
of all aspects of these offerings.`- Similarly, organizations
that make offers of stock or other types of equity or debt
investments to the public must, under a law enforced by
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), publish
a detailed prospectus describing these transactions." In
addition, the Department of Agriculture and the Food
and Drug Administration require producers of some food-
stuffs and most drugs and medicines to make detailed
"label disclosures

Many other statutes. while not requiring direct disclo-
sure to the public, do require private organizations to
report information to government agencies. This infor-
mation is then available, upon request. to members of
the public For example. the Securities and Exchange
Commission requires all companies that are publicly owned
(e.g., that sell stock to the public), to file with the SEC
each year comprehensive financial and fiscal reports. These
reports are available for public inspection upon request."

Private Access to Private Sector Information

Individuals vv ho are subjects of recorded information
have substantial and growing rights of notice and access
to the personal information held by private organizations.
Much existing and most proposed information privacy
legislation gives record subjects (and sometimes the pub-
lic) a right to receive an explanation of the record-keeper's
information practites and a description of the filing sys-
tem being used. In all probability, most future bills will
require that this explanation be made prior to the initia-
tion of a record-keeping relationship with a particular
individual. and will state that record subjects should usually
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have the right to see and copy their files. Notice and
access rights already exist or are proposed for personal
information held by credit grantors, health care provid-
ers, financial organizations, insurance organizations,
researchers, educational institutions, and employers."

Public Access to Private Sector Information

Statutes that give the public access rights to information
from private organizations address issues that seem sim-
ilar to those posed by public access to government-held
information. There are, however, some significant di
ferences. Some would argue that the public has less need
to see privately-held or generated data because the power of
private organizations to harm the public is not as exten-
sive as is that of the government. Others would argue that
some corporations, such as those selling unsafe products
for example, can do substantial harm to indiv 'duals, and
that consumers are entitled to protect themselves from
foreseeable dangers.

On the one hand, public access to privately-held infor-
mation assists decision-making and enhances welfare and
diversity of ideas. On the other hand, it involves real
costs. The very act of processing access requests and assem-
bling and disclosing information is costly. Such disclo-
sure may andercut an organization's competitive position
or nifty "cheat" an organization out of the financial return
it expected when it assembled, created, or produced a
particular type or category of information. And finally,
public scrutiny of private organizations has the inevit-
able effect of circumscribing legitimate corporate discre-
tion and autonomy.

Trend toward More Disclosure. At present, the trend
of policy seems clearly to he moving in the direction of
greater public access to and scrutiny of private sector
information. Several factors appear to he fueling this trend.
As private organizations become larger and more pow-
erful, they have a growing impact on society. This impact
leads to greater public interest in information about cer-
tain private organizations. To the extent that their activ-
ities are intertwined with governmental interestsanother
increasing trendarguments supporting the public's right
to know about private organizations become more polit-
ically persuasive.

Then, too. our information -rich society seems to desire
what information theorist Marc Porat calls an "informa-
tion cushion.' People are more protected or "cushioned"
if they can obtain maximum decision-making informa-
tion. In this type of environment the 19th Century snake
oil salesman would have a difficult time He would not
only have to disclose to buyers the contents of his potions,
but would have to have testing information on file with
both the Federal Trade Commission and the Food and
Drug Administration to substantiate his claims.

Also, ihere is a perceptible change in society's feelings
about the "privateness" of private organizations. A hun-
dred years ago, organizations were accountable to a board
of directors or to a group of stockholders. Today, the
use in the vernacular of a phrase such as "corporate



responsibility" attests to the perceived accountability of
private organizations to the public. Increasingly, statutes
and court decisions impose public responsibility on pri-
vate organizations."

In this kind of environment it is hardly surprising that
more and more information produced and maintained
by private industry is available to the public. The chal-
lenge in the years ahead will be to refine and shape poli-
cies for public scrutiny of private industry, to ensure that
industry retains the incentive and autonomy to function
effectively, while at the same time infor,ming the,public
adequately,

Factors to Consider in Access Policies

Today access policies are based on a multitude of fac-
tors. With the private sector's diversity, a well-defined
approach to policies granting access to private organi-
zations may be preferable, as long as there is,an eval-
uation and a balancing of appropriate factors. These
factors might include:

. The effect of access on the organization's competi-
tive position. Under the FOR, for example, agen-
cies can choose to withhold confidential, commercial
and financial information submitted by private orga-
nizations, if the disclosure would cause substantial
competitive harm to the organization."

. The potential harm that might occur through dis-
closure resulting from access policies. Although not
every access request should be denied because dis-
closure would substantially harm an organization's
place in the market, this factor should always be
given weight in formulating access policies and deci-
sions.

. The risk that '..!isclosure would strip the organiza-
tion of the rewards of developing state-of-the-art
or otherwise secret or advanced processes. If so he
private sector's incentive to devote resources to ue-
veloping new products or techniques could be under-
mined. For this reason the copyright, patent, and
trade secret laws limit access to certain types of
information.

. The impact of an organization's form of ownership
on its disclosure obligation. Under existing law the
public has greater rights of access to information
held by publicly owned corporations than to infor-
mation held by privately owned or closely held cor-
porations. Organizations that offer members of the
public ownership interests have a significant obli-
gation to give the public infounation about the
"product" that they have been invited to buy. How-
ever, the public's interest in the operation of cer-
tain privately owned firms may be just as compelling.
Many factors other than existing or potential owner-
ship may give the public an interest in obtaining
information about an organization. These factors
need to be-better understood.

. The effect of an organization's size on its disclo-
sure obligation. Large, complex organizations ordi-
narily have a greater imptict on society than small
organizations. In consequence, some would argue
that individuals ought to be able to obtain more
information about large organizations than about
small ones. In practice, a few reporting requirements
take this approach. The FTC's line of business re-
porting requirements, for example, are applied only
to the 400 largest corporations.' Government anti-
trust and other regulatory mechanisms with their
accompanying information demands also tend to
concentrate on the largest corporations. However,
if these larger corporations are in national security
or defense industries, access may be denied.

An organization's product line could affect its dis-
closure obligation. Many existing reporting require-
ments are based on precisely this approach. Organiza-
tions that market products that are potentially
injurious to consumers' health, such as food stuffs
and drugs, are subject to extensive reporting require-
ments. These requirements not only pertain to dis-
closing information about the product itself, as in
food and drug labeling, but also to general disclosures
about the organization's operations. For example,
the Food and Drug Administration requires manu-
facturers of food stuffs and drugs to make detailed
background information available to the agency on
request." Organizations that manufacture products
that are important to the nation's welfare, such as
petroleum products, are also subject to more extensive
reporting requirements" Frequently, organizations
that manufacture or market goods that are very
expensiveand therefore more likely to have a sig-
nificant impact upon consumersare subject to addi-
tional reporting requirements. Sellers of mobile homes,
automobiles, and recreational homes are found in
this category."

. An organization's sales techniques could affect its
disclosure obligation. Some of the regulatory agen-
cies, and the FTC in particular, have argued that
certain sales techniques such as door-to-door sales,
have a tendency to be unfair and deceptive. To coun-
teract this effect, the FTC requires some organiza-
tions using these techniques to make detailed finan-
cial and sales information available both to the
FTC and to their customer's."

. An organization's customer profile could affect its
disclosure obligation. Organizations that deal with
vulnerable consumers, such as children or the elderly,
might have special disclosure obligations. These cate-
gories of consumers are thought to be less inclined
and less able to obtain information about a partic-
ular product or about organizations that sell it. As
a result, some federal agencies require these orga:
nizations to make additional information available
to the government and to consumers. The Depart-
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ment of Health and Human Resources, for instance,
requires proprietary nursing homes to make finan-
cial and organizational information available to the
agency as well as to prospective patients or to their
families.'

Conflicting Criteria

Each of the enumerated factors appears to provide a
logical basis for requiring private organizations to
make information available to the public. But what
happens w hen these criteria conflict with each other
or with legitimate needs for secrecy? For example,
several manufacturers of prescription drugs recently
testified that they will not market certain "wonder
drugs" in this country because they believe that the
FDA's test reporting and public filing requirements
will compromise critical trade secret information.'

Should the interest in safeguarding the confidentiality
of trade secret information prevail over the interest
in obtaining. detailed information about products that
are potentially hazardous? The answer to this ques-
tion may depend uptin a calculation of risks and bene-
fits in a particular case. But if a case-by-case approach is
taken, industry may not, wish to risk the lessened pre-
dictability of decisions which are in its own interest.
Each answer may provide differing degrees of access
to differing types or amounts of information: how-
ever, it is important to recognize the infot:nation factors
that are at stake, in order to take account of them in
making policy decisions about public access to privately
generated or held information,

Government Access to Information Maintained
by Private Sector Organizations or Individuals

Information is as vital as revenue to the government's
ability to function effectively. The Federal Government,
in particular, requires continuous input of information
to accomplish its programs, enforce laws, monitor the
environment, and plan for the future. By any measure
collection. processing. or storage the federal informa-
tion appetite is enormous. Our government voraciously
consumes information about citizens, businesses, the envi-
ronment and itself. For example, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget estimates that Americans annually spend
785 million hours filling out government forms.'

The Federal Government's information collection prac-
tices raise many concerns. The burden of preparing
information in response to government requests is not
always "fairly" distributed v., i'.hin the private sector, and
may not al.. ays be worth the cost to both the govern-
ment and the information providers. In general, there
are concerns about whether the government's informa-
tion colle,tion effort operates rationally, efficiently. and
fairly.

The circumstances and mariner of government access
to the information of individuals and private organiza-
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tions has significant implications for basic democratic
goals. The government has a legitimate need fo ,ubstantial
amounts of information about persons and organizations in
order to operate its mandated programs effectively. But
the collection of this information can pose a threat to
the autonomy and privacy of individuals, as well as to
the autonomy of private enterprise. The purpose )f the
constitutional protections of due process of law and
freedom from unreasonable searches is to limit govern-
ment's power to intrude on and oppress citizens or or-
ganizations while involved in uncontrolled collection of
information, Unnecessary collection of information from
private organizations might adversely affect the capacity
of these organizations to make effective economic or oper-
ational decisions:

Access Alicies Balance Divergent Needs. Government
access policies, then, must balance legitimate needs to
obtain information against the need to safeguard individual
and organizational prerogatives. The C9nstitution does
not give federal agencies express authority to obtain in-
foimation. However, Article II, Section III; charging the
President to take "Care that the Laws be faithfully ex-
ecuted," gives agencies implicit constitutional authority
to collect information necessary or relevant to accomplish
their missions." There are over 10,000 federal statutes
which grant agencies specific authority to obtain infor-
mation from individuals and private sector organizations.''
The Federal Trade Commission Act, for example, em-
powers the FTC to require persons and.companies whose
businesses affect commerce to file, in a form prescribed
by the FTC, regular or special reports and information
with regard to virtually any business or business-related
practices."

It is pointless to list all of the federal programs
that collect information from individuals and private
sector organizations. As a practical matter, every gov-
ernmental program, other than strictly administrative
units, collects some information from individuals or
organizations. The policy issues and trade-offs which
these collection activities raise vary depending upon
the purpose of the collection effort. There are at least
four categories of information that raise significant
policy concerns: these categories are: information for
criminal law enforcement, regulatory or tax functions,
licensing or benefit programs. aid research programs.

Criminal Law Enaorcement

Criminal law enforcement authorities have wide powers
to obtain information. These are somewhat limited by
statutory and constitutional restrictions, in particular,
the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against unreason-
able searches and seizures. In recent years, policy debate
has focused on the ability of law enforcement agencies
to obtain information. This debate has highlighted the
tensions between the need for effective law enforcement
and the concern for civil liberties, such as the rights of
privacy. free speech, freedom of assembly, and protec-
tion against_selfAncrimination. Many supporters of cavil
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liberties perceive these values to be threatened by police
powers and contemporary police practices.

There are several federal 'statutes or proposed fed-
eral bills that limit government collection of personal
information for law enforcement purposes. The Right
to Financial Privacy Act of I978,' for example, prohibits
most federal agencies from obtaining customer bank rec-
ords without first giving the customer notice of the attempt
at access and an opportunity to challenge it in court.
Other legislation places limits upon the Federal Govern-
ment's use of particularly intrusive methOds of obtaining
personal information. such as wiretapping and eaves-
dropping. During the 96th Congress! legislation was
introduced which would set out comprehensive investi-
gative and information collection practices for FBI
investigations.'

Law Enforcement Information Systems. !t has become
eceedingly difficult to calculate the risks and benefits
of the traditional methods of collecting law enforcement
information because of the rapid development of new
technology. Increasingly law enforceMent authorities at
all levels of government use computer technology.' Local
law enforcement agencies use data processing for admin-
istrative purposes: and there are several computer and
telecommunications systems, such as the National Crime
Information Center. which give state, local and federal
law enforcement personnel immediate access to a wide
variety of information. The Department of Justice has
also developed separate, automated systems for drug
enforcement and 'organized crime information.

There are a number of problems growing out of
widespread use of modern technology. For example,
individuals have been injured as ry result of inaccu-
rate or antiquated information in law enforcement
information systems' There have been continuing policy
as well as technical debates about how to minimize
this danger. There is also significant debate about,
the role of the FBI in obtaining and disseminating
state and local criminal history information as a part
°fa federal computerized criminal history system!'

Technologies' Effect on Civil Liberties. New computer
and communications technologies, such as electronic
message systems. computerized telephone message switch-
ing systems. electronic funds transfer systems (EFT). and
home computer systems. are likely to increase the effec-
tivtness of criminal justice information collection pro-
grams. At the'same time, the use of these technologies,
as well as the use of surveillance devices, pose real threats
to individuals' civil liberties. For example, computerized,
telephone switching equipment can collect information
about both completed and attempted telephone calls. And
there is considerable fear that electronic funds transfer
technology could be used for surveillance. Government
agencies with authority to review or monitor EFT sys-
tems could construct a comprehensive record of an indi-

tra.14s and habits. Similarly, if agencies could
monitor or revicelectronic mail transactions, they might
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he able to obtain detailed information about individu-
als' or organizations' patterns of communicating.

The possibility of law enforcement access to electronic
information, such as a compilation of home information
systems transactions, creates another threat of intrusion
on personal privacy, as well as potential diminution of
civil liberties. A review of such information could reveal
much about an individual's or family's reading and
recreational tastes, communications, shopping patterns
hobbies, and other familial interests. By combining infor-
mation from these various information services. a gov-
ernment agency could create comprehensive investigative
dossiers.

It is not clear whether existing laws regarding electronic
surveillance would apply to federal agency interception
and review of most of the information transmitted over
the new technologies. or those that are still in the design
phase.' In the foreseeable future, new policies, standards,
and safeguards may have to be developed which respond
more precisely to these technological advances, and to
those that are anticipated.

Collection of Information for Regulatory
and Tax Functions

Federal regulatory agencies collect substantial amounts
of information from private sector organizations. In order
to enforce compulsory standards for safety, food and
drugs. securities and financial transactions, sales trans-
actions, and competition. agencies collect enormous
amounts of information. Much information, such as SEC
financial reports, and occupational safety and health
reports. is sent to the government automatically every
year. In addition. many agencies request voluminous.
detailed information as part of specific investigations of
potential wrongdoing. Antitrust suits, for example. may
often require that the Department ofJ ustice or the FTC
obtain literally hundreds of thousands of "pounds" of
paper-based information." In certain circumstances the
government, although not collecting the Information itself.
requires businesses to disclose it directly to the general
public. The Food and Drug Administration's labeling
requirements provide an example."

The Federal Trade Commission's "Line of Business"
Reporting Program is among the most controversial federal
reporting requirements. Approximately 400 of the nation's
largest corporations must submit detailed financial infor-
mation (production costs, sales figures, inventory, etc.)
annually: about each separate line of products that these
corporations manufacture or handle. The FTC uses this
information in evaluating the competitive health of var-
ious industries, in compiling economic reports for public
distribution. and in industry-wide antitrust and consumer
investigations. Under sonic circumstances, the FTC may
also use the information collected for economic analysis,
to pursue specific criminal investigations, or the FTC
may share this information with the Justicc Department's
anti-trust division.

f)
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./everal years ago, 178 of the corporations covered by
"line of business" reporting contested the program's legali-
ty In particular, these corporations argued that the FTC
Licked authority to collect this information because it
created excessive reporting problems for the corporations,
and because the information lacked relevance to FTC
Jen. ities. The corporations also objected to the FTC's
failure to provide the corporations with assurances of
confidentiality for the information collected. Although
the court rejected the corporations' arguments, the FTC
did respond to the corporations' instituted litigation by
relaxing, as reporting requirements."

Collection of Information to Determine
Licensing or Benefit Eligibility.

Compared to criminal law enforcement and civil
regulatory functions, government licensing and benefit
programs are relatively new. However, either licensing
or benefit programs also require the government to col-
lect an enormous ai,.ount of detailed information about
individuals and private organizations, and therefore can
raise significant policy concerns.

I)uch of the information gathered is used to determine if
the individual or organization is eligible for the license
or benefit. Some information collection is a government
response to the public's demand to know whether the
administration of the licensing and benefit programs, for
which it pays, is impartial and fair. Increasingly, agen-
cies gather information to determine whether there is fraud
or abuse in the licenses or benefits mhich have been granted.
The "information costs" of the Federal Government's
licensing and benefit program~ have escalated so greatly
that in recent years the Cungress has considered several
hills that would require "information impact statements" to
accompany all proposed benefit programs,"

Collection of Information for Research Purposes

The Federal Government conducts and pays other
entities to conduct an enormous amount of research, an
effort which requires information collection activities that
can rake policy issues concerning the government's purpose
in iniating the collection. Virtually every major govern-
mental activity or conceal spawns a significant emount
of research activity. Some of this research is aimed at
developing new products or approaches: some research
is intended to compile statistics to guide government
planning and programs: and other research is conducted
simply for the purpose of increasing the store of human
knowledge, without immediate applications. In particular,
the Federal Government devotes substantial resources
to medical, technical and scientific, demographic and
human behavioral research.

Census research is a good example of a major federal
research activity that has firmly established policies both
requiring federai access to psis ate sector information and
limiting subsequent access of persons or organizations
to this information, an approach which may create policy
discussion:" The Census Bureau collects detailed infor-
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illation from individuals a4d certain types of businesses
according to a constitutional mandate. Under the Cen
sus Bureau's statute, none of the information is avail.
able to others in a form that identifies a specific individual
or entity:" Furthermore, none of the material can he rased
by government or private organizations to make decisions
directly affecting an indiv idual or organization."

Government Access and Public Policy

What-ty pe of "information ethics- should there he to
guide the many types of government programs? Some
critics -ontend that because the Federal Government has
such a pervasive eifeet on individuals and organizations
and has such a variety ziod diversity of relationships mith
individuals and organizations, it must exercise extreme
care and restraint in its information practices. The gov-
ernment collects information for many purposesfor law
enforcement, fo-program administration, and for research.
A govern: lent that assumes many different and conflicting
roles must be careful in its information collecting and
sharing, or it can do great damage to the traditional rela-
tionship that citizens and organizations in a democracy
have with the government.

Controvfrsial Information. Gathering. Criminal law en-
forcement is a traditional, %Nideh accepted government
function Revenue and tax collection. despite occasional
challenges, is also middy accepted However, many of
the government's regulatory programs enjoy less support.
In recent years critics have charged the Federal Govern-
ment with over-regulation of industryparticularly m
safety, health, and economic matters "" Policies that
foster deregulation are increasingly popular, and "deregu-
lation- and "sunset" hills (lams that automatically ter-
minate government regulatory functions at the expiration
of a set period of time) have proliferated m legislation
proposed or enacted by Congress.'

Lam enforcement, taxation, and regulatory functions
all pose potential threats both to individual civil liberties
and to corporate financial and political interests. Infor-
mation required for these functions is seldom provided
voluntarily. When the information is needed for an investi-
gation. it generally is collected. not from the target of
investigation, but from third parties, because the inves-
tigation itself is often covert. The threat to the organiza-
tion or persons being investigated is usually substantial.
as evidence gathered could result in imposition of signif-
icant penaltiesheavy fines, jail sentences or other serious
adverse consequences.

F. en though effective investigative technique requires
an agency to gather much information. certain investigative
techniques raise controversial information policy issues.

Agency Investigative Standards. First, there is concern
about the standards that agencies should use in deciding

hether or not to initiate an investigation. For example,
when the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion (OSHA) proposed a regulation giving it unfettered



access to employee medical iceords maintained by cor-
porations, consumer grOups like the Nationa! Commis-
sion on the Confidentiality of Health Records and the
American Civil Liberties Union objected. Their ground
for complaint was that OSHA generally could not col-
lect information from these records without the consent
of the employee record subjects."' Consequently, OSHA
recently published a revised regulation that sets standards
to employ in deciding when it can obtain corporate
employee medical records." The regulation includes an
intra-ageitcy review process to determine if the investi-
gation is proper. the information is necessary for that
investigation, and whether protective record 'management
and confidentiality safeguards can he implemented.

Second, there continues to be real controversy over
the methods that agencies use to obtain data The Tax
Reform Act of 1976, for instance, places limits on the
investigative methods that the IRS and other federal agen-
cies can use to obtain tax-related information." The
debate over the utilization of these methods reflects a
traditional clash between law enforcement effectiveness
and civil liberties safeguards.

Third. it may be so expensive to collect, maintain, and
use information generated by some types of investigations
that the cost of a protracted legal proceeding exceeds Its
benefits. This charge has been made, for instance, in regard
to the collection and maintenance of information in con-
nection with the Department of Justice's ten-year anti-
trust suit against International BuSiness Machines(IBM)."'

Fourth, there is controversy concerning whether certain
agencies are the appropriate choices to operate major
information collection and statistical programs. For exam-
ple, corporate plaintiffs in litigation against the FCC have
argued that a regulatory agency has too biased and nar-
row a viewpoint to be given responsibility for compiling
and ,publishing comprehensive research reports. The Con-
gress's recent restructuring of the Law Enforcement Assis-
tance Administration (LEAA) appears to be based at
least partly on this notion. The Justice Improvement Act
creates a separate information and statistical organiza-
tion, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, which will operate
some statistical reporting programs previously run by
the FBI."

Finally. there are Issues about the government's
handling ad use of the personal information that it col-
lects from organizations, which are discussed in the other
chapters of this repo:. As a result of a recent suit in
Federal District Court, for example, the court imposed
detailed information handling requirements upon the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH)."' NIOSH was given permission to obtain per-
sonally identifiable employee health records without
obtaining employee permission, but only if NIOSH kept
the information confidential, removed identifiers at the
earliest opportunity, and returned it to the employer's
files within one year.
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Benefit and Licensing Programs. There is wide agree-
ment that most benefit and licensing programs provide
;mportant services to individuals and organizations. and
significant protections to society. Thus the benefits s,-rued
by the information collection in these programs gener-
ally outweigh the cost of the collection. In most Instances,
the information is provided more or less voluntarily by
the individual or organization seeking the benefit. Even
when applicants for benefits cannot he said to proknie
the information in a truly voluntary manner, at least they
have notice of what is being collected. There are signifi-
cant concerns about adequately protecting individuals
or organizations that supply information to the government
in order to get a benefit or license. The few studies con-
ducted on this subject appear to confirm that individuals
and organizations provide this information in return for
a needed license without any sense of coercion."

The 4overnment's benefit and licensing programs
raise two important information policy controversies.
The first controversy concerns the sort of informa-
tion that agencies need in order to make entitlement
and claim decisions. In a few instances, applicants
have refused to provide requested information and
have tested the government's collection authority in
the courts. Occasionally, the courts have limited the
amount or type of information that agencies can col-
lect. indicating that equal protection, privacy and due
process interests must he given priority."' But, in gen-
eral, if the information collected is reasonably related to
a valid governmental function, the courts have upheld
the government's right to obtain it."' As a consequence.
(here have h.'en suggestions that the government should
adopt more concise collection standards." Ultimately,
decisions about the amount and type of information that
a particular agency should collect involve striking a bal-
ance between individual privacy or corporate autonomy
interests and society's interest in making properly informed
entitlement and claim decisions.

The second information policy controversy concerns
whether or not an agency should collect information
for a licensing or benefit program. and then he able
to use the information for a completely unrelated pur-.
pose, such as law enforcement. Recently, for exam-
ple, the Department of Health and Human Resources
has shared data which the Social Security Adminis-
tration obtained for benefit purposes with its Parent
Locator Service. This information permitted the Service
to locate absent parents whose children were receiv-
ing state or federal welfare benefits."'

Federally-Conducted Research There is briind agree-
ment that federall:' conducted or sponsored research prop-
erly requires the government to obtain large amounts of
information. However, the specific information collection
policies adopted by the government's various research
programs are the subject of controversy.

f first. there is the issue of whether the information, provi-
sion for government research programs should be man-
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&tory or voluntary for individuals or organizations. Each
decade several persons prefer to go to jail rather than
divulge information to the Census Bureau.'" Recently,
the duPont Corporation and the General Motors Cor-
poration have challenged the constitutional and statutory
authority of the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health to force companies to turn over information
for research purposes." In general, while the research
community is convinced that it must have authority to
compel production of information,' the objects of this
compulsion often would like to decide whether or not to
share information, particularly if it is sensitive.

Al second 'and even more significant issue regarding
research information is w hether it t an ever be used to
make decisions that directly affect its subjects. Many
privacy proposals argue for a strict separation of research
records from administrative records.' The Bureau of
Census has always taken the position that in order to
encourage voluntary compliance with information requests,
it must assure subjects that this information will never
he used to make decisions about them. Even in World
War II the Census Bureau, despite intense pressure, re-
fused to give the War Department the names and ad-
dresses of Japanese Americans who were residing in the
United States " However, in other agencies and other
research programs, the distinction between research files
and administrative files frequently is not nearly so clear."
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Conclusion

Access policies invest potential information recipients
(whether government, individuals or private organizations)
with the right or ability to obtain information of signif-
icant value or interest to them. These policies shift the
balance of availabie information in the direction of in-
creased sharing. This trend inevitably changes the nature
of relationships, and ultimately lessens the discretion,
autonomy and power enjoyed by the public, private or-
ganizations. and the government. When openness and
cooperation among sectors are desired goals, access is a use-
ful tool to promote information exchange. But each sector
will always have legitimate needs to_protect which require
limitations on access of others to certain information.
Access policies frequently represent a delicate balance
among the cooperative instincts and the protective needs of
government, individuals, and private sector organizations.

'Frequently access to information is achieved at a cost
to the provider, either because the information requested is
sensitive, expensive to assemble, or of real economic or
political value to the holder. With advances in informa-
tion and communications' technologies providing greater
access to all information, there is an urgent need to reassess
the conflicting rights of individuals, privatc organizations,
and government in order to begin formulating significant
information policy directions that can better balance com-
peting societal goals

o) .1,1
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Chapter III

Information Privacy

By Robert R. Be lair

Information privacy policies place limitations and safe-
guards on the handling of personal information. Typi-
cally these safeguards include restrictions On the collection
of information, standards for its management and use,

guarantees for subject access to information and other
participation rights, as well as restrictions on disclosure.

Chapter Three identifies information, privacy policies and
discusses the interests and goals which these serve. It also
examines the effect of privacy policies upon other informa-
tion policies, including dissemination and access policies.

Information privacy is defined, in an operational sense,
as the'colleetion, maintenance, use and dissemination of
information about private individuals. It is important to
distinguish information privacy from what might be called
"behavioral privacy." Behavioral privacy is associated
with the right of individuals to engage in certain kinds of
activities free from surveillance, intrusion or regulation.
The Supreme Court, for example, has used the term "right
of privacy" to refer to an individual's right to use birth
control devices,' to view pornography in his own home,'
and to have an abortion.' Recently the Supreme Court
stated in Whalen v. Roe` that information privacy and
behavioral privacy represent two separate, albeit relat-
ed, types of rights. This chapter focuses exclusively on
information privacy.

Interests at Stake

There is wide agreement in this country that the hand-
ling of personal information should be subject to cer-
tain safeguards, which are found in the Constitution, in
federal and state legislation, and in the common law.

Information privacy safeguards are important be-
cause the manner in which personal information is han-
dled has an effect upon two fundamental societal interests.
First, information privacy protections enhance the pro-
per functioning of a democratic society, because they ensure
fair and equitable procedures for decision-making about

individuals' The use of information about a person has a

critical impact upon his economic, social, and political
prospects. Governmental and non-governmental institu-
tions use personal data to make decisions that affect the
quality of people's lives. Consequently, individuals.have
a strong interest in ensuring that the information about
them is accurate and that it is used in a consistent and
fair manner.

Second, in addition to the concerns about how per-
sonal information is used, psychologists and sociologists
point out that the mere act of obtaining or disclosing
some types of personal information can have a disturb-
ing effect on the individual about whom the information
is disclosed. The extent or quality of the injury naturally
varies depending upon the individual, the information -

disclosed, the circumstances of the disclosure, and the
party receiving the information. Nevertheless, there is
substantial evidence that the mere act of obtaining or
disclosing information, regardless of its subsequent use,
can have an adverse impact upon an individual's sense
of trust, security, and well-being. Protection of the indi-
vidual from disclosure of information is an aspect of-pri-
vacy often characterized as an attempt to preserve personal
freedom and autonomy, and as such, is similar to the
desire to avoid surveillance or control, a goal upon which
behavioral privacy is based.'

Privacy Policies Guard Personal Interests. Information
privacy safeguards also directly affect a number of spe-
cific personal interests. For example, without these safe-
guards, an individual might have no idea whatsoever that
government and private sector organizations have obtained
information about him. Furthermore, the individual would
be unable to inspect his record or to correct or rebut
inaccurate, incomplete, or out-of-date information in it,
even if he somehow discovers that the record exists. Nor
would an individual have any knowledge of the record-
keeper's plans for using or disclosing information about
him.

The views and conclusions contained in this chapter reflect those of the author, and should not be interpreted as necessarily
representing the official policies or recommendations of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, the
U.S. Department of Commerce, or the U.S. Government.



I mally, . quite apart from the record subject's kaow-
ledge of or involvement in the record-keeping process.
information priv ,t,y safeguards often place substantive
limas upon a reord-keeper's use and disclosure of per-
sonal information. Typically, these limits on the record-
keeper attempt to ensure that information is used in a
lair and appropriate manner. and disclosed only with
subjed onsent or for purposes that relate to and are
inthated by the record- keeper's relationship to the record
subject

The first two chapters of this report discuss dissem-
ination and acess policies and the interests which these
,aye To the extent that information privacy policies
restrio the availability of personal mformation, they appear
to run counter to the goals of dissemination and access
polmes However. there are strong arguments that in-
formation priv ay policies. in fact, serve similar demo-
yratic goak

Development of Comprehensive Information
Privacy Policies

The Derelopment of Privacy as a Political Issue

Notions of privacy and restraint upon the use of per-
sonal information have always been a part of American
I,tvv. flow era most scholars agree that in the 1960's pn-
vayy began to bey.ome an issue of political importance.
By I%5 the perceived threat of privacy invasions and
the technological instruments or that threatsophisticated

eillance devices. he detectors, and computerswere
topics of both popular and scholarly fascination..

Over the past decade there has been an increasing aware-
ness that the misuse of recorded information could be
the source of harm or unfairness to individuals. More
recently, there has been a realization that even the well-
intentioned use of recorded information could have unde-
sirable conseque'nces Furthermore, while recorded
information increasingly mediates relationships between
people and organizations. individuals have less and less
control ov er records about thenselves. The explosion of
information technology, particularly in computers and
telecommunications. has contributed to the general
concern. Electronic systenis not only magnify the prob-
lems of manual systems. but also introduce some new
problems

Societal Changes. Several developments led to the emer-
gence of privacy as a national issue. First, by the mid-I960's
the development of large and important governmental
and private institutions was increasingly apparent. The
operation 6f large and powerful dustries or institutions
requires that they maintain and change a large amount of
personal information. For e mple, because the Federal
Government distributes b ions of dollars of personal
benefits and confers status, such as licenses and certifi-
cations. as decisions and the related record-keeping have

inipao on eau member of the public.' For the
same reason,, on ,t slightly lesser scale, private sector
r,.:,ord keeping also has an important effect upon indi-
viduals.
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Most Americans now do at least some of their buying
on credit, and most have some form of life, health, pro-
perty, or liability insurance. Institutionalized medical care is
almost universally available. Government social services
programs now reach deep into the population, as do gov-
ernment licensing of occupations and professions, taxa-
tion of individuals, and regulation of business and labor
union affairs. Today. the government regulates and
supports economic and social life through some of the
nation's largest bureaucratic organizations. Many of the
programs deal directly with individuals.

A significant consequence of this marked change in
the variety and concentration of institutional relation-
ships %%ith individuals is that record-keeping about indi-
viduals now affects almost everyone. Evaluations of credit
are based on recorded information in the files of one or
more organizations. The same is generally true for determi-
nations about medical care, employment, education, and
social services. Moreover, in this age of giant organiza-
tions. the individual does not possess the bargaining power
in the marketplace to insist that organizations protect
the use and disclosure of his records. In short. we live
inescapably in an "information society," and few of us
have the option of avoiding relationships with record-
keeping organizations. To do so is to forego not only
credit, but also insurance, employment, medical care, edu-
cation. and many government services to individuals

Legal Privacy Protections are Outdated. The growth
of institutional record-keeping has outflanked traditional
legal protections. For example, the Fourth Amendment's
protection against unreasonable searches and seizures and
the Fifth Amendment's guarantees of due process give
individuals a substantial arsenal of weapons to protect
informationas long as it is in their own possession. How-
ever. when their personal information is held by other
parties, these traditional safeguards are largely inappli-
cable." The realization that these safeguards are limited has
fueled the drive to obtain additional privacy protections.

Also, in the mid 1960's and early 1970's, the nation
experienced a period characterized by what has been cal-
led "confrontation politics." This sort of polarized political
climate encourages institutions to adopt detailed rules
for the distribution of resources and benefits, as well as
for the imposition of penalties. This kind of precise,
accountable decision-making inevitably requires institu7
tions to compile detailed personal records covering the
background, performance, and status of affected indiv-
iduals. Examples of reform and protective legislation that
involve increased collection and maintenance of personal
information are legion.'" For instance, the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964though clearly serving a lau-
dable purposeimposed new and detailed personal record-
keeping requirements."

With the increase in record-keeping activity and new
calls for accountability Lame demands for public over-
sight and subject participation in the record-keeping pro-
cess itself. As one scholar put it, the nation came to the



realization that personal record-keeping was too impor-
tant to leave to the record-keepers."

Technological Changes Threaten Personal Privacy. Fi-
nally, the continuing development of sophisticated com-
puter. telecommunications and surveillance technol-
ogies undoubtedly contributed to the emergence of the
privacy issue By 1965. three separate technologies had
come of age.

By the mid 1960's, the public perceived advances in
computer and telecommunications technologies as the
principal threat to personal privacy." The computer's
ability to collate, store, and retrieve vast amounts of in-
formation in an efficient and cost effective manner meant
that dossier building and record surveillance could be
done on a scale that previously was impracticable, if not
impossible In 1966, this concern led to the first of many
congressional hearings on computers and the invasion
of privacy " Numerous books published during this period
focused upon computer technology 's threat to privacy ."

Because the problems of technology and privacy were
perceived to be critical, the Privacy Protection Study
Commission published a separ.t,. report on advances in
computer and telecommunications technologies!' The
report expressed the commissioners' concern that because
of tie advances in information and telecommunications
technoloay, it was becoming far easier to accede to access
and dissemination requests than to deny them.'' The sarn
report describes the revolutionary advances in comput-
ing time and storage capacity made in the last 20 years.
At the same time, advances in telecommunications tech-
nology have made it possible for computers to transmit
and exchange far more data in a much shorter time." In
addition, these developments have been accompanied by
substantial decreases in the computing and telecommu-
nications aspects of the costs of maintaining, using and
transmitting information.

The ease with which automated information can be
handled tends to eliminate the protections for the pri-
vacy of personal information which existed when the costs
in time, processing, and retrieval of recorded informa-
tion were much higher. Furthermore, the growing avail-
ability and decreasing cost of computer and telecommuni-
cations technologies provide both the impetus and the
means to establish new record-keeping functions. The
pace of technological development will only accelerate
this trend in the future.

Good and Bad Results of Changes. Of course, advances
in computers and telecommunications have produced both
positive and negative results. In 1972 the National Aca-
demy of Sciences published the report of its three-year
study of the. social and political effects of computerization
of personal information.' The study marshaled empirical
information which indicated that although automation
brought new and difficult challenges, the computer was
not entirely or even principally to blame for the privacy
"crisis." The study demonstrated that the automation of
personal information did not need to interfere with the
continued enjoyment of individual rights. It recommended
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the adoption of privacy policies that "regulated" the
handling of personal data, as opposed to policies pro-
hibiting the use of data or its acquisition and maintenance
in automated systems.

Today there is a growing awareness that the mainte-
nance of personal data in automated systems makes it
easier to use audit logs that keep track of system trans-
actions, to provide subjects with access rights, and in
some respects to implement adequate security procedures!"

In addition to automated data processing, sophisti-
cated electronic listening and watching devices became
available in the 1960's, making it possible to monitor
individual activities to a previously unknown degree!' For
example, it is now possible to monitor most long-distance
telephone and some in-person communications without
physical implaeement of a tap or bug!' Developments
in N isual surveillance technology now make it possible to
magnify images dramatically, to see targets in almost total
darkness, and even to pierce curtains and certain types
of opaque obstructions.'

Debate over Polygraph Tests. Finally, the debate over
the use of lie detectors, personality tests and other truth
and character testing devices heated up during the 1960's!"
Many states banned the use of the polygraph for employ-
ment purposes, as did the Federal Government, except
for employment in certain types of sensitive positions.
Other states took a less protective tack by licensing poly-
graph operators!' The traditional polygraph device mea-
sures various physiological responses to stress. In order
for the test to Work. the subject must have physical con-
tact with the machine. However, more modern truth detec-
tion devices purport to measure physiological changes in
a manner that does not require the device to be in physi-
cal contact with the subject. These types of devices, which
supposedly measure eye pupil contractions' or stress in
the voice" can be used covertly, thus raising especially
grave privacy problems.

Comprehensive Privacy Policies

The 1973 Report of the Secretary of the Department
of Health. Education and Welfare's Advisory Commit-
tee on Automated Personal Data Systems, recommending
the enactment of a federal "Code of Fair Information
Practice." called attention to information privacy prob-
lems.'" The code embodies five information principles
designed to protect individuals from misuse of personal
information maintained in sophisticated, and generally
automated, record-keeping systems.

. There must be no personal data record-keeping sys-
tems whose existence is secret.

. There must be a way for an individual to find out
what information about him is in a record and how
it is used.

There must be a way for an individual to prevent
personal information obtained for one purpose from
being used or made ,available for other purposes
without his consent.



. There must be a way for an individual to correct
or amend 'a record of identifiable information
about him.

. Any organization creating, maintaining, using or
disseminating records of identifiable personal data
must assure its reliability for the intended use, and
must take precautions to prevent its misuse.

Recent Legislation on Personal Information

By the mid-1970's, the stage was set for substantial
statutory reform of standards for the handling of per-
sdnal information about individuals.

As early as 1970, the Congress had applied relatively
modest privacy protections to the information practices
of consumer-reporting agencies (firms that supply credit
history and individual background information to credit
grantors, insurers, employers and others). The intent of
the Fair Credit Reporting Acts is to enable a consumer to
learn the "nature and substance" of all information per-
taining to him in the records of a consumer-reporting
agency, and to learn when a consumer report adversely

affects a decision about him. The consumer may also
demand a reinvestigation of the material, and deletion
or amendment of inaccurate or unverifiable information.
The Act places some loose disclosure limitations on a
consumer-reporting agency. There is provision for civil
damages and criminal penalties. The FTC has primary
enforcement authority under this Act, along with federal
regulators of financial institutions.

Beginning in 1974. the Congress enacted several sig-
nificant pieces of information privacy legislation.' The
two most important are the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 (Buckley AdmendmenOn and the
Privacy Act of 1 974.'2

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974.
The Buckley Amendment provides students and their
parents with rights of access and correction for most
records held by most educational institutions, and places
limits on the non-consensual disclosure of information
in these records." Because of the absence of meaningful
penalties or regulatory oversigit, it is not clear whether
the Buckley Amendment has had much effect upon stu-
dent record-keeping.' Furthermore, by granting students
access to records, including personal references, the statute
may either lower the reliability of references or result in

a less formal, "undocumented" process of obtaining ref-
erences.' Because of the risk of lessening the credibility of
their references, many students choose to waive their rights
of access to letters of recommendation.

Privacy Act of 1974. The Privacy Act of 1974 is land-
mark legislation.' So far, twelve states have enacted sim-
ilar laws governing state and local agency record-keeping."

The Privacy Act prohibits federal agencies from dis-
closing personal information unless the disclosure has
been approved by the subject or it comes within one of
the Act's eleven exceptions to disclosure. In addition,
the Act permits agencies to disclose information only if
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,..
it is accurate, complete, timely, and relevant; it permits
record subjects to see, copy and correct most informa-
tion in their files; it places certain limits on federal col-
lection of personal information; it requires federal agencies
to meet certain information management standards; and
it requires federal agencies to publish descriptions of record
systems containing personal information.'

Philosophical Conflict: Dissemination versus Privacy.
Initially there was a great deal of confusion regarding
the relationship of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
and the Privacy Act." Because the FOIA makes govern-
ment-held information public and the Privacy Act makes
government-held personal information private, the stat-
utes may superficially appear to be in conflict. Undenia-
bly, the statutes present a policy tension between dis-
semination and secrecy.

However, in actual practice, the FOIA and the Priv-
acy Act seem to work together reasonably well. The Pri-
vacy Act permits agencies to disclose personal information
without obtaining subject consent if the FOIA requires
disclosure of the information. The FOIA requires agen-
cies to disclose all written information unless the disclo-
sure would come within one of its nine disclosure ex-
emptions, one of which covers information "the disclosure
of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted inva-
sion of privacy.'

Interpretation of "Clearly Unwarranted." Thus, when-
ever a federal agency is considering disclosing personal
information, its first question is whether such disclosure
would result in a "clearly unwarranted" invasion of the
subject's privacy. If the answer is affirmative, then the
disclosure cannot be made unless done pursuant to one
of the Privacy Act's exemptions. If the answer is nega-
tive, the Privacy Act considerations are irrelevant and
the disclosure must be made.

The FOIA's "clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy"
language, which offers a possible exemption to agencies
from their mandatory requirement to disclose all,written
information, has been interpreted by the courts to mean:
(I) that the bias should be in favor of disclosure; and (2)
that the agency or the court should balance the public's
interest. in access against the nature and degree of the
subject's privacy interests, on a case-by-case basis.' As a
result, a substantial amount of personal information main-
tained in federal files is made public. In addition, record
subjects and federal agencies have a difficult time predicting

the outcome of disclosure decisions, because ultimately
each can be made on the basis of a subjective, detailed
weighing of the equities in that particular case.

Criticism of the Privacy Act of 1974. Apart from its
relationship with the FOIA, the Privacy Act has received
substantial criticism.' The statute's alleged deficiencies as
a privacy protection mechanism include its very broad
disclosure exemptions which permit agencies to continue to
make numerous disclosures without obtaining subject con-
sent: the Act's dependence on vaguely worded standards
such as "accuracy," "timeliness" and "relevance;" the
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apathetic response of most record subjects, and the lack
of effectik e regulation or oversight."

Although the Privacy Act has been criticized for fail-
ing to establish adequate restraints on federal handling
of personal information, it was the first statute to embody a
fair information practice approach to information pri-
vacy.' At the same time, the nation's experience with the
Privacy Act has raised many difficult policy issues. Should
prik acy legislation take an omnibus approach cokering
all personal record-keeping situations, or a piecemeal
approach that tailors safeguards to specific types of per-
sonal records or record-keeping relationships? Is it real-
istic for prikacy policies to rely on subject participation
safeguards' Do restraints on collection of personal
information create unacceptable damage to interests that
compete with prikacy9 Can disclosure policies be designed
that effectively prohibit the dissemination of most per-
sonal information while permitting necessary disclosures?
The application of privacy policies to private sector
record-keepers and the refining of existing public
sector prikacy pglicies will require answers to these ques-
tions.

Privacy Protection Study Commission's Report

The 1977 Report of the Privacy Protection Study Com-
ission" attempts to answer some of the difficult policy

issues mentioned. In particular. the report creates policy
guidelines that were not formulated in the Privacy Act,
and establishes.

( I ) the standards for handling personal information
maintained in the private sector, and

(2) the standards for government access to personal
information maintained by private sector organ-
izations.

The Privacy Commission Report is significant in a num-
ber of respects. First, it assumes that threatening or offen-
sive practices can be regulated effectively. Rather than
recommend the abolition or prohibition of a record-
keeping practice. the report stresses minimizing intrusion
and maximizing fairness and confidentiality rn various
record-keeping relationships.

Second. the Commission's approach to reform of pri-
vate sector personal record-keeping differentiates between
the regulation of record-keeping in the public and pri-
%ate sectors. For example. the recommendations seldom
propose restrictions on the private sectors collection pro -
cedures or on the type of information collected. In con-
trast, pnkacy protection principles both constitutional
and legislative that apply to governmental record-keepers
usually rely heavily upon prbeedural collection restric-
tions It is reasonable to assume that the report does not
recommend similar restrictions on private sector collec-
tion. becabse it believes governmental intrusion and sur-
veillance to be a more serious threat to liberty and

The Privacy Commission's recommendations for pri-
'ate sector record-keepers also depart from statutes reg-
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ulating governmental record-keepers in that they °main
very few record management standards. In the public
sector, these st-ndards impose direct and often Nailed
requirements upon record-keepers. This sort of interfer-
ence in the internal management of an organization is
perhaps more easily justified for the public than for the
private sector.

Record Subjects' Participation Rights. The recomen-
dations stress participation rights for record subjeas. rhesc
rights are intended to permit rewrd subjects to monitor
a record-keeper's information practices. It is likely that
record-keeping relationships in the prikte sector arc more
amenable to effeLtike subject participation than in the
public sector. A private sector record-keeping relation-
ship is more likely to he k ohnonal and more likely to
ink olke relatikely equal bargaining positions than a pub-
lic sector relationship. Therefore, the emphasis on sub-
ject participation as a primary pnkacy protection strategy
fur private sector relationships may well he an accurate
reflection of a basic distinction between public. and pri-
vate personal record-keeping.

In certain eases the Privacy Commission accepts the
principles articulated in the Privacy Act, but avoids
application of its requirements because ofdecisions regard-
ing the applicability and appropriateness of these require-
ments in areas beyond the jurisdiction of the federal sector.
For example. the Commission determined that the Pri-
vacy Act's principle that there should he no secret record
systems cannot be applied, not because it is not a desir-
able objective, but rather because there is no realistic
mechanism for implementation. (In the federal sector.
notice'~ describing agency record sy stems arc published
in the li,deral Register.) Thus, while the fundamental
objectives remain the same. the basic elements of a pri-
vacy policy in the non-feddal sector would differ from
the Privacy Act principles.

Finally. the Privacy Comission's Report is significant
because it abandons the omnibus approach to informa-
tion legislation. and instead proposes separate. though
often overlapping, reforms for different types of record-
keeping relationships. Thus, it offers recommendations
for insurance. financial, medical, education, employment.
credit, and research and statistical record-keeping,

The Need for Record-Keeping Policies. The Commis-
sion concluded that since so much .,fan indik idual's life
is now shaped by his relationships with organizations.
his interest in the records organizations keep about him
is obvious and compelling. It identified like systemic fea-
tures of personal information in America today on which
public policy needs to focus:

(1) While an organization makes and keeps records
about individuals to facilitate relationships with
them, it also makes and keeps records for other
purposes, such as documenting the record-keeping
organization's own actions. thus making it possible
for other organizations government agencies, for
exampleto monitor the actions of indik
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(2) There is an accelerating trend, most obvious in the
credit and financial areas, toward the accumula-
tion in records of more and more personal details
about an individual.

(3) More and more records about an individual are
collected, maintained and disclosed by organiza-
tions with which the individual has no direct rela-
tionship. but whose records help to shape his life.

(4; `I 'It record-keeping organizations consult the
records of other organizations to verify the infor-
mation they obtain from an individual, and thus
pay as much or more attention to what other or-
ganisations report about the individual than they
pay to what he reports about himself.

(5) Neither law nor technology now giyes an individual
the tools he needs to protect his legitimate interests
in the records organizations keep about 'him.

The significance of this view of the problem is that it
focuses on systemic characteristics of our society rather
than on specific record-keeping abuses. Thus, the Priv-
acy Commission and other experts warn that we are faced
with a slow but steady erosion of privacy which, if left
unreversed, will take us in another generation to a posi-
tion where the 'extent of our human rights and the vital-
ity of our democracy will be jeopardized.

President's Privacy Legislation

In 1979 the Administration sent several landmark pri-
vacy bills to the Congress. These bills included a com-
prehensive medical records privacy bill for private sector
institutional health care providers;'" a bill setting out stan-
dards for researcher access to, and use and disclosure of
personal information.' a bill that would restrict govern-
ment use of search warrants to obtain personal informa-
tion about targets of investigations from newspapers and
related organizations which are not themselvcs targets
of the investigation:" a bill to proyide safeguards for elec-
tronic funds transfers:" and an omnibus bill entitled the
"Fair Financial Information Practices Act" that would re-
form personal record-keeping in five major areas. consumer
reporting agencies, credit grantors, credit and check au-
thorization services, depository institutions, and insurance
comp anies. '

For the most part this proposed legislation followed
and implemented the Privacy Commission's recommen-
dations. Its announced purpose was to ensure that fair
information practices are used, and to place procedural
limitations on government access." The Administration
believed that the legislation would halt the erosion of
personal privacy, balance privacy protection with com-
peting interests, and avoid heavy compliance costs."

Subject Participation to Protect Privacy. The legislation
relied very hear ily on subject particip'ation rights to pro-
tect subject privacy interests. Many of the bills required
that record-keepers provide subjects with a detailed expla-
nation of their record-keeping practices; provide subjects
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with access and correction rights; provide subjects with
notice and an explanation when information about them
is used to make adverse decisions, and provide subjects
with specific notice of government attempts to obtain
persoral information. Although many of the bilis also
contained confidentiality provisions, these provisions, with
few exceptions, did not change the existing pattern of
non - consensual information flow within the affected indus-
tries.

The legislation was significant for several reasons. First,
it represented the first comprehensive, and easily the most
serious, attempt by an American President to address
private sector information privacy issues. Second, the legis-
lation contained an implicit judgment that the use of sub-
ject participation rights with procedural safeguards against
government access, involving de-emphasis on other types
of safeguards, is the proper way to reform private sector
personal information practices. Third, the bills were based
on the idea that regulatory oversight is not necessary.
Finally, the legislation accepted the Privacy Commission's
view that privacy standards should be tailored discreetly
to the needs and problems of separate industries or
record-keeping relationships.

Information Privacy Issues

Any attempt to fashion information privacy protections
must balance the goals of privacy protection with other
significant, competing public interests. For privacy pro-
tections to operate effectively, there must be general aware-
ness that business, government and other institutions
have legitimate needs to collect, use and disclose infor-
mation about individuals. If the concern for privacy was
taken as an absolute, the ability of government (particu-
larly in the area of law enforcement) to perform its required
duties could be severely constrained.

Other less obvious values may also conflict with the
objectives of preserving personal privacy. Our society con-
tinues to affirm its concern for the free flow of informa-
tion, as seen in the First Amendment protections of
freedom of speech and the press, and the recent drives
for open government. To the extent that privacy protec-
tions involve restraints in the flow of information about
individuals, the conflicting values of privacy and free speech
need careful balancing. Of equal concern is the intrusion
of government into private sector record-keeping to pre-
serve the interests of individuals, particularly when the
government itself is a substantial intruder into individu-
als' rights of privacy. The choices in the area of privacy
are generally not between "good" and "evil," but bet-
ween legitimate, competing, public interests.

This chapter reviews three basic types of policies to
protect information privacy. (I) policies that affect col-
lection of personal information by record-keepers. (2)
policies that provide record subjects with rights to moni-
tor and participate in the record-keeping process, and
(3) policies that affect the confidentiality or restrict the
availability of perional information."



Collection Policies

Policies limiting the collection of personal information by
record-keepers and in particular, public record-keepers,
are not uncommon in American law. The Fourth and
Fifth Amendments and to a lesser extent, the First

mendment, contain such limitations, as do some common
law and statutory standards.

A representative listing of current or proposed collec-
tion policies includes both standards that stipulate the
methods that can be used to collect data, and standards
that stipulate the types of data that can be collected. Those
policies include the following standards:

. Information shotild he collected from the subject
individual to the gretitest extent possible.

. There should be no gOvernmental collection of per-
sonal information from third party record-keepers
without first obtaining subject consent, or without
the use of formal process. notice to the subject. and
the opportunity for court review.

. Surreptitious electronic surveillance devices should
not he used.

. Truth and character detection .devices should not
he used (or should not be used without first obtaining
the subject's consent).

. ;Pretext interviews should not he used.

. Only personal information relevant to a legitimate
organizational purpose should he collected.

. Arrest record information should not be collected
by private sector organizations.

. And the government should not collect information
about individuals' exercise of their First Amendment
rights.

Constitutional Doctrines on Privacy Issues. The'Con-
stitution does not use the term privacy. and information
privacy was an unknown concept in 1776. To the extent
that the Bill of Rights deals with privacy issues, the focus
of concern is to protect individuals from certain kinds
of oppressive or intrusive governmental behavior by
limiting the collection and use of personal information.

or example, the First Amendment restrains govern-
ment surveillance. if it threatens the individual's ability
to associate,with others or to send and receive informa-
tion freely. Thus, the First Amendment prohibits the gov-
ernment from identifying individuals who participate in
political,organizations," and from monitoring what indi-
viduals send and receive through the mails." However,
w hen the government merely watches an individual or
collects information about him. First Amendment issues
may he raised only if there is evidence of personal harm
to the person under surveillance In such cases, the courts
have not been inclined to provide relief for the individual
in question."

The courts. however. have used the Fourth Amend-
ment's protections against unreasonable sear hes as the
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basis for the opinion that certain personal behavior and
information are immune from unauthorized govern-
ment surveillance and other types of searches.'

The Fifth Amendment's guarantee of freedom from
compelled self-incrimination also places restraints on
government collection of personal informationalbeit
in the narrow context of criminal investigations."

The Sixth Amendment's guarantees of counsel and the
right to confront accusers also affects government col-
lection of personal information. For example. the courts
have used the Sixth Amendment to place safeguards on
government use of pre-trial lineups."

The Ninth Amendment's Reserved Powers Clause,
which provides that rights not expressly given to the gov-
ernment are retained by the people. has also been cited
tts a basis for a Constitutional limitation on the govern-
ment's collection of personal in formation.'"

Statutes and Regulations. A few federal statutes limit
government and/or private collection of personal informa-
tion. Usually these statutes proscribe certain intrusive or
offensive methods of collection. For example. the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 prohibits
private individuals from using devices whose primary use is
to intercept conversations surreptitiously, and thus accom-
plishes an almost total ban on private wiretapping and
eavesdropping." Regulations that restrict the collection
and use of information generated by the polygraph and
other truth detection devices are also directed at offensive
methods of collection. The Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act' effectively prohibits consumer debt collectors
from using pretext interviewing techniques (misrepresenta-
tions of identity or purpose) to obtain inforMation.

Recently the Congress placed substantial limitations
on the methods that federal agencies can use to obtain
customer records held by financial institutions. Based
upon recommendations in the Privacy Commission report.
the Congress enacted the Right to Financial Privacy Act
of 1978." That statute requires federal agencies to use a
subpoena or anoiner formal written process to obtain cus-
tomer bank records. Furthermore, unless a specific excep-
tion applies, the bank customer must receive a copy of
the subpoena at the same time that it is served upon the
financial institution. The Act also gives the customer an
opportunity to go to court to block the government's
acquisition of his bank records.

The Right to Financial Privacy Act is significant be-
cause it indicates that the Congress views the government's
handling of personal information as a major privacy prob-
lem. Also. it is the Congress's first attempt to limit col
lection of a particular type of sensitive personal in-
formation maintained by private sector institutions.

The Privacy Act limits government access to certain
personal information generated by government programs.
Section Seven prohibits federal and state agedcies, with
certain exceptions, from requiring individuals to dis-
close their social security numbers for use by the agency
as a personal identifier." The social security number-



like the computerhas become for some a metaphor for
the individual's sense of depersonalization and loss of
control. Also. the Privacy Act requires each federal agency
to limit its collection (and its maintenance, use. and dis-
semination) of information about individuals to that which
is "relevant and necessary" for a lawful agency purpose.
It also prohibits federal agencies, with certain exceptions,
from collecting information about individuals' exercise
of their First Amendment rights."

, Benefits of Collection Policies. Policies limiting collec-
tion offer substantial privacy protection benefits. Poli-
cies that affect collection methods, for example, proscribe
or modify collection practices such as wiretapping and
eavesdropping that are thought to unreasonably intrude
upon and violate personal property.

Standards that proscribe, or limit the type of informa-
tion collected greatly help to ensure that record-keepers
wilt not obtain information that is of little utility, or that

.is so unreliable or so offensive that,its collection rins the
risk of doing unfair or unacceptable damage to record
subjects Many believe that arrest record information,
for example. falls into this category.

Drawbacks of Limited Collection Methods. There is
wide agreement that properly drafted procedural limita-
tion collected greatly help to ensure that record-keepers
contrast, there is a great deal more concern about sub -
stantive limitations on the types of information that can
he collected.

First, policies which restrain or prohibit the collection
of personal information force record-keeping institutions to
assume greater risks. For example. if law enforcement
agencies cannot get personal information, their ability
to detect and apprehend law breakers decreases. Simi-
larly. if employers cannot collect arrest records, they may
place inappropriate individuals in sensitive positions.
Recently, for example. a jury awarded 5800.000 to an
Av is Rent-a-Car female reservations clerk who was raped
by a male employee. The male employee had a history
ot arrests and convictions for violent crimes, including
a previous arrest for rape. Avis failed to investigate the
employee's criminal history, and the reservations clerk
sued. claiming that Avis had breached its duty in hiring
such a person."

Second. these standards effectively substitute a lawmak-
er's policy judgment for the record-keeper's judgment.
For example. a firm that did not hire individuals with
arrest records because it considered this to be too risky
would have to change its hiring criteria if there were a
law prohibiting it from obtaining applicants' arrest records.
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA); for exam-
ple. comes close to prohibiting credit grantors from using
sex. marital status. race, religion or ethnic background
as a basis for making credit decisions,"' by prohibiting
the use of this type of data, although it does not actually
prohibit its collection.

Third. collection safeguards may have the ironic and
unintended effect of increasing individuals' reporting bur-
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dens, For example, some information privacy schemes.
including the Privacy Act. provide that personal infor-
mation should be obtained, whenever possible, directly
froni the record subject This provision has been criticized
on the grounds that it restrains the sharing of personal
data among federal agencies.

Pro's and Con's of Collection Sharing. The extent to
which federal information collection actk sties create a
reporting burden for the public has been a subject of
concern within the government." As a result. the Federal
Government has recently supported efforts to minimize
these burdens and to maximize intra-governmental ex-
change of some types of personal information." Such
sharing may not only minimize collection costs and bur-
dens. but it also contributes to agency law enforcement
and fraud control efforts. However. this type of sharing
threatens privacy interests by permitting the non-consen-
sual sharing of subject information without notice to the
subject. Tor example. HEW has. used computer matching
programs to compare federal employee personnel records
with municipal welfare records and with federally-guar-
anteed student loan default records, in order to identify
federal employees vxho may he defrauding government -
sponsored benefit programs.'

As the 1970's drew to a close, members of Congress
and other policy makers seemed increasingly willing to
impose procedural limitations on collection methods in
order to protect privacy The Right to Financial Privacy
Act of 1978. for example. relies almost exclusively on
procedural Iiiithations on collection methods. Legislation in
Congress that would comprehensively regulate the han-
dling,of medical re':ords k another example It includes
Financial Privacy Act type limitations on gokerument
collection of medical record inforinatton

In contrast, pblicy makers seem less disposed to impose
substantive limitations on personal data collection There
appears to he an increasing recognition that provisions
which prohibit the collection of certain types of subject
matter may intrude too deeply into the areas of informa-
tion which are the prerogatives of institutional decision-
makers.

Subject Participation Policies

Subject participation refers to the record subject's right
to monitor and participate in the record-keeping pro-
cess. These rights are the cornerstone :f modern informa-
tion privacy protection scheines. Although the specific
subject participation rights in any given privacy policy
or statute vary, the significant components of this con-
cept include:

. a right to authorize collection of personal data:

. an explanation of the record-keeper's information
system and practices including

the organization and content of the data base:

the potential uses of the data:

the potential non-consensual disclosures of the
data:



. a subject's right to see and copy his file;

. a subject's right to amend or rebut information in
his file;

. a subject's right to notice of certain kinds of non-
consensual disclosures;

. a subject's right to notice of certain kinds of ad-
verse decisions;

. a subject's right to see a log that describes non-
consensual third party disclosures.

Constitutional and Statutory law. Most of these sub-
ject participation rights are included in the Privacy Act.
The Constitution also provides a basis for adopting sub-
ject participation rights. The Fifth Amendment's guar-
antees of due process and equal protection, for example,
have been used by the courts to require government agen-
cies, in some circumstances, to provide individuals with
notice and access rights to information about them which
is held by the government.'

Benefits of Subject Participation, Subject participa-
tion policies offer at least three important safeguards.
First, by minimizing intrusive and non-confidential prac-
tices, and by ensuring that the record-keeper uses fair
and even-handed procedures, a record subject has some
ability to protect his own interests. For example, a sub-
ject who receives an explanation of the record-keeper's
information practices, or has notice of a particular dis-
semination practice, can contest the practice and/or "shop"
for a more attractive "information deal." In this manner,
individuals can encourage practices that minimize intru-
sion and maximize confidentiality.

Second, subject participation is likely to improve the
accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and even the rele-
vancy of recordel personal information. By exercising
his access rights a subject can monitor and evaluate the
aceuracy'and overall quality of data in his file. Even the
mere potential for such access may give record-keepers
an incentive to police the quality of information in their
systems. By exercising correction ane. rebuttal rights, record
subjects can obviate or minimize the damage that may
be done by inaccurate or otherwise defective information.
The quality of personal information is crucial to a record
subject because the use of inaccurate, incomplete or un-
timely data can unfairly penalize him. Presumably, record-
keepers also have an interest in maximizing the quality
of information. However, a subject's standards may some-
times exceed the record-keeper's standards.

Third, subject participation rights give record subjects
tools to detect and examine the basis for adverse actions
taken by the record-keeper. For example, if record sub-
jects are aware of an adverse credit or insurance decision
based on identified information, they can contest effec-
tively the validity of that adverse action. At present, both
the Fair Credit Reporting Act and the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act give consumers limited rights of notice
regarding the source and basis of adverse decisions:2 With-
out this kind of subject participation right, record s.
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jects are likely to be at a loss to refute or even understand
the basis of an adverse action.

Drawbacks to Subject Participation. Despite the bene-
fits of subject participation rights, there are some diffi-
cult conceptual and practical problems. Ironically, the
principal shortcoming may also be the principal strength,
because the subject participation concept is based on the
assumption that individuals wiil have the inclination and
ability to exercise their rights.

Experience suggests that this assumption, at (cast in
public sector record-keeping relationships, may be optimis-
tic. For example, after an initial flurry of access requests,
only a tiny percentage of record subjects other than fed-
eral employees exercise their Privacy Act right to see and
copy their files." Even fewer take advantage of their Pri-
vacy Act rights to amend, update or rebut information
in their records.

In intimidating record-keeping relationshipssuch as,,
the physician/patient or employer/employee relationship
or in relationships in which record subjects have little
or no bargaining power, such as the social service agency/
welfare recipient relationship, subjects may be particu-
larly unwilling and/or unable to exercise subject parti-
cipationcipation rights.

Record-keeping relationships that generate complicated
or machine printed records may also have the effect of
discouraging subjects from exercising their participation
rights, particularly to amend or rebut the record. For
example, the automated record of a criminal history in
some state systems is laced with technical references to
judicial action and statutory law that few laymen have
any hope of understanding.

Of course, computerization of the record does not mean
automatically that the record will become complicated
or confusing. However, in practice, computerizing records
may do this because of the use of codes and numerical
citations that frustrate easy understanding. Nevertheless,
automation and machine printing of records clearly have
some advantages for record subjects. For example,
automation makes it possible in some instances for organi-
zations to distribute copies of file information to record
subjects inexpensively and practicably," and can even
facilitate updating of these files by the record subjects
themselves.

In some record-keeping relationships, subject partici-
pation rights may be considered unnecessary because sub-
jects have little interest and may objec';%ely have little to
gain. Most subjects, for example, would care little for
participation rights in the record-keeping process under-
taken by their laundries. Of course, citizen apathy toward
the exercise of many fundamental rightsincluding atten-
dance at legislative meetings and votingis a common
phenomenon. Given this fact, it may be unrealistic to
suppose that many citizens will exercise rights that require
greater efforts, such as participation in a record-keeping
process.



Volitional and Non-volitional Subject Participation. In
volitional relationships, such as many of those examined
by the Privacy Commission, subjects choose to he involved
in the relationships that produce the records. However,
a problem arises concerning subject participation in non-
volitional or adversarial record-keeping relationships.

In non-volitional relationships, such as criminal jr.:s-
tice record-keeping for example, it may not make sense
to extend to record subjects cert-in kinds of record-
keeping participation rights: at least not while a case is
active For one thing, criminal record subjects could not
use their rights to bargain for a better information deal
or select a criminal justice provider more to their liking.
or decide not to use the record-keeping "service." More-
over, they might use these rights to frustrate the pur-
poses served by the record-keeping Subject access to an
open investigatory record, for instancy could normally
he expected to compromise. if not terminate, an investi-
gation,

Federal cnminal justice officials already complain that
limited subject access provisions to criminal investiga-
tive records in the Privacy Net and Freedom of Informa-
tion \ct adversely affect their ability to investigate crimes 's
Sonic criminal justice officials also point out that subject
access may sometimes compromise the rights of other
parties. for example. by inadvertently divulging the identity
of confident Lit stlu

k third draw back of subje:t participation is the extent
of the burden that it places upon record-keepers. Per-
haps, the most frequent complaint of federal agencies about
the Vrivacy \ct is the ::'.pease and tune required to comply
with the Act's varies s subject participation requirements
i; -pa rticul.:r. agencies cite the Act's requirement to pub-
lish annual descriptions of the contents and users of
their record syst. ms, and the necessity to maintain ialog
of most third party disclosures, which is available for
subject inspection.'

U.S. versus European Access Provisions
Notwithstanding these army 'jacks. the subject access

provisions in U.S law are inexpoisive and :onvenient
for record-keepers when compared %vith the lrocedures
adopted by sonic European nations. The West German
statute. for example. requires most orgain"..tions oper-
ating personal data systems to appoint an employee to
serve tis a "Data Controller." The "Data Controller':
is required to monitor his employer's compliance with
the law and to report violations to the Government's
Officoof the Data Protection Commissioner.'

It is clear that subject participation policies represent
an established and vlt,il aspect of information privacy.
protections. The challenge of the 1980's is to refine the
formulation and application of these policies so that their
use in specific record-keeping relationships is effective
and practicable. In particular, there is a need for criteria
to determine which kinds of subject participation rights
should be extended to particular types of record-keeping
relationships.

Confidentiality Policies
Confide. utility policies place limits upon a record-
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keeper's discretion to disclose personal Information to
third parties without subject consent. Maintaining the
,,onfidentiality of personal information is usually the major
interest of ret, -d subjects, because of their strong desire
to ensure that personal information about themselves is
not used improperly or. unfairly. When only the record
subject and the record-keeper have access to the infor-
mation, the chances that it w ill he used to affect or harm
the subject are reduced substantially.

Confidentiality policies are significantly affected by
constitutioni.I, statutory, and common law doctrines re-
garding an individual's right to privacy and to free speech.

Constitutional Law. Although the Constitution pro-
vides a basis for the development of information privacy
rights as well as of other individual rights, in general,
the Supreme Court has not been receptive to arguments
that the Constitution prohibits tne disclosure of personal
information. In recent years, for example, the Court has
held that bank customers do not have (i constitutional
right to protect their bank held records from government
access. because the records are "the business records of
the banks.' The Court has also rejected constitutional
arguments that a New York statute. which requires phy-
sicians to report information about patient use of cer-
tain controlled drugs. is a violation of patient privacy."'
Although the Court in the New York drug law case

observed that some types of non-consensual disclosures
might give record subjects a right to sue the government
for violation of their constitutional rights. the Court has
not yet identified specific examples of constitutionally
offensive disclosures. In addition, the Court has suggested
that the Constitution. which specifically upholds individual
rights. does not prohibit criminal justice agencies from
publicizing arrest record information.'

Common Law. Two types of common law doctrines pro-
vide relief to individuals who believe that they have been
the victims of private sector record-keepers. wrongful use or
disclosure of their personal information.

The first type of doctrine protecting personal infor-
mation provides that sonic kinds of relationships create
an implied contract or agreement of confidentiality. For
instance.. both physicians and bankers have been held
liable for unauthorized disclosures of information about
their patients customers.' because of the fiduciary nature
of those relationships and the sensitive character of the
personal information invoked.

The use of a contract iiicory in this manner is neces-
sarily limited to those cases in which record-keepers have a

.direct relationship with record subjects. The protection
,of subject confidentiality interests becomes considerably
more difficult when the records are in the hands of par-
ties who have not had a direct relationship with the record
subj,,.t. Credit bureaus, information support organiza-
tions for the insurance industry. and many governmen-
tal tiger cies are in this kind of position. Record subjects
cannot ose contrict theories to police the information
practices of this t)pe of institutional record-keeper



Tort Law. The second type of doctrine that provides
relief to victims of wrongful disclosure is tort law. A tort
is a wrongful act (not including a breach of contract or
trust). which results in injury to another person, prop-
erty or reputation, for which the injured party is entitled
to compensation. Tort violations can result in various
civil penalties. usually in the form of a court order for
repayment of damages. In common law several tort doc-
trines place limits on the handling of personal informa-
tion. For example. the laws of libel and slander provide
protection against the unauthorized dissemination of false
and derogatory personal information.'" Other tort doc-
trines. such as misrepresentation. intentional infliction
of mental distress, and various negligence theories also
place limits on the use and dissemination of personal
information."

In addition, the "right-to-privacy" tort doctrine has a
substantial effect on dissemination of personal informa-
tion. In 1890, Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis wrote
a famous article that called for state legislation to create
a "right-to-privacy.' In most states. invasion of privacy
was not recognized as an actionable claim in common
law, As a result. Warren and Brandeis. and subsequent
scholars, argued that legislation was needed to protect
individuals' intests in such matters as. (I) freedom from
and protections against intrusion. (2) protection against
appropriation and disclosure of an individual's name and
likeness for commercial purposes. (3) disclosure of infor-
mation that places individuals in a false light: and (4)
disclosure of private facts. (The last two categories are
designed primarily to prevent disclosures of technically
accurate information which may adversely affect an indi-
vidual. without actually falling in the category of libel or
slander.)

In 1903 New York became the first state to enact a
right -to- privacy statute.' Seventy-five years later Wis-
consin's enactment of a right-to-privacy statute brought
the number of states recognizing privacy rights to almost
forty "

First Amendment and Common Law Doctrines. As in-
dicated above, the common law limits on the disclosure
of personal information sometimes conflict with another
protected interestthe First Amendment's right of free
speech and press." Much of the development of the law
regarding privacy and defamation has come from court
opinions dealing with the relationship of the right to protect
one's reputation (defamation) or one's solitude and sen-
sibilities (privacy). and the right to speak and to hear.
Most of this case law examines the right of private orga-
rurations, primarily the press, to disseminate personal
information without being subject to penalties based on
defamation. or right-to-privacy doctrines. Some of the
case law has also involved the question of whether the

government can withhold from the public certain types
of sensitive personal data, such as information about
arrested persons or victims of crimes.

Even privacy proponents have recognized from the out-
set that confidentiality standards should not prohibit the
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disclosure of truly public information, or the discussion
of matters that are of legitimate public interest. Warren
and Brandeis, for example. said t..at their proposed "right
of privacy" should give way to "any publication of mat-
ter which is of public interest or general interest."" In
practice, by the middle part of this century, the lower
courts had laihioned a very broad rule that immunized
an individual or group of individuals from liability for
factually accurate disclosures of "new SM, orthy" personal
information.'

Decisions nt Disclosure of Personal Information. In
the mid 1960's tin. Supreme Court decided two cases
involving the disclosure of personal information about
newsworthy or public figures. In New York Times v.
Sullivan' the Court limited the right of public officials
to recover in libel actions against individuals (in this case
the press). who inaccurately and critically describe their
official conduct. The New York Times had published an
inaccurate advertisement which derogatorily described
the activitie, .,C the Montgomery. Alabama,. Police De-
partment. The Montgomery Chief of P.:!ite sued for defa-
mation. and the Alabama courts awarded him substan-
tial damages. The Supreme Court reversed the decision,
stating that to permit officials to recover against the press
for this type of dissemination would impair the First
Amendment's free speech guarantees. The Court stressed
the "profound national commitment to the prinuple that
debate on public. issues should he uninhibited. robust
and A de-open . ..."" The Court said that in order for a
publn. official to prevail in a libel suit he must show that
the communication was made with "actual malice." (1.e.,
knowledge that the information disclosed Was false or
with reckless disregard as to whether it was false).

Three years later the Supreme Court used this "actual
malice" standard in a privacy action involving the dis-
closure of information about individuals who were not
publn. officials. In lime. Mt. v. Hill.' the Court said that
the I first Amendment not only protects pohtiLal expres-
sion. but also a broad range of communications about
other matters in which the public is interested. Thus, the
Hills' invasion of privacy action against Time Magazine
for publishing an allegedly distorted and fictionalised
account of the Hills' ordeal as captives of three armed
convicts, could only prevail if fine Hills could chow actual
malice (i.e., that Time published the infdrmation know-
ing that it was false or in reckless disregard of its veracity)."

Recently, however, the Supreme Court has made it
easier for an individual to sue successfully for improper
tfiselosure of personal information.' In Wasion v. Read-
er's Digest Association, Inc ." the Court held that an indi-
.idual's failure to testify before a grand jury. and the
resulting conviction, did not mean that parties disclosing
information about him years after the event enjoyed special
protection from civil liability.

The law regarding the relationship of the First Amend-
mel.i's right to disseminate informqion, and the consti-
tutional and common law rights that restrict the dissem-
ination of personal information, is continuing to develop.



At present. the First Amendment protects public disclo-
sures of personal information that are dearly useful to the
governing process Disclosures related to other matters
of public interest may also he protected. Disclosures
involving private derogatory personal information, which
clearly is not of "governing interest." or of information
that does not relate to other matters of public interest,
can he subject to actions in defamation or subject to pri-
vacy suits claiming improper release of personal infor-
mation The trouble, of course, is that it is often unclear
whether the disclosure of prmate, sensitive or derogatory
information pertains to matters of governing interest or
some other legitimate public interest. The law leaves con-
siderable latitude to individual ccurts to decide w hether,
in a given instance, the individual's interest in his pri-
vacy or reputation outweighs the public's interest in the
dissemination of the information.

Confidentiality Statutes. Both existing and proposed
statutory information privacy laws generally include
numerous confidentiality. provisions. These provisions are
almost always based on at least one of four somewhat
inconsistent dissemination theories:

. Personal information should he mailable without
subject consent to parties vv ho can demonstrate a
"need to know:"

. Personal information should he available without
subject consent to any party who will use the
iformation for .t purpose that is "compatible with

the purpose for which the data was first developed
or collected:"

. Record subjects have an "expectation of privacy"
of information about themselves, and therefore such
information should not ne made available without
subject consent unless the non-consensual disclosure
is made to:

service the record-keeping relationship:

protect the record subject'.. interests.

protect the record-keeper's or society's interests;

. Personal data should not be made available with-
out subject consent.

In practice, most privacy schemes reflect a mixture of
these dissemination theories. The "need-to-know" stan-
dard has been used for regulating disclosures among
employees of record-keeping organizations. For instance.
the Privacy Act permits all federal agencies to dissemi-
nate personal information internally to any employee
needing that information, w hether or not the subject has
consented to this disclosure.", Experience with the Privacy
Act and similar state legislation suggests that the need-to-
know %L.ndard is usually interpreted in a manner that
encourages disclosure."

Flaws in the "Compatible L'se" Principle. The "com-
patible usc" principle was first formulated by NEWs
I air Information Practice Study, and permits disclosure
of information to parties whn will use the information
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for "compatible purposes." The principle was later adopted
in the Privacy Act as the primary rationale for permit-
ting non-consensual disclosures."' As a confidentiality,
protection device, the principle suffers from two deficien-
cies.

First, from a conceptual standpoint. it is not logical to
conclude that because personal information is used for a
purpose compatible with the purpose for which it was
developed or collected, record subjects have no interest
in contesting disclosure. In practice, record subjects may ,

often have a significant interest in prohibiting disclosures,
even to parties who will use the information for "com-
patible" purposes. The disclosure of information to a
new party. the passage of time. and changes in background
circumstances may all have the effect of making a "com-
patible" disclosure harmful to a subject's interests.

The second deficiency of the "compatible use" princi-
ple lies with its implementation. Federal agency compliance
with the Privacy Act has not shown that a uniform, nar-
row definition of "compatible use" can surviveat least
not in an environment where record-keeping agencies face
pressures and incentives for disclosure.''

As a result of these problems. the Privacy Commis-
sion did not incorporate the "compatible use" principle
into its private sector confidentiality recommendations.
Instead, it developed a somewhat new formulation for
personal information maintained in certain sensitive
record-keeping relationships. Under the Commission's
formulation, record subjects are said to have an "expec-
tation of confidentiality." Record-keepers should not vio-
late this expectation by disclosing personal information
without the subject's prior consent, except to service the
relationship or to protect the interests of record subjects,
record-keepers or society.'

Flaw in "Expectation of Confidentiality." But the
"expectation of confidentiality" concept is deficient as a
means of privacy protection, because the notion that
non-consensual disclosures should he permitted if they
"service the relationship" (i.e., enhance the ability of
institutional record-keepers to assist individuals), or "pro-
tect subject interests," is itself questionable. Usually, if
information is really necessary to service a record sub-_
ject, record-keepers should he able to obtain consent to
permit the disclosures.

The validity of the concept that record-keepers may
have a legitimate need to make certain nun consensual
disclosures to protect their on or society's interests is
easier to demonstrate. However, specific identification
of non-consensual disclosures that fall into this category
requires a case-by-case balancing of a subject's privacy
interests against those of the competing record-keeper
or societal interest served by disclosure.

Obtaining Subject's Consent to Disclosure. A final
confidentiality principle used in existing and proposed
privacy statutes would prohibit disclosures to any third
parties without first obtaining the subject's consent. Ob%i-
ously, this approach offers maximum privacy protection.



Just as obviously. having to first obtain the subject's con-
sent is not practicable or desirable for all types of per-
sonal information, or for all record-keeping relationships.
But most comprehensive privacy protection schemes rely
upon more than one confidentiality principle. As one
aspect of a disclosure policy in a comprehensive privacy
protection scheme, a ban on certain non-consensual dis-
closures can be very effective strategy.

Some experts have suggested that the best approach
for creating policies of dissemination for personal data
ss to combine a prescriptive approach (the following types
of disclosure will he made or will not be madvb. with a
judgmental approach (which permits record-keepers to
make certain kinds of discretionary disclosures). This
approach is used in a few states to govern the handling
of criminal history record information. In Massachusetts,
for example, the statute governing the handling of crim-
inal history record information requires agencies to make
certain disclosures (for example. to other criminal jus-
tice agencies within the state for criminal justice purposes),
and flatly prohibits agencies from making additional
disclosures (for example. to the press). Agencies are gen-
eral!) discreet regarding disclosures not expressly covered
by statute, in keeping with the statute instructions that
agencies should be biased in favor of confidentiality .""

Other Approaches to Safegua'ding
Information Privacy

Records Management Standards. Collection, subject
participation and confidentiality policies are the most
important types of strategies for protecting information
privacy However. a few other policy approaches are also
significant. For example. many comprehensive privacy
statutes. including, the Privacy Act, impose detailed re-
cord manageinenkafeguards upon record-keepers. Agen-
cies are required to establish.rule.s of conduct for persons
involved in the design and operation of record systems."
and to establish appropriate physical safeguards to ensure
the security of personal information.' Other types of
safeguards often found in record management schemes
include requirements for data quality (timeliness, accuracy.
completeness). auditing. file organization. and informa-
tion segregation and purging."'

Some policies specify that certain types of information
must he maintained in either an automated or manual
environment. For example. Iowa prohibits the automa-
tion of criminal intelligence and investigative data." The
20,member Council of Europe's final draft of a conven-
tion to harmonize the various European privacy laws
recommends that European data protection statutes apply
only to personal information maintained in automated
systems.'" Many European statutes 'xense and regulate
computerized systems more closely than manual systems.
One obvious problem with this approach is that if auto-
mated systems alone are subject to privacy restrictions,
it may discourage the use of automated information pro-
cessing technology.

Regulatory Oversight Policies. The issue of whether or
not there should be policies regarding the oversight and
regulation of the operation of record-keeping systems is
significant in considering the problem of safeguarding
information privacy. To date, information privacy pol-
icies have not involved strong regulatory oversight. The
Privacy Act, for example. does not give any agency reg-
Wolof.) and enforcemen: authority: although the Office
of Management and Budget has oversight responsibility' ""
The Privacy Commission did not recommend the creation
of an agency to police private sector compliance."" This
may reflect our traditional distaste for centralized regu-
lation, as well as a newly rekindled appreciation of the
benefits of deregulation.

The approach to oversight and regulation of record-
keeping systems in other nations is quite different Nine
other Western countries have enacted comprehensive
privacy 'egislatioit of vary ing degrees of comprehensive-
ness. Austria. Canada, Denmark. France, Luxembourg.
New Zealand. Norway. Sweden and West Germany In
addition. Belgium. the Netherlands and Spain are actively
considering legislation. Finland. Ireland. Italy. Japan.
Switzerland. Australia and the United Kingdom have
had privacy study groups at work."' Statutes or proposed
statutes in virtually all of the European nations create or
would create a separate data protection board or agency
to oversee and enforce implementation of the legislation."'
Various European privacy protection schemes even require
the licensing of some or all personal data bank's."' In
Sweden. for instance. the Cala Inspection Board has broad
powers to license proposed personal information .vstems.'"

In this country. a statute that gives the Federal Gov-
ernment the authority to prohibit a private record-keeper's
creation of a personal data bank would probably run
afoul of the Iirst Amendment; and would certainly he a
departure from the United States' current approach to
privacy protection.

Conclusion

IS) the end of the 1970's the doctrine of information
privacy and its constituent policies represented an estab-
lished and significant part of the nation's information
policy. The challenge for the 1980's is three-fold The
first challenge is to apply information privacy' principles
to specific types of record-keeping relationships, such as
employ ment, insurance and other private sector activi-
ties, in a manner that safeguards subject interests, while
still permitting the effective use of personal data The
second challenge is to develop policies that regulate the
use of information technologies, in a manner that protects
individual rights while encouraging proper use of auto-
mation. The third challenge is to relate privacy nlieies
to other types of information policies in order to en-
courage development of broadly based, effective infor-
mation policy.
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Fair Credit Reporting Act. Public Law No. 91.508, 84 Statutes at
Large 1114, as codified in 15 U S Code Annotated. Section 1681 et
seq. (1974) The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FORA) includes rather
modest subject access safeguards and third party disclosure restraints
for certain types 01 credit and perional history reports. The privacy
reforms in the FCRA are generally considered to be inadequate Per-
haps as a consequence. the FCRA has not had much influence on
legislation or policy for handling other types of personal information.

See e.g.. Public Law 93-495. 88 Statutes at Large 1500, approved h)
President Gerald R Ford on October 28. 1974. for information pri-
vacy legislation within Title III The Fair Credit Billing Act, as codi-
fied in 15 G S. Code Annotated. Sections 1601. 1602. 1610, 1631.32,
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Supp. 1980). See also. the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. Public
Law 95-109. 91 Statutes at Large 874. as codified in 15 US Code
Annotated. Sections 1601. 1692.16920 (West Supp. 1980) The Privacy
Protection Act of 1980 is not referred to in the text of this chapter. But.
see Public Law No 96.440, 94 Statutes at Large 1879 (October 13,
1980).

" 20 C' S Code Annotated Section 1232(1978).

I: 5 S Code Annotated. Section 552(a)(1977 & West Supp 1980).

" 20 U S Code Annotated. Section 1232g(b)(1) (1978 & West Supp
1980)

" See A V Jacobson. 1974 Educational Rights and Pricacy Act, 45
Journal of Kansas Bar Association 185.93 (1976)

" See S N SAhatken, Student Records at Ina:mums of Pou-Secun-
dors Education. Selected Issues Under the Family Educational Rights
and Primo Act 1974.4 Journal of College and University Law 147-78
(1977)
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the HEW Fair Information Practice principles
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'" 5 L S Code Annotated. Section 552a(e)(4 )( I 977)

See e g . Comment. The Freedom of Information Act's Privacy
Exemption and The Privacy Act of 1974. 11 Harvard Civil Rights-Civil
Liberties Law Review 596-631 (1976)

'5l. S Code Annotated, Section 552(6)(6)(1977)

" See Gennanr AIR/1,450 I- 2d 670(D C Cir 1971).

For an anal) sis of the Privacy Act see Chapter 13. "The Relation-
ship Between Cairen and Government The Privacy Act of 1974," of
the Privad) Protection Study Commission's Report on Personal Pri-
sac 1 in An Information Social, and Appendix 4 to this report, which
is published separately and entitled "The Privacy At of 1974 An Assess-
ment

Ibid See R R Belair, Agency Implementation of the Privacy Act
and the Freedom of Information Act Impact on the Government's
Collection. Maintenance and Dissemination of Personally Identifiable
Information. 10 John Marshall Journal of Practice and Procedure 465.512
(1977)

" See T Duncan and P B Wolfe, Information Privacy The Con-
cept, Its Acceptance and Effect on State Information Practices. 15
Washburn Law Journal 273.89 (1976)

U S , Privacy Protection Study Commission, Personal Privacy in
an Information Society The Report of the Privacy. Protection Study
Contunssion on Technology and Pnvao (Washington, D C Government
Printing'Office. 1977)

" S 865. Privacy of Medical Information Act. 96th Cong 1st sess

1979,
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6: 15 S Code Annotated, Section 1692e (West Supp. 1980)

Title XI of the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rite
Control Act of 1978, Public Law No, 95.630, 92 Statutes at Large
3641. 3697, as codified in 12 U S Code Annotated. Section 1401 et
seq (1980) Public Law No. 95.630 took effect on March 10. 1979

" Section 7 of Public Law 93-579. 88 Statutes at Large 1896, as listed
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" 5 Cr S Code Annotated, Section 552a(e)(7) (1977)
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Statutes at Large 1789, as codified in 44 L S. Code Annotated, Section
3501 (West Supp 1980).
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the second session of the 96th Congress, in support of ILR 6410. the
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agency sharing of data pursuant to certain protection. H R 6410 became
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II. 1980.
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PART TWO

Economic Efficiency and Equity

The fundamental principle underlying a free market economy such as that existing in the United States, is belief
in the benefits of maximum competition among private sector organizations for the production and distribution of
goods and services. This marketing principle also applies to the production and distribution of information goods and
services. Unlike communications services in most other countries in the world, basic radio, television, and telephone
services in the United States are provided by the private sector. These services are increasingly available on a competi-
tive basis, although there are significant economic factors which inherently limit the amount of competition that is
feasible. In addition, new electronic services are emerging which are similar to and sometimes combine telephone and
broadcasting technology with electronic mail and computerized printing, and these new services are greatly expanding
opportunities for both information providers and consumers.

American patent and copyright laws protecting the privacy of information have a constitutional basis in the
concept of private property, from which an incentive system has evolved recognizing and encouraging competition in
the realm of information creation. But recent technological incursions against the concept of private property as it
pertains to information have become a source of major concern to those desiring to protect the privacy of then' ideas
and information. Unauthorized copying of books and articles, as well as piracy of broadcast programs, reduce the
economic value of creating information for individuals and private organizations. This diminution of the concept of
private property-in turn could lead to a reduction in the output of new ideas and materials.

As a consequence of a highly competitive system for disseminating information and for providing data services,
Americans are exposed to a great deal of information. The human mind cannot generally absorb so constant a bombardment
of ideas. Many people simply tune out (e.g., by listening to the broadcast media less or by reading fewer newspapers),
do not concentrate on what is being said, or pay attention to only a few sources of information that they consider
reliable. For decision-makersexecutives, managers, and policy makers, for examplethe management of informa-
tion becomes especially Important. Filtering mechanisms must be developed to direct appropriate, timely information
to them with a minimum of diversion to irrelevant details. Technology plays a dual role here because of its capacity to
increase and diversify information flows, as well as its capabilities for sorting, reducing, storing, and irgeting informa-
tion for use on a highly individualized basis.

The principal tension regarding the creation, production, distribution, and management of information is a result
of the careful balance that must be maintained between the assurance of equitable access to information and informa-
tion services for all sectors of society, and the controls needed for superfluous information in order to preserve the

efficiency of individuals and organizations. Some competing personal, proprietary and societal interests are
The desire for profitable pricing of information versus the need to have maximuni information available and
accessible at little or no charge. Pricing information goods and services to obtain a profit or even a return on
investment may make them too expensive for many categories of consumers. A competitive market structure,
while it generally holds the prices of goods down, may not provide a mechanism for subsidies to those who
need certain information services and cannot pay the going rate in order to get them.
The need to protect intellectual property versus the risk of severely limiting the distribution of ideas. The
protection of intellectual property, either by patent or copyright, so that it is not available to consumers
without cost, encourages the creation of ideas, inventions, and other works, but may limit their distribution.
The privilege of receiving information in accordance with the individual's technical expertise or ability to pay
versus the risk of eliminating certain types of consumers. The organization of information targeted for specific
consumers, particularly through electronic systems, discourages or eliminates other consumers who cannot
pay for the service, or who do not have the expertise to operate the sophisticated computer and telecommuni-
cations technologies through which the information flows.

The attempt to resolve these diverse interests and to achieve efficient and equitable production, distribution, and
use of Information goods and services is reflected in United States economic policy, constitutional interpretation, and
federal information management policy. Furtaermore, information production, distribution and use are all predicated
on the resolution of the tensions among personal, societal, and proprietary rights in regard to information itself.
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The Functioning of Information Markets

The market structure of industries that distribute information goads and sell, ices, whether competnise or monopolistic,
free or regulated, plays an important role in determining who communicates what sorts of information to various
audiences. The market structure also determines the incentives for innosatise uses of information technologies and
services.

Information is different in some significant ways from tangible commodities sold in the marketplace Because of
this, markets for information products may not operate in the same ways as markets for tangible commodities. The
atypical characteristics of information products. are enumerated below.

Information can be possessed by many persons simultaneously . Cars and shoes, on the other hand, cannot

It is difficult to prevent persons who wish to do so from possessing particular pieces of information. If a
business wants to sell information to a limited number of people, It may nit always be able to present others
from obtaining that information without paying for it, thereby potentially reducing its salue to the original
consumers as well as potentially depriving the provider of additional revenue.

It is difficult to determine the %aim of information to a particular consumer without disclosing the informationthat
is, the object of the sale itselfand consequently lowering its salue. A description of breakfast cereal as
delicious, however, or a display of dresses on a rack, may enhance their value to consumers

Information can become obsolete, but it cannot be depleted. Frequent use of current information does not
wear it out, as would frequent use of a new hat or a bicycle.

It is difficult to diside information into clearl; separate units, to say, for example, that a book contains 16 ideas
to be sold at 10 cents a piece. However; this is a common method of pricing tangible commodities.

United States policy is based upon the belief that whateser can be distributed through a free market should be,
and this includes information goods and sers ices. There are, howeser, inefficiencies in information marketsthat is,
interferences with the free marketthat result from the atypical characteristics of information, and these market
interferences can hale a significant impact oil policy choices regarding information distribution. Some of these inefficiencies
are described below.

Information production and distribution often tend to produce economies of scale and scopethat is, fre-
quently in order to make a profit, prodders of information and information sersices must be large firms
offering a disersit), of products. The size and scope of such niormation sers ices may limit competition.

There are structural and pricing barriers that impede the entry of information firms into the mark-et This is
because federal regulation often denies entry of firms not already recognized. For example, the regulation of
AT&T as a monopoly for the prosision of telephone lines prohibits the entry of other companies into this
market. Also, existing firms can acquire scarce resources and can price products so as to keep new firms from
competing.

The gosernment's enforcement of anti-trust laws breaks up anti-competitise market structures and pricing
arrangements and encourages competition, but the gosernment itself can create inefficiencies if it arbitrarily-
divides up markets.

Fundamental notions of the desirability of equitable distribution of certain information goods and sers ices inesi-
tably result in a conflict with the notion of a, free market for information. Policies to achiese equity of information
distribution enhance the informed participation of certain sectors of society that could not otherwise afford to pur-
chase information goods and sers ices at the going commercial rates. Gosernment or pris ate sector subsidies of infor-
mation goods or sers ices are a means,of achieving this equitable objectise. Unisersal telephone sers ice and the current
structure of postal rates proside examples of subsidies creating wide-spread societal participation in information
sersices. Pricing schemes.jjavolsing price discrimination and cross-subsidies, economic stratagems employed by federally
regulated monopolies/controlling information goods and services, pros ide examples of the government's interest in
maintaining equitable rates for all information consumers. These pricing schemes would be siolations of anti-trust law
if-used by proftkmaking firms to destroy competition. Howeser, non-profit publishers of information and federally
regulated monopolies, like AT&T, frequently are encouraged, or es en sanctioned by law, to use such pricing schemes
to provide universal or other equitable distribution of goods or services,
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The Federal Government, of course, plays a major role in the information goods and services marketplace. In

addition to regulating information markets, it produces and listributes information, either because, the private sector

is not willing to do so, or because it has an interest in informing the public on a variety of topics. When the private

sector is able to package and distribute federally generated information, there is a general policy presumption that it

should be encouraged to do so. However, whether the government should distribute information when it can do it at

lower cost to the consumer is a legitimate issue.

The structure of information markets has a significant impact on the diversity of both source and content of
information distributed. For example, in the mass telecommunications media, where advertising is the major source of

revenue to information providers, and where large audiences for few programs are essential, there cannot be much

diversity. The amount of cross-ownership among newspapers, radio and television stations, cable stations, and other

media may also affect the amount of diversity, as does the desire of firms to produce a number of different information

products. Policies such as limiting cross-ownership of media, compulsory access to media in certain circumstances, or

operation of mass media conduits as common carriers similar to telephone communications, are possible solutions

Incentives to Create Information

There are essentially two ways in which the Federal Government encourages individuals to create information,

which are by establishing a private property right in information created, and by establishing direct or indirect subsidies

for information creation. In addition, state laws and the common law of unfair competition permit the proprietary

protection of useful information as trade secrets.

The United States, as stated in. the Constitution, relies on copyrights and patents as its principal mechanisms for

encouraging the creation of information. This emphasis reflects the belief that private enterprise, rather than govern-

ment, should supply most goods and services.

Some types of information goods and services developed in the past few decades as an outgrowth of emerging

technologies, do not fit easily into the traditional categories of legal protection. For example, computer software
possibly could be protected either under copyright as the work of an author, or under patent as the discovery of an

inventor, or under both, or neither.

Furthermore the capacity of new technology to copy and alter written, recorded, or broadcast material, including

computer-readable works, poses problems foi the protection of intellectual property rights. It is now easy to reproduce

materials and to distribute them without the knowledge of their creator. It is also easy to alter computer programs so

that they no longer qualify as the exclusive work of their originator.

Government subsidies of information creationthat is, payment directly through grants or contractsare immune

from the problems tk !Itch plague copyright and patent protections. Subsidies provide two advantages over intellectual

property rights. They are able to encourage creation of more information by guaranteeing payment to the creators,
thereby eliminating concern over reproduction of work. In addition, subsidies eliminate the need for a legal lsdoctrine

that makes artificial distinctions among works based on content or form. However, government subsidies of informa-

tion creation substantially increase the opportunity for the government to exercise censorship or otherwise control the

content of the information created.

As an incentive to create information, intellectual property rights have long range advantages in a society which

seeks open availability of information, intellectual property rights promote the creation of information without government

control of its content, and they are usually more responsive than subsidies to consumer needs.

Managing Information

No discussion of information policy would be complete without mention of information management. To some,
information policy is synonymous with information management, More precisely, information management is merely

a significant aspect of information policy. This confusion is particularly understandable, however, because of the
well-known problem encapsulated by the statement. "Most people and organizations have an overload of data but a

scarcity of information that is meaningful to them."

Information management not only deals with the need of individuals and organizations to convert data into
information, but it also deals with the problems of getting the right information to the right people at the right time

and I n the right form. Problems of information glut and information scarcity are aspects of information management

Other aspects of information management include information redundancy, faulty information, unreasonable infor-

mation collection and reporting burdens on those sources from which an organization requests information, and

excessive costs of handling information within an organization.
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Tffe Federal Government has a number of laws and regulations governing information management which oper-
ate with varying degrees of effectiveness. The six most significant are: The Federal Records Act, the Federal Reports
Act, the Brooks Act, the Privacy Act, the Freedom of Information Act, and the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980.

Some generally recognized policies of information management are being tried by federal agencies in an attempt
to overcome the problems outlined above. These management policies include. establishing mechanisms for sharing
data among agencies, involving data users more heavily in designing management information systems, increased
policy level decision-making about information management, closer coordination among agencies and organizations
with similar responsibilities for management of data, and information, and education and training of a variety of
categories of personnel, both to manage and to use information systems more effectively.
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Chapter IV

The Functioning of Information Markets

By Yale M. Braunstein

Chapter Four identifies and discusses the economic
consequences of the properties or characteristics of infor-
mation and the market structure of information industries.

In addition, this chapter analyzes the effects these fac-
tors have on the pricing and dissemination of informa-
tion products and services. The major portion of the
analysis concerns the extent to which traditional economic
rules and approaches to marketing goods and services
such as perfect competition, universal, service, and "full
cost recovery, or regulation attempting to achieve
equitymay or may not lead to the most desirable levels

of production, distribution, and .use of information.

Clearly, there are multiple policy alternatives, with two
opposing examples serving to illustrate some of the trade-
offs involved. One policy option open to the government
is the provision of a universal service such as that sup-
plied by the U.S. Postal Ser ice, a parallel governmental
option is the decision to require private telephone com-

panies to render universal service. Choices of this type
are based on the widespread, critical need for such pub-
lic services, Yet inclusion of all or nearly all consumers
who need universal services may be achieved at the expense

of a price system providing the right signalS for wise
investment and imprdved efficiency. In contrast to the
provision of universal service, there is another govern-
ment policy option of permitting private enterprises to

offer the goods and services that users are willing and
able to pay for. General tenets about competitive enter-
prise lead to the conclusion that such arrangements pro-
vide the best prices and most innovations, but at the cost
of neglecting some consumers, perhaps rural or poor,
who would not share fully in these benefits.

Economic Policy oh Information

There are several reasons why the structure of infor-
mation industries is an appropriate subject for policy.
The type of structurewhether it is competitive or monop-

The views and conclusions contained in this chapter reflect
representing the official policies or recommendations of the Na

U.S. Department of Commerce, or the U S. Government

olistic, administered or freeplays an important role in
determining who communicates what sorts of informa-
tion to various audiences. It also determines the incen-
tives for innovative uses of information technologies and
services.

Economic analysis can provide us with information
about the available policy choices, both for the traditional
telecommunications services such as telephone and tele-
vision, and for other information services such as scien-
tific publishing, news distribution by press associations,
and the services of the emerging computer-communications
firms.

Inevitably, information policy issues are, to a large
degree, affected by economic considerations These eco-
nomic considerations include a number of aspects not
addressed in this chapter, such as the development of
optimal prices for information goods and services, the
free flow of information in the marketplace, and the ability
to use sophisticated technologies and services

Factors in Economic Policy-Making. The chapter fo-
cuses on six factors which illustrate some of the essential

considerations in making economic policy about infor-
mation and information services. These are:-

. diversity in information and in sources of informa-
tion,

universal service and the availability of information.

. inefficiencies in the production and distribution of
information,

. the role of the Federal Government in the market-

place,

. the effect on markets of separation of content and
conduit, and

. standards and vertical integration.

The subject matter of these concerns demonstrates how
market struct 're and pricing influence both the range of

:hose of the author, hand should no/ be interpreted as necessarily
tional Telecommunicc lions and Information Adnilistration, the
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choices available and the specific outcomes of' various
information policies. The analysis reinforces the need to
understand at the outset the ways in which information
and information markets are different from ordinary goods
and services and their markets.

SECTION ONE

Economic Consequences of Intrinsic
Properties of Information

Because information often differs from ordinary goods,
markets for information products may not operate in
the same ways as markets for ordinary products or ser-
vices. This section will demonstrate how, without gov-
ernment intervention, the supply of many types of
information may fall below the levels that people would
be willing to pay for if they could effectively express their
demands. The government may need to :ake measures in
order to compensate for-the deficit in the supply or infor-
mation products arising as a logical consequence of the
intrinsic characteristics of the information itself.

How Information Differs from Ordinary Goods

In an analysis of information, it is useful to distinguish
between two concepts: the message that an individual
can receive, send. or store, and the conduit or medium
used to disseminate or 'store the messdge. This section
focuses on the first of these concepts; the second concept
will he discussed at the end of the chapter.

Information, as defined, tends to differ in its sending,
receiving. or storing from that of ordinary goods and ser-
vices in five ways, which are more a matter of degree
than of absolute differences. These differences, however,
tend to make trade in information pdrticularly difficult,
unless property rights and hail:aides are well specified.
Thus, copyrights and subsidies, and the role they play in
the creation and trade of information, will be the focus
of discussion in Chapter Five.

Possession. Ordinary goods can usually have only one
Owner or possessor at a timr. Goods may be considered
scarce when one person's Possession deprives another,
to serve another user reqt tres another unit. However,
information can never be truly scarce in that sense, because
the marginal cost of permitting an additional person to
possess the information is low, and one person knowing
the information does not prevent others from knowing it
as well Any number of people can know the same facts
at the same time without congestion or deprivation of
information By the marketing procedure of controlling
Information and its price, however, information can be
made to appear in scarce supply.

Exclusion. A viable business must restrain the flow of
benefits from its products from reaching people who do
not pa> for them. For any entrepreneur who must decide
how much to spend on exclusion of non-payers from his
products' benefits, information, with its quality of facile
flow. is a product w hich presents more than average dif-
ficulties In addition to information in radio and televi-
sion broadcasts, the goods which pose the greatest
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difficulties in terms of withholding benefits are the same
ones that are equally available to everyone. lighthouses,
military protection, and flood .ontrol projects. Financ-
ing such goods necessitates some sort of plan to enforce
collection of payments from all beneficiaries. The com-
bination of difficulty in excluding non-paying benefici-
aries along with the low cost of serving extra users often
has led to government provision of these "public goods."'

"Alienation" or Transferral of Property. Ordinary goods
have the quality of being easily "alienated" or transferred in
exchange for value, either in kind or for money. A seller
can describe the goods to a prospective buyer in consid-
erable detail without having parted with the object of
primary value. Information poses a logical conundrum,
however, because to the extent that one has information
aboth the product, one already has the product itself.
Hence, an information seller is often guarded about what
he reveals, and a buyer may not be sure of what he is
getting.

Depletion. The act of consuming an ordinary good
depletes or uses it up; it does not last indefinitely. Informa-
tion itself, however, can never wear out, despite the usage it
may receive. It is subject to the danger of obsolescence,
as with ordinary goods, but the obsolescence results from
the passage of time, changes in events, and the develop-
ment of new information. Information's value may de-
predate, however, even if the information itself does not.

Division. Ordinary goods have well-defined units: infor-
mation, however, sometimes has poorly-defined units.
For example, it is often unclear to a buyer how many
ideas a typical unit. such as an article or book, will con-
tain.

Inefficiencies in the Production and
Distribution of Information

Economic theory has shown that having prices equal
to marginal costs results in maximum economic efficien-
cy. (When a firm is producing a certain level of output,
the increase in cost associated with producing one more
unit is the marginal cost. This is important because it
indicates to society the resources needed to change the
level of output.) However, there are limits to the possi-
bility of having prices equal to marginal costs. These limits
are caused by economies of scale, difficulties in exclud-
ing non-payers, and other factors generally classified as
leading to "market failures." Scale economies are a prob-
lem because marginal cost pricing leads to the firm's
operation at a loss (because marginal cost is below aver-
age cost). Excluding people who do not pay for goods
and services from their benefits is costly. Because the
resources used to collect payments (the transaction costs)
can be large, either consumers have to pay more or firms
receive less than the price that co ers production costs!

Costliness of Producing Information. Many information
goods and services are produced by firms with significant
economies of scale, because information generally has
the attributes of being non-depletable, inalienable, and
indivisible. In addition, there are often difficulties in
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exclusion as described above. But information is costly
to produce because of the amount of resources used, for
often it is packaged and provided in many different forms.
For these reasons, non-profit organizations (such as,pro-
fessional societies) and governmental org'anizations, as
well as profit-making firms, provide a wide variety of
information goods and services.

Several factors related to market structure and pricing
help to determine whether the production and distribution
of information occurs efficiently. In particular, there are
(I) economies of scale and of scope, and the impact of
technological change on these, (2) the importance of the
possible entry into markets of new information firms,
and barriers to that entry. and (3) the antitrust statutes
and their impact on information industries.

Economies of Scale and Scope

The concept of economies of scale is important to under-
stand the relative efficiency' of various numbers of firms
in a particular market. The concept of economies of scale.
loosely defined, is based on decreasing average unit costs
with increasing levels of output: in other words, there is
a lower average unit cost of producing goods as the quan-
tity ofgoods produced increases.' Most firms do not have
constant average unit costs over their entire range of output
of products or services. Rather, there are some points in
the production process where average costs decline and
others where they increase. It becomes important to deter-
mine w here in this production process scale economies
exist. and to compare their level to the level of consumer
demand. This comparison provides an idea of the num-
ber of firms that can profitably serve a given market.
and of the size that those firms should be.

A pertinent example comes from daily newspaper pub-
lishing. although dailies do not comprise an industry in
the usual sense (because most do not compete with one
another but are generally sold in r,eparate markets) News-
papers have high set-up costs and low costs 'associated
with the production of each copy printed. As a result.
the vast majority of daisy new 'papers hate no compet-
ing daily newspaper published in the same city

"Aatural Monopoly." The source of the economies of
scale may be either the presence of considerable set-up
for fixed) costs. as in the newspaper example, or the ex-
istence of decreasing unit costs, or both. The existence
of strong scale economies, resulting in the lowest average
costs at lords of output that are high relative to the market.
is often called "natural monopoly." Traditional examples
include local gas and electricity distribution firms and
local telephone companies. As a result of the efficiency
that can be gained by single firm operation and concom-
itant threat of monopoly, the standard policy in the U.S.
has been to classify these firms as public utilities and to
regulate them.'

The range of outputs at which scale economies exist
can be an important factor in determining the structure
of any particular market. Howexer, the situation is more
complex than appears in this analysis, since most firms
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produce more than one product. Frequently it is less
expensive to produce two (or more) goods together than
to produce them separately. Savings from these joint pro-
ductions are called economies 01 scope.' ,Ns with econ-
omies of scale, information distribution lends itself to
economies of scope.

Conditions for Economies of Scope. Economies of scope.'
can arise from either the presence of joint. inseparable
costs in the production process or from savings frcm
joint production, such as the utilization of by-products,
or both. Information, because it can be packaged in so
many ways, is often produced or distributed under con-
ditions of economies of scope.

In many instances, a single firm may be actually or
potentially capable of providing similar yet distinct goods
and services. The crucial question is whether such a firm, by
internal economies, can provide a pair or a range of prod-
ucts more cheaply than can two or more firms acting
separately. An integrated firm will naturally tend to be
larger And more powerful., and perhaps more efficient,
so that the advantage in cost savings may be a mixed
one. One could look to see if costs are lower or higher
because of the joint provision of related but different
goods and services in:

. Intra-stax toll telephone calls and inter-state long
distance calls:

. Sw itched owe and data comm umcations ser ices. ,

. Postal services and telecommu t,ons services:

. Long-distance telephone lines for public usage and
dedicated lines for the Federal Government;

. Telephone service and cable telex ision service to
homes and businesses (narrow-band and broad-band
transmission): and

. The publishing of scientific journals and abstracts
(either by the same publisher or by different pub-
lishers).

Combined Economies of Scale and Scope. At times the
concepts of economies of scale and of scope are inter-
twined and difficult to separate. Route extension questions,
whether for airlines Jr communications firms. are ex-
amples. Similarly. the question of whether it costs pro-
ducers less to hate oae large computer accessing system
making numerous bibliographic data bases axailable to
users, rather than stneral systems each providing one
data basc, is a question of both scale 'nd scope. For
example,. the average costs of a typical computer-based
bibliographic data retrieval system may be declining oxer
the enure range of output, indicating perasixe scale econ-
omies. To have this system fully utilized it might be advis-
able to provide additional data base-, to its users. As a
result, the average cost of using any one data base on
this system will depend on the levels of usage of the other
data bases.

This interdependence of costs is an important feature
of economies of scope. In the strict sense. ,kerage costs



of any one product or senice are not defined. More loosely,
a%erage unit posts of any output depend'on the level of
output of that good or service and on the levels of out-
put of all the other goods and services prbduced by the
firm.

f
Effects of InfOrmation Technologies. Information tech-

nologies may determine both the presence or absence of
economies of scale and scope and the degree of those
economies. As a result, technological change can have
any of the following effects of different magnitude and
quality: they can:

(I) Reenforce the position of the dominant firm(s):

(2) Lower entry barriers and increase potential com-
petition:

(3) Lead to a redrawing of market boundaries and com-
petition between firms thought to be in traditionally
disparate industries: and

(4) Result in new products that do not clearly fall into
any one existing market.

Defining Competition of New Products. Practical ex-
amples indicate that 1, is important to define how new
products compete with existing ones if we want to make
conscious policies about encouraging or discouraging com-
petition. The archetypical case may be the invention of
the telephone. which was originally seen as either a frill
or an improvement upon the telegraph. The growth of
telephonic communications led to consideration of the
telephone industry as a separate market from telegraph,
to several levels of regulation as a monopoly, and to a
number of antitrust cases. \\, ail the growth of data trans-
mission, formerly separate markets are merging. The dis-
tinction between telephony and telegraphy is now le.s
deaf. as is the difference between communications and
computer services. But the firm~ providing these services
remain subject to established traditions of market regu-
lation. The question of how to competition in
this merging market of ce.annunications and computer
services has been plagring the FCC for a decade, and
has resulted in two computer inquiry factfinding and
rulemaking proceedings.

Similarly, there are now significant possibilities for sub-
stitution between computer-based and hard-copy versions
of several data bases. As a result, there are often tie-in
sales and discriminatory prices. Various examples are the
pricing of the data bases available on both Lockheed's
DIALOG and the Orbit System of Systems Development
Corporation (SDC). Off-line prints of records from the
various Predicants, Inc. files (via DIALOG) are 50 cents
e ich to non-subscribers to the printed versions, and less
to subscribers. Access to the American Petroleum Insti-
tute's (API's) API LIT and A PIPAT data bases (via Orbit)
are 565 per hour and I I cents per off-line citation for
API subscribers. and 585 per hour and 20 cents per cita-
tion for non-subscribers

Unfortunately. uncertainty about the future presents
asserting that technology eventually will eliminate the
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need for regulatory structure, Which was established to
ensure widely available telecommunications services. And
even if, 'for example, the future competition between
AT&T; Satellite Business Systems (SBS), and Xerox in
data transmission would end today's AT&T partial domes-
tic monopoly, the magnitude of distortions to the mar-
ket resulting from years of fostering regulated monopoly
might be Treat enough to warrant some sort of contin-
ued regulation during a transition. A possible compro-
mise might be to find a way to encourage market entry,
and hence competition, at the earliest possible time in
the development of a new technology or service. The bills
introduced in the past sessions of Congress to revise all
or part of the Communications Act of 1934, while differing
in other respects, al' anticipate a less regulated, more
competitive telecommunications industry in the future,

Entry IssuesStructural and Pricing Barriers

Industries may have only a few firms because of the
presence of economies of scale and scope discussed above
or because of barriers to or restrictions on entry. These
barriers to wider marketing generally Tall into one of five
classes:

(I) "Absolute'' cost advantages:

(2) Unaailability of major resources because of unique-
ness, geography, patents, etc:

(3) Lack of competition because of low pricing.

(4) Market restrictions caused by the advantages ofscale,
economies: and

(5) Government regulator% restrictions that exclude
additional firms from certain markets

Lich of these types of harriers in the information and
telecommunications industries, tends to limit the dier-
say of information services available to consumers.

Regulation and Scale Economies as Barriers

Regulations of the Federal Communications Com-
mission have, at various times, had the effect of restricting
entry into the telephone interconnect market, the special-
ized telecommunications common carrier market, cable
television markets, and so on In addition to the consid-
erations raised in the section on scale economies above,
there may be barters to entry from a firm's need to reach a
minimum or critical size before its costs are low enough
to compete effectively with existing firms This is probably
the reason why there is no fourth commercial television
network at this time. The new network could not get the
necessary VHF station affiliates to give it a viewer base
with sufficient national advertising revenues. Hence, it
would not he able to purchase high-price network-level
programming.'

Absolute Cost Advantages and Unavailability
of Major Resources

The cost advantages of the existing firms might, how-
ever, he "absolute," or not related to the volume of out-
put. If there are specialized resources reqt..d or if exclu-
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sive contracts exist, the potential entrant may not have
the ability to produce at cost levels as low as that of the
established firm or even to produce at all. The existence
of patent rights is one example of the factors that can
lead to the reduced availability of key resources.

Pricing to Avoid Competition

Firms which generally have the ability to maintain prices
above long-run average costs, and as a result, are able to
earn profits above the levels in competitive industries.
may wield some degree of market power. These profits
can be used to cover losses or below-normal profits in
certam product lines through cross-subsidization. The
firm might wish to incur these losses or reduced profits
to restrict the entry or growth of potential competitors,
and may eugage in predatory pricing (holding prices below
costs) in order to achieve this objective. It may also hold
prices below the monopoly price, but above cost This is
often called lima pricing.

Predatory pricing, if discovered and proved. has been
consistently judged to violate the antitrust laws.' However,
limit pricing has both beneficial and harmful aspects.
The existing monopoly firm keeps prices at a lower level
and hence can benefit consumers. IBM. for exampleilleg-
edly kept competitors out of the digital computer mar-
ket by using it, high profits on certain products to supports
its low profits on other types of computers sold in mar-
kets where its competitors were likely to he very success-
ful '" However. limit pricing has been attacked in the
courts."

Questions about "Limit Pricing." The questions of
documenting the existence of limit pricing, and of asses-
sing the beneficial or harmful consequences that result.
,have not beerLresolved and are still under study. Clearly.
pricing to meet or better the competition in a multi-product
firm is not a simple matter for either legal or economic
policy if fwther information about the impact on con-
sumers and .ndustry of such pricing is lacking.

Often firms suhject to rate of return regulation also
operate in more than one market, and may use their regu-
lated status in oile market to limit competition in anoth-
er. If there is a mixture of competitive and noncompetitive
markets. t is possible that a pricing policy with aspects
of cross-subsidization and predatory or limit pricing will
emerge A noteworthy implication is that the firms operat-
ing in oligopolistic second markets, that is markets with
a limited number of clearly identifiable competitors, may
have an advantage over competing firms. The regulated
firm can "afford" to take long run losses in these second
markets w hale competing firms cannot.'

Impacts of Regulations

These pricing and cross-subsidy concerns are directly
related to the issue of entry into regulated markets. In
regulated industries. such as telecommunications. it is

not uncommon for the regulatory agency to control entry
and exit in the markets under its authority. Removing
this decision from the decentralized working of the mar-
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ketplace may lead to several inefficiencies. which are
described below.

. First, certain markets may not be served. or pro-
ducts or services supplied, if the existing firm knows
that others cannot enter. For example. AT&T might
decide lo offer single-line telephones with hold and
intercom features, and Western Union telegraph-as-
sured delivery., if it were to face potential competition
from possible market entrants that would supply
these services.

. Second. if entry is allowed in only one market, the
regulated firm may reduce prices in that market so
that it is able to achieve a competitive advantage.
This conduct has been alleged in past competition
between Telex and TWX and in point-to-point data
t ransmission.'

. Third. if the established firm is not permitted to reduce
prices in response to ...ntry of other firms, the new
entrants w ill generally choose to enter the most pro-
fitable market or markets and refrain from entering
the less profitable ones In information-related in-
dustries this "cream skimming- can erode the overall
profitability of the multi-market regulated Firm and
threaten universal service For example AT&T al-
leges that decisions by the Federal Communications
Commission. starting with the Career /one case in
1968, have created such a situation."

. Finally, inefficient firms may he precluded from
leaving a market. or otherwise efficient firms may
he barred from reducing service to markets that no
longer are able to support that level of service. Tele-
gram service by Western Union is an example of the
latter situation.

Antitrust Considerations

Antitrust policies. as embodied primarily in interpre-
tations of the Sherman and Clayton Acts and the amend-
ments to them.' have a significant impact on how the
market distributes information and information ser-
vices. These laws prohibit certain forms of business beha-
vior. and address industry structure from two vantage
points The Sherman Act (Section 2) makes it illegal to
monopolize trade, and the Clayton Act (Section 7) makes it
illegal to acquire a competing corporation if the effect
"may he substantially to lessen competition or tend to
create a monopoly.-

The antitrust laws allow the government to bring both
criminal and civil cases. and civil actions to he filed by
Imo red competitors or customers. Frequently, the same
firms will he defendants in a series of private and gov-
ernmental actions. The recent cases against IBM and Xerc
are examples.

Market Boundaries. In practice. the application of the
antitrust laws has often rev olved around the question of
the appropriate definition of the markets The major legal
tests are the line of commerce (roughly defined by the
degree of cross - elasticity of demand) and the geographic



market. The prohibitions against merger have been more
stria!), applied than those against "monopolizing." Sec-
tion 2 of the Sherman Act, and its interpretations have
had a checkered history. In the 1920's it was held that
mere sire was no offenseunlawful conduct and the exer-
cise of monopoly power were required for a finding of
guilt In the 4lcoa" and Griffith Theater' cases of the
1940's. this doctrine was changed "monopoly power,
vv hcther law fully or unlaw fully acquired. may itself con-
stitute an evil and stand condemned under Section 2 even
though it remains unexercised.":"

Significant Antitrust Cases. The ruling definition may
depend on the outcome of several cases of the 1960 to 1980
period. These Lases are particularly interesting because
several insoke major firms that provide information-
related goods and services. The government's antitrust
Lases against .NT&T and IBM are currently underway,
and there has been a Lonsent decree (an out-of-court
settlement reamed between plaintiff and defendant) filed
in the Lase against Xerox." Also, technological change
may redraw industry and market boundaries so that all
three are Lompetitors in the same markets long before
all the cases are decided.

However, it is possible that a future market structure
vein. giants suLh \T &T, IBM. and Xerox not be
truly competitive Other industries have seen the emer-
geme of "shar.ed monopolies"markets in which price
Lompetition is suppressed Despite investigations into two
allegLd shared monopolies. the breal. fast cereal" and deter-
gent industries, neither the ntitrust Di Bien nor the
I TC has been able to proseLute these Lases successfully.
If this were to happen m the information industries. existing
poliLy took to pros ide for competition may prose defi-
cient

1 dear trend in the history of U.S. enforcement of
those antitrust pros isions relating to market structure
can be seen in the fact that the courts have found it
easier to deal with horizontal integration than with vertical,
and conglomerate mergers and expansion have posed the
greatest legal and logical problems. Several experts have
argued that %eruct!l mergers should be beyond the reach
of the law " There is now a view that the appropriate
solution is to weigh the efficiency gains from vertica'
integration against any efficiency loss from increase
market power.'

tfariter Conduct. In addition to the legal attacks directly
on monopoly structures and on mergers, the antitrust
laWs have been used as the, basis for cases seeking to bar
Lertain forms of market conduct and restrictive practices.
The restrictive marketing practices include collusion,
exclusion. and price discrimination For example, the case
of issimated Press ( AP) v United States2` illustrates the
relationship between business practices and market
structure in one phase of the news gathering and distri-
bution process The \P is a membership organization

hiLh LolleLts and distributes news, obtained both by
employees of the AP and of the member newspapers.
The trial court held that "the By-Laws (of the AP)
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unlawfully restricted admission to AP membership, and
violated the Sherman Act insofar as the By-Laws' provi-
sion clothed a member with powers to impose or dispense
with conditions upon the admission of his business
competitor (to the association).""

This finding weakened the principle that property rights
can exist_in news. In an earlier case. International News
Service v. Associated Press.' the Supreme Court had held
that the AP could prevent publication of its dispatches
by the rival news service In AP v. United States the judg-
ment that the AP must admit competing newspapers could
lessen the incentive of the individual members to furnish
news to the assoLiation, because they %1 ould also be fur-
nishing it to their competitors. Similarly, the news furnished
to the newspapers by the AP is worth less to any one
newspaper than w hen the A P had exclusive rights to this
news in its market!" The antitrust law s are used in this
Lase to balance the incentises to produce information
and the monopoly power that arises from its exclusive
use in a manner similar to application of copyright and
patent laws.

Other Developments in Antitrust Law
In addition to AP v. United States and the recent

complaints against AT&T, IBM, and Xerox, there have
been other antitrust actions that directly affect information
industries. Two of thesethe American Society of Com-
posers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) case' and the
Lases against newspaper joint publishing companies"'
illustrate interesting trends in the development of antitrust
law the use of judicial decrees to establish standards of
reasonable conduct (similar to those in regulated industries),
anti specific, legislative exemptions to the antitrust laws.

Effects of ASCAP Consent Decree, The ASCAP con-
sent decree illustrates judicial regulation of an information
industry. ASCAP is a performance right society: it licenses
and collects royalties for public performance of copy-
righted musical compositions. ASCAP is one of three
such societies operating in the United States, and it collects
the most revenues of the three. All of ASCAP*s licenses
an. basically blanket licenses which allow the licensee to
us; the entire repertoire of ASCAP any number of times
in exchange for an annual payment. In the case of broad-
casters. a fixed percentage of the licensee's revenues is
required in order to receive a license. This plan to charge
broadcasters differing amounts according to the level of
their revenues is obviously a form of price discrimination.
It has been permitted to continue, but in the case of
disputes about the reasonableness of the fee, the parties
may apply to the federal district court for a hearing.

Another provision of the ASCAP consent decree is a
restriction on vertical integration. ASCAP is prohibited
from representing the right of aly author other than that of
performance. Also, following the precedent of the AP
ease, ASCAP is required to admit any composer whose
work h published, and any publisher who meets mini-
mum standards of conduct. Many of the facets of the
internal operations of ASCAP are subject to the provi-
sions of the decree and to review by federal court.



Newspaper Joist Publishing Firms. The Newspaper
Preservation Act illustrates the legislated partial antitrust
exemption for certain information industries; namely,
for companies that have been formed to combine the
advertising and circulation departments of competing news-
papers in The same city, while the editorial departments
remain separate. These joint publishing companies now
exist in twenty-two cities. The Antitrust Division of the
Justice Department attacked several of these combinations
during the 1960's. The grounds for the complaints were
the loss of competition in the newspaper advertising mar-
kets, the reduction in competition in the advertising market
overall, and the possible harmful effects on the number
and variety of editorial opinions. columns, and features
that were available to the readers.

Bills were introduced in the 90th and 91st Congresses
to grant partial exemption from the antitrust statutes for
these joint newspaper publishing agreements." In its cur-
rent form, the "Newspaper Preservation Act- makes legal
the existing Joint publishing agreements which were organ-
ized before enactment of the statute, and allows the Attor-
ney General to exempt future combinations or agreements
of a similar nature from the antitrust laws."

SECTION TWO

Universal Service and the Availability of Information

The distribution of information among potential users is
highly dependent on the price (calculated as time and
effort as well as money) that the user has to pay for the
information. This section examines one specific dis-
tributional policyuniversal serviceas an example of
how the interaction of market structure, pricing, and gov-
ernment policies affects the availability of information.
More general equity and other distributional concerns
are also examined.

The Requirements and Costs of Universal Service

Of the various principles on which to base a set of
prices and allocations, the principle of universal service
is one of the most widely used. Although simple in appear-
ance, this principle may in fact be quite complex. When
the provision of a service is considered to be in the pub-
lic interest, public utility commissions and other agen-
cies have sought to use their power over prices to promote
the w,despread availability of the service. ,r'or example,
the policies of rate averaging and universal service have
been applied to the 93 percent of American households
having telephonei.

Rational promotion of universal service requires answers
to at least three questions:

(1) How broad must the service be? Is 100 percent
coverage required. or is 90 percent or 95 percent
considered to be a satisfactory level of service?

(2) Does the price to certain groups need to be below
marginal or average costs to encourage them to
purchase the service?
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(3) If so, how far below costs, and from what source
can revenues be raised to balance the shortfall that
results from requiring universal service?

If some groups of users have to pay more for sera ices
in order to make the services accessible to other groups
of users, there is an additional source of inefficiency.
Whether the revenue comes from taxes on another
commodity or from general funds, there will he both mar-
ket distortions and policy choices to be made.

Pricing to Achieve Universal Service

There are at least two frequently used approaches tp
pricing to achieve universal service. These approaches
are price discrimination and cross-subsidization.

Price Discrimination." This discussion of price discrim-
ination is limited to those cases in which different cus-
tomers or users (or classes of customers or users) are
charged different prices even though the cost of provid-
ing them with the goods or services is the same. For this
type of price discrimination to occur and he profitable
there are three necessary conditions:

(I) There must be two or more easily identifiable Jas-.
ses of customers:

(2) The responsiveness to price changes must not be
the same in each groumiand

(3) Resale between the groups of customers must either
not be possible or must he relatively expensive.

There are many examples of this type of price discrim-
inatio-ri in the markets for information products aria ser-
vices. One example is the pricing of scholarly journals.
for which libraries and institutions often are charged more
than individuals." Another pricing plan that results in
subscribers paying different prices is that of the Ameri-
can yetroleum Institute. Corporate membership,charges,
including subscription fees, are proportional to the domes-
tic output of the oil company members the larger the
firm. the higher the charge.

Journals are not the only information products sub-
ject to price discrimination. The musical performance
rights societies, the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), and Broadcast Music,
Inc. (BMI). have standard blanket license contracts with
broadcasting stations. Since the fees 6, ,-oed are a fixed
percentage of the station's gross revenues. these organi-
zations in effect discriminate in pricing according to the
site of the listening audience.

Multipart Pricing Schemes. Sometimes. howe%er, the
discriminatory nature of the pricing is hidden in a multi-
part pricing scheme which has both a flat fee and an
additional charge based on use of the service. In the com-
plaints filed in its antitrust cases against IBM and Xerox.
the Justice Department alleged that these firms' rental
and pricing schedules were discriminatory." The typical
Xerox rental contract would he for a fixed monthly ft,i,
for a limited range of copies per month and per col)),
charge for each copy over the maximum. This type of
multipart pricing is profitable and has been shown to



apprattmate the more usual form of price discrimination."
Even by allowing the customer to choose among a limited
selection of these multipart plans, the profitability of such
pricing schemes.is not completely eliminated!'

Although price discrimination is often condemned, it
can be beneficial to many groups mho might 'otherwise
ha%e to pa) a single high price. circum-
stances,

Under,certain circum-
stLs, not uncommon in the information markets, price
discrimination can lead to the benefit of 11I groups. This
mutual benefit is.characteristic in those Situations in whiCh
scale economies exist. However,it is not true that all
parties always benefit from price discrimination in the
sale of information products. NeverthelesSbecause of
the existence of Scale economies, benefit to all parties
may result.

Cioss-Subsidy.When some consumers.are charged more
than the single price and some less, cross-subsidy comes
into play. In many markets a single pricas'charged, even
though the costs of provic114.`the goodsor services to all
consumers are not the same. This single price may arise
because of public policy, administrative convenience, or
marketing strategy. First class postage, which costs the
same regardless of distance, provides an obvious exam-
ple of the first case. Similarly, rates for computer com-
munications via GTE-TELENET's packet-switched
network are also distance-independent. It is difficult,
however. to know whether the costs are actually unrelated
to distance or whether this represents part of TELEN ET's
strategy for marketing the service.

Broadly speak*, a cross-subsidy exists when some
consumers bear more than their share of the costs of
providing some good or service, and other consumers
bear less. Cross - subsidies raise policy issues on three levels:
there may be debate about their appropriateness, their
effectiveness, and their existence. The first two issues of
appropriateness and effecti%eness are linked, because a
demonstration of cross-subsidies' relati%e inefficiency in
redistributing income may initiate the question of the
appropriateness of their existence.

Inefficiency of Cross-Subsidies. Economists have made
a demonstration of the inefficiency that is known to exist
in cross-subsidies. Any implicit subsidy, whether embedded
in a tariff or otherwise implemented, has a cash value.
But the beneficiary of any such subsidy would be better
off if he had a cash grant for the value of the subsidy
to spentd as he saw fit. Furthermore, explicit subsidies
are opdi to public scrutiny, and their burden falls on
taxpayers in general, rather than on consumers or the
particular good or service in question. A more efficient
alternati%e to the telephone company's cross-subsidization
of rural ,er%ices. which is embedded in current tariffs,
would be outright cash grants to the rural subscribers.

Cross-subsidies may be further questioned on the ground
that regulatory authorities should confine themselves to
ensuring, safety le%els mai service quality, and presenting
the exercise and abuse of monopoly power. In order to
discharge such duties, it is not necessary for any public
service or public utility commission to issue a rate stale-

ture which embodies a cross-subsidy. In so doing, such a
commission makes policy on redistribution of income
among citizens, a step usually reserved for legislative action.

Difficulty in Defining Cross-Subsidy. In ,-nnsidering
the third-level pcilicy issue regarding cross-subsidies, there
is some question about the actual meaning of the term.
Cross-subsidies are well defined only in the following
two. situations:

(a). In an otherwise self- supporting orgamotion, if the
'additional revenues brought in by a particular ser-
viee iio not cover that service's costs, cross-subsi-
dization results.

(h) Con'versely, if the additional revenues brought in
by a particular service exceed the cost of provid:
ing the service by itself, and other services fail to
cover their costs as in (a), this service cross-subsidizes
the others.

, Unfortunately, the actual situation is usually more com-
plex. Many services may bring in additional revenues
greater than their additional costs, but less than the costs of
providing the $ervice on a stand alone basis. This situa-
tion is particularly possible in the short run, due to the
existence of fixed costs in existing capital plant, and joint .

costs when the same facilities contribute to the provision
of multiple services. The telephone provides the fullest
example of these problems, with MTS. WATS, and local
service. In such a situation' the actual existence and direc-
tion of a cross-subsidy 1.1.-e not clear.

Because of the problems in calculating fully distributed
costs or any "true allocation" among services and cus-
tomers of the costs associated with many information
products and services, it is often impossible to detect and
measure cross-subsidies."

Equity and Related Distributional Concerns

Our notion of "fairness" and "equity" in achie%ing
access to information is often related to the distribution
of income and wealth. For example, it is public policy
that information products or services, such as postal and
telephonic communication and :onsumer protectipn
information, are important enough to be available at low
cost. Moreover, these concepts of "fairness" and "equi-
ty" are often related to the costs of providing the goods
or services. These concepts also may be related, to the
concept of efficiency, because economic efficiency requires
each purchaser to 'pay at least the marginal cost of the
goods or services he receives.

Thus far, the discussion of universal information dis-
tribution has focused on the problem of under what cir-
cumstances subsidies should exist, without deciding
whether or not it is appropriate to subsidize certain groups
of users or consumers. The rest of this discussion is about
ways to distribute information eqt::Ably.

Distribution of Goods Generally. Ordinarily, public
policy towards distribution of goods concerns monetary
benefits. The premise behind the policy of distribution is
that the unadjusted results of a market economy, allowing
an unequal distribution of wealth. are unacceptable on a
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social basis. Often the government's response to the prob-
lem of unequal distribution of wealth conies in the form
of simple. cash benefitstransfer payments to individu-
als. But sometimes the benefits take the form of vouch-
ers for a certain cntical commodity. such as food stamps.
Sometimes the effort to redistribute wealth takes the form
of provision of goods or sere ices in kind. Social services
of various descriptions available only to persons w hose
income falls below a certain level or who are over a cer-
tain age provide examples of this approach. Most of the
time. however. such benefits are interchangeable in some
way with cash, because the benefits or services could be
purchased by the poor if only they had enough money
St.me commentators in social welfare have suggested that
statutory entitlements to such goy ernment-funded-
and-pros ided services constitute. in effect, a new form of
property . and sonic case law supports this proposition.'

Political Currency. Another currency, and one whose
distribution is of paramount concern, is the political cur-
rency. one person. one vote. Our political system guards
the separation of political from monetary currency by
ma!king it a crime to bribe voters. Such bribes do some-
times occur, but are considered to subvert the pukpose of
the. universal franchise. namely. to provide an equal dis-
tribution of political power despite inequalities in distri-
bution of econdinic power.

Information as a Currency. It remains to be seen whether
information ldn ever develop into a currency like dollars
or votes. Forone thing, information has no obvious units.
Secondly. there are no ethical or political rules that can
serve as guidelines for the convertibility of this currency
into either dollars or votes However;some have expressed
concerns that the change in the composition of the econ-
omy toward the production of information goods and
services will exaggerate rather than diminish the gulf be-
tween the wealthy and powerful and the poor and weak.
Moreover, the increased need for cognitive skills could
leave the uneducated even farther behind It is certainly
plausible, but not yet demonstrated, that patterns of in-
tormation product', and cons imption will prove largely
congruent with those for other kinds of goods and services.
But it is not yet apparent to whose relative advantage in
the political sy stern the changes we are now observing will
ultimately accrue.

Distribution of Information

The most problematic aspect of equitable distribution
of inlormation is the inappropriateness and inapplicability
Of traditional government ,-,Inirols on such a fluid and
bountiful resource. Because information is not scarce.
the government cannot extract it by taxation and redis-
tribute it through benefits, the traditional government
activities related to the collection of money. an asset
characterized by its scarcity. Nor would a mans test, a
device to determine need as a factor in the decision to
supply or withhold infom,:tion. appear workable as the
basis of a governme.ii information supply system. I or
example. how could a government information ceiter
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ever refuse to supply a patron with information beeause
he or she already knows too much?

These practical problems involved in controlling the
flow of information in no way reduce the legitimacy of
the goal of achieving equitable information distribution
to all members of society. With the advent of tele-
communications-based information sery ices. w hose use
demands a basic level of cognitive sophistication, the fear is
that the educationally disadvantaged may lack the intel-
lectual prerequisites to avail themselves of the new ser-
vices. However, it is difficult to,determine the best cure
for a future information gap derived from inequality of
income, when such a gap h still theoretical in nature.
ideally; any information gap could ultimately he corrected
by equalizing the educational standards for both rich and
poor through earlier and greater emphasis on basic cog-
nitive skills in primary and secondary education. In the
final analysis, because of the peculiar qualities of infor.-
motion. which make any speculation about its distribu-
tion hypothetical. the new array of information services
may very well make the affluent even more knowledge-
able, w ithout having any measurable impact on the poor
at all.

Policies to Ihzrease Production Incentive. Ordinarily.
policy measures to promote fairness of distribution have
negative side effects on incentives to produce. generating
a tradeoff between equity and efficiency. however, it is
not clear that policies promoting fair distribution will
create a negative effect on production of information prod-
ucts, unless the copyright law IS liberalized to permit a
wider range of exempted liberties in terms of reprinting
or reusing the copyright material without having to honor
the copyright prohibition of duplication. The real ques-
tion is whether additional exemptions in the copyright

w hick reduce the income for the producer of the
information; will reduce the incentive to produce infor-
mation produetS. Some exemptions from copyright lia-
bility already existspecifically. the right to reprint in
Braille for the blind. to tape record copyrighted material
for the deaf, or to recast the material in another format

e, film or telex ision) for the otherwise handicapped
(For example, those who are paralyzed) 4"

Exemptions from Copyright Liability. In addition, the
copyright law already contains substantial exemptions
for educational institutions. including libraries, permitting
the reprinting of information for educational purposes.
Because of their scope. these exemptions presumably have
an effect on the incentives to produce information. The
exemptions are so broad and general that one cannot
interpret them as having the special remedial or egali-
tarian focus of the more narrowly construed exemptions
for the handicapped: but rather. like the exemptions for
fair use' of copyrighted works (discussed in Chapter Five).
the exemptions for educational institutions imply to so
many people under so many circumstances, that one can
regard them primarily as an egalitarian measure.

Efficiency in Distribution. ,11though more commonly
applied to the productioli of goods and sery ices, the con-



cept of efficiency also applies to consumption of goods
and services Inefficiency in production exists if more
output could be achieved with a given level of input or
.resources. In consumption of goods and services there
are several possible measures of economic efficiency, but
there is one widely-used criterion that avoids making value
judgments among consumers. According to this standard,
goods and services are efficiently distributed if it is im-
possible to make anyone better off without making some-
one else worse off In legal terms, all consumers must
be "whole."

Clearly, most social changes, eb en ones considered highly
beneficial, do not meet this very restrictive criterion. By
insisting that no one be hurt, however, this standard of
economic efficiency defines an unambiguous social
improvement. Efficiency means, then, the making of all
such improvements. Almost all policies, whatever their
benefits, will make some people worse off in some way,
and in such instances, the net gain anticipated from a

broader comparison of costs and benefits must be weighed
against the harm to whateber groups or interests are
adversely affected The changes in telephone rate struc-
tures anticipated as part of the revision of the Commu-
nications Act of 1934 provides a good example. The rates
charged for long-distance and local residential service
would be adjusted downward and upward, respectively,
to reflect more closely their costs While this change would
be beneficial on balance, some residential subscribers,
especially in rural areas. might have to pay more than
they do now for the same service.

Administered Markets and the Role of the
Government in the Marketplace

I t is often difficull to understand and analyze the interac-
tions in markets where there is a single, powerful parti-
cipant keither a buyer or seller) who does not follow, the
standard profit-maximizing rules. The classic example
of a market in which the rules of profit-making do not
apply is the economic relationship between the Depart-
ment of Defense and the manufacturers of large weap-
ons systems. Since the procurement of weapons systems
is often done on a cost -plus : partial incentive basis, the
usual market mechanisms are suppressed. A corresponding
effect is obtained when the government is the sole pro-
vider of a good or service!'

There are several examples of problems raised for the
market by government operations effectively replacing
market mechanisms in the information industries. These
actions may be- both beneficial to and harmful for the
effective distribution of information. One problem is the
government's role in setting standards for information
distribution through its choices of how to distribute its
on information. The history of government purchases
and production of microfiche is a case in point. There
are many competing formats and standards often mak-
ing it difficult lo read fiche produced in one format on a
reading device made according to another format. The
problem is heightened done needs "blow-backs"hard

copy produced from the fiche. To a great extent, there is
a de facto standard because of the government policy to
purchase and use primarily one format for the large vol-
ume of government information distributed on fiche. While
this brings with it major benefits, there are also dra-
backs in that this format is not the best for all purposes,
and often leads to incompatability between government
and non-government materials. One example in the area
of medical records has had profound effects. The differing
formats increase the cost and time required to duplicate
records for use by health professionals. Furthermore,
teaching and research hospitals often need two sets of
microfiche equipmentone for medical records and one
for research reports. If the government were to achieve
Brooks Act standards of consistent 'procurement of ADP
equipment, the results might be similar.

Government Dominath:e of Marketplace. Another
market problem arises when the government is the sole
producer of certain categories of information. For example,
the government has had the primary interest in the field of
atomic energy, and consequently in the development of in-
formation about this area. The overwhelming government
inbolbemeut has effectively precluded entry by commercial
publishers or data base providers. The emergence of a
government/private sector coordinated energy-related bib-
liographic data base, the Battelle Energy Information
Center is very recent. It is clear that decisions concerning
the government allocations of R&D funding among disci-
plines and specialities have a major impact on the fields
in which it is profitable to produce data bases, biblio-
graphic reference systems, and various secondary infor-
mation systems.

There is also a market problem that occurs when the
government must invest heavily in equipment .equired
to collect information which then proves to be of limited
usefulness in implementing programs. The problem seems
particularly acute when the information is not helpful for
programs that are of government origin. One of the most
intriguing examples of the limited usefulness of some gov-
ernment-supplied information is found in the LANDSAT
(formerly ERTS) program.

Limited Use of Some Federal Data. LA N DSAT pro -
' ides data via satellite photographs that can be applied
for several purposes, the best known of which is crop
forecasting. However, the design and implementation of
the program included the early, basic recognition that
such satellite data could be assimilated into information
beneficial to only a few direct users rather than to many!'
Thus, the land-use information provided by satellite has
proved to be principally useful only to the Department
of Agriculture's Crop Forecasting Service and to the large
grain companies. Two reasons for this narrow spectrum
of the information's applicability are the major invest-
ments necessary to make use of the information, and the
additional non-satellite information on plantings, weather,
etc., which the Department of Agriculture must supply
in order for the satellite data to become completely useful.
To say there is a functioning market for this information
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would greatly stretch the definition of "market." Although
people do buy LANDSAT photographs and maps, it is
usually for their artistic value or technical novelty, not
for their informational content.

Government "Make or Buy" Decisions

The current policy concerning government production or
purchasing of infOrmation, as contained in OMB Circu-
lar A-76, is to rely on the private sector for the goods
and services needed by the Federal Government when-
ever possible. There are certain obvious types of infor-
mation that raost people .vould agree should be produced
and disseminated internally within the government. Foreign
intelligence. military secrets, and the census are exam-
ples. In most cases when a firm can make a profit, and
when ther'e are no substantial "externalities," (effects on
others who are not parties to the immediate economic
transaction), production by the private sector is appro-
priate.

But there are situations that do not fall into either of
the two categories described above. There are two gen-
eral situations in which government subvention or regu-
lation of an information market may be desirable:

la) Situations in which a private profit cannot be made,
but the benefits to all members of the society are
greater than the costs. In these cases the govern-
ment should consider providing or subsidizing the
provision of the information.

(b) Situations in v. nich there is the likelihood of sub-
stantial harm to individuals not directly involved
in the transaction (for example, from loss of pri-
vacy or from pollution). In these cases the gov-
ernment should consider regulating information
transactions and their resulting harmful effects.

Unfortunately. in actual practice, there are many sit-
uations in which the need for government subvention or
regulation of an information market is not either simple
or clear-cut. For example, on one hand, the Department
of Commerce's Worldwide Information and Trade Sys-
tem (Vv, ITS) has been criticized by private sector indus-
try aroups, who feel that the government is usurping the
role of the private sector in providing trade information.
On the other hand, consumer groups have frequently asked
for increased government activity in providing and dis-
seminating consumer information.

Full Cost Recovery and Equity

Many organizations that provide information are
required by their charters or by their management to
break even, either in the short run or on average over a
period of years. OMB Circular A-25 sets forth, such a
policy for the Federal Executive Branch: "When a ser-
vice (or privilege) provides special benefits to an identifiable
recipient above and beyond those which accrue to the
public at large. it charge should be imr,'.,sed to recover
the full Lost to the Federal Government of rendering shat
service. "" Among federal departments and agencies there
has been only an inconsistent effort to break even by
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charging the public for special services rendered." How-
ever, the important consideration here is not the incon-
sistent application of any "full cost recovery" requirement,
but the arbitrary and inefficient nature of the require-
ment itself. Although the purpose of the "full cost recov-
ery" requirement, is to achieve equity, its success at this
is usually accidental.

The following economic propositions relate to the prob-
lem of the government receiving "full cost recovery" for
special benefits dispensed to individuals:

(a) The apparent simplicity and concreteness of the
full-cost calculation is entirely misleading: the policy
is in fact ambiguous, and must rely ultimately on
arbitrary and economically indefensible account-
ing conventions.

09 Full-cost pricing can be damaging to the interests
of all users of the supplier's services. In other words,
by reducing full-cost prices, the supplier may reduce
the prices of all of its services, without any loss in
total revenue because of an increase m the total
volume of sales.

(c) The other side of the preceding proposition is that
full-cost pricing will generally hold down the rev-
enues of the supplier,. as well as often preventing
an increase in those revenues that could be obtained
without any price increases."

Difficulties of Full-Cost Pricing. The difficulties in the
application of any full-cost pricing rule come from the
existence of joint costs in any multi-product organiza-
tion, as %veil as the disregard of demand elasticities' The
complexity of information on demand, and the patterns
of costs needed in order to create full-cost recovery poli-
cies, ire described in the following statement:

if there are economies of scale or 0:her patterns of
responsiveness of costs to volume of sales, demand data
will also he needed if the prices selzeted are actually to
end up covering costs. Demand information cannot be
dispensed %vith, for in calculating tne pertinent -ost the
management must be able to ascertain %v hat volume of
sales can he expected at the full cost. If a calculation of
full costs is based on cost data for the past and. for ex-
ample, it seems to require a sharp increase in price, the
resulting fall in quantity gold may lead to a loss of scale
e,onomies, and the alleged full-cost price will in fact fail
to produce revenues equal to costs as it is intended to do'"

Pricing of GPO Publications:The formula used by the
Government Printing Office (GPO) for pricing its publi-
cations, based on a provision of the 1895 Federal Printing
Law, exemplifies the application of full-cost recoveiy:

The price at which additional copies of government
publications are offered for sale to the public by the Super-
intendent of Documents shall he based on the cost as
determined by the Public Printer plus 50 percent.'"

Over the years, successive Public Printers have deve-
loped different formulas to determine sales prices for GPO
publications. The term "cost" has been subject to a vari-



ety of interpretations, but has never been construed to
mean only the marginal expensespaper, ink, binding,
laborof running off extra copies. Some part of GPO
oerhead not solely related to the physical production
and handling of extra copies has always been included.
However. in certain instances the Superintendent of Docu-__
ments has altered these prices to make se-of preCiious
,aka-hiistery--and-understanting of the market.'" This
practice implicitly recognizes the arbitrariness and short-
comings of the full cost plus ,50 percent formula as well
as the importance of demand information.

Price Reduction Can Bring Profit Increase. A some-
what surprising finding is that reductions in the price
charged from the "full cost" price can lead to increased
profits (or decreased losses) for the supplier, as well as
benefits for the consumers. This can occur when the
demand is sufficiently elastic: that is, when the percent-
age change in the quantity demanded is greater than the
percentage change in price. For example, recent reduc-
tions in the price of overseas telephone calls may lead to
increases in revenues from this service for the Bell Sys-
tem. because there will be greater use of the system. If
the costs increase (because of the increased sales) at a
slower rate than the revenues, the profit will increase as
a result.

Government Procurement Policy. Furthermore, agencies
appear to be operating under somewhat inconsistent
instructions with respect to the scope of government enter-
prise and the pricing of its output. The government's
basic procurement policy, set forth in OMB Circular A-76,
requires agencies to buy their goods and services from
private firms unless they can produce them more cheaply
themselves. This policy is designed to prevent the entry
of government into enterprises which can be conducted
better by the pnvate sector. Yet Circular A-25. by requiring
full-cost recovery, not only permits but encourages gov-
ernment to provide self-supporting services. This guid-
ance conflicts with the basic premises that the govern-
ment should run primarily by appropriated funds, and
that if an activity can be self-sustaining, it should be con-
ducted in the pirate. rather than the public sector.

Government Support of Input Fees

The goernment makes mailable funds for informa-
tion providing acmities when it supports the imposition
of input fees of %anous types (e.g.. page charges levied
by academic journals.' or charges levied on federal agen-
cies by the Government Printing Office for its printing
notices in the Federal Register). These policies of gov-
ernment funding for in formatiop-providing activities
are often either %ague or contradictory. For example,
because the government wishes to encourage the dissem-
ination of research findings, it prosides funding to research
grantees to pay for the page charges imposed by the jour-
nals that will eventually publish the research results. How -
ever. the government will only approve expenditures for
page charges if the publisher is a non-profit organization
or professional ociety. As most research is government-
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funded, this inhibits profit-making pub, lishers fiym pub-
lishing articles about research findings.' Itis arguable that
page charges'are an implicit subsici)-for the publishers of
scholarly journals, anci_that tfi-ey may be necessary to
ensure that_reseatCh results get published at all. But the

--current approach limits the potential for disseminating
research findings.

Patent Policy Provides Research Incentive

By granting inventors of new products or new processes
exclusive rights to their inventions for a limited period
of time, the government seeks to provide incentives to
promote research and discovery. But, in effect, these
patents grant monopolies, and may lead tc increased prices
and reduced outputs. The lifetime of the patent and the
relationship between the patent laws and the antitrust
statutes are determined by government policy.

This interplay of the antitrust laws and the patent sys-
tem has major implications for information policy, since
the patent system itself is a means of encouraging the
production and dissemination of new products and
processes. and the information about them. Resolution
of these conflicting objectives may require a legislative
rather than a judicial solution to achieve predictability
and uniformity.

Patent Lice sing Policies. The American system of
patent law is unique in that it does not contain any com-
pulsory licensing provisions." The patent laws allow
holders of patents to authorize others to produce the
products, or to utilize the processes that are the subject
of the patents on either an exclusive or non-exclusive
basis. This decision concerning exclusive or non-exclusive
production is usually based on the licensor's view as to
which strategy will lead to the highest royalty payments,
although the exclusive license, with its restrictions on the
diffusion of the new product or process. may not best
serve the public interest.

As a result of occa tonal misuse of patents which lead
only to personal gain against the public interest, the courts
have used the anti' rug statutes to limit the exercise of
patent rights in several circumstances. For example, the
courts, following the Line Material case." have prohibited
the stipulation of prices in patent license agreements, when-
eer patents from different owners are combined in the
production of a good. Similarly, the Sherman Act has
been used to prohibit exclusionary or market-sharing
arrangements that result from competing firms combin-
ing their patents %iit cross-licensing or pooling.

Economics of Diversity of Information

Although at first glance it might seem strange to con-
sider diversity of information carried by information
services an economic issue, there is a long tradition of
economic analysis relating market structu-e to diversity,
particularly regarding broadcast programming.- Analysis
of this economic issue includes consideration of the role of
market structure in affecting program diversity, the role
of the government in fostering diversity, the inter-
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relationship between ownership p:atterns and diversity,
and the degree of product differentiation in information
markets.

Market Structure and Diversity

In the field of broadcasting, in which advertising is the
major source of revenue, the size of the audience is of
paramount importance. The station or network man-
agement seeks those types of programs which are likely
to attract the largest possible audiences. If the number
of radio or television stations serving a particular area is
limited, the riatural result of the competition among them is
a "lowest cohimon denominator" programming, character-
ized by a remarkable degree of sameness.

Large Altdiences Lure Broadcasters. The following
hypothetidal case illustrates this problem. The entire
audience rpr a certain medium (e.g., television) can be
divided into two groupsthose who prefer light enter-
tainment Lind those who prefer public affairs programming.
The potential entertainment audience is four times the
size of the potential public affairs audience. As a result
of this pattern of preferences, if there are three stations,
all would prefer to offer entertainment only, and to reach
the 80 percent majority audience, thus obtaining an ap-
proximate 27 percent share of the total audience (I /3 of
80 percent ), rather than the 20 percent share who Would
watch if public affairs were broadcast.

Obtaining Public Affairs Programming. Carrying this
example 'urther, for the three hypothetical television
stations there are several ways of obtaining public affairs
programming. One is to require the broadcaster to devote
some part of his schedule to public affairs programs.
The other is to increase the number of available stations
to four or five, thereby promoting the possibility that
one station would provide programming to the minority
audience that prefers public affairs. This smaller audience
represents a fraction of the market that with the addi-
tional numbers of stations, becomes equal to or larger
than that fraction of the market which would be obtained
by carrying entertainment programs.

In addition to increasing the number of stations, there
are other structural remedies that would increase the diver-
sity of television programming. Among these is the politi-
cally unlikely plan of requiring common ownership of
all commercial television stations in each market. Common
ownership wou:d allowand encouragewider program
choices, as the potential audiensce losses from carrying
public affairs would only be losses to 'another channel
owned by the same entity, rather than to a competitor.
The broadcaster would then seek to carry public affairs
in many or all time-slots on at least one channel, so as
not to lose that 20 percent of the potential audience.

Market Structure and Program Mixture. The hypotheti-
cal examples of the effects of changing the number of
stations or of introducing local monopolies are obviously
over-simplified, but they do illustrate the relationship
between the structure of the marketnumber of firms
and pattern of ownershipand the mixture of program-
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ming carried by the mass media. Because the broadcast
medium utilizes the electromagnetic spectrum, the Federal
Government, especially the FCC, has been crucial in de-
termining the number of local broadcasters, the likelihood
and viability of competition from alternative technologies
such as cable television (which does not use spectrum),
and so on. Often the choice presented to the government
regulator is some form of direct regulation, on one hand,
or a more indirect approach, such as increasing the number
of firms, or changing the coverage of existing broadcasters,
on the other. This offers a choice between direct inter-
vention in the market by the regulator, or a more subtle,
and possibly more effective, changing of the economic
environment.

Ownership and Diversity

The role of owners in the substantive decisions of firms
has been the subject of several economic analyses." In
the mass communications areas, the question of the im-
pact of ownership on diversity has arisen because of a
hypothesized link between ownership and content. Both
the FCC in the U.S. and the Canadim Radio, Television
and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) have look-
ed at programming in considering license applications,
renewals, and transfers. In addition, the increasing trend
toward chain ownership of daily newspapers has raised
a similar question in that sphere.

Linkage of Ownership and Content. Actually, the re-
lationship between ownership and content is tenuous and
unclear. There have been several studies of possible links
between the two in many of the masf. -nedia." One study
concluded that "the problem of group ownership reflects
the danger of generalization ... There is a large variance
of programming performance among individual group-
owners as well.as between individual, groups and non-
groups.'"s

This question of the linkage between ownership and
content continues to be raised in several areas. The FCC
has adopted a set of regulations prohibiting future mergers
or acquisitions of newspapers and television stations in
the same city.' However, these regulations "grandfather"
all existing combinations of this sort, permitting those
previously in existence to continue, except in cases in
which the television station is the sole station in the city.
Other aspects of the ownership/content linkage question
are: the desirability of having non-media corporations
controlling media outlets (as was raised by the American
Express Company's "proposed take-over of McGraw -
Hill) and the debate over the consequence of the growth
of newspaper chains.

Effect of Ownership on Advertising Rates. Despite the
tenuousness of the relationship between ownership and
content, there is pevertheless evidence to verify the effects
on the rates charged to advertisers as the result of both
newspaper joint publishing agreements and of cross-
media ownership of newspapers and television stations
in the same city. In both cases, the rates were found to
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be higher in the presence of such arrangements than in
co mparable sit uations without them."

If advertisements provide consumers with informa-
tion about prices, new products, etc., and seek to con-
vince customers to buy a specific product, tnen any
institutional arrangement that raises advertising rates

would seem to be directly opposed to the public inter-
est. Thus, even without the basic belief that advertising
is beneficial, as higher advertising rates- are eventually
passed on in the form of higher prices, there is a public
policy, concern because of the higher prices that *result
from news media combinations.

Effect of Ownership on Programming. An additional
line of inquiry has focused on the examination of types
and quantities of programs broadcast or cablecast by
large group owners of television stations or cable systems,
and comparisons have been made between programming
by large group owners and the Rograrn choices of "in-
dependent" owners. A recent coparison of VHF net-

ork:affiliated television stations in the fifty largest
markets shows that there is virtually no difference in the
amount of local programming done by the two types of
uw ners." A second study found that cable systems owned
by the twenty largest multiple-system operators, on av-
erage, devoted approximately one more channel to locally-
originated or imported programming than did equivalent
independent cable operators."

Again. these examples of the impact of ownership on
diversity reveal the public policy issues and choices rather
than indicate which specific policy in regard to owner-
ship should be adopted. The next section considers another
type of diversitythat which is related to the questions
about variety and quality of products or services.

Product Differentiation

In analyzing the struct_re of a specific industry it is, of
course, important to know how narrowly or broadly to
draw the perimeter. Indeed, information lends itself to
product differentiation. There are many information and
communication services which may duplicate one another,
or may compete directly with one another. For example,
the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities classifies cable
television systems as either "classical" or "competitive."
The competitive system is one which operates within the
Grade A contours of at least three network broadcast
signals 6'

Similarly, first class mail, telerone calls, telegrams,
mailgrams, and other assorted forms of interpersonal
communication may all be substitutes for each other; if
so. the firms and organizations that provide them would
be part of the same industry. However, the degree of
substitution which is possible among many of these forms
of interpersonal communications is inexact. Each ser-
vice is sufficiently different from the others to offer diverse
opportunities to customers in sending and receiving
messages They may be so different, in fact, :hat they are
considered as entirely separate markets.

"Tailoring" versus Duplication of Services. Another
important aspect of product differentiation, particularly
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in the information industries, is the fine difference between
precise "tailoring" of products or services, and duplica-
tion of these products or services. For example, one might
obtain a single item from a data set (e.g., the volume of
U.S. exports in 1972), from a periodical (e.g., the Survey
of Current Business), from an annually published com-
pendium (e.g., the Economic Report of the President),
or from any of a number of on-line data bases (including
those provided by the TROLL, Data Resources Incor-
porated (D.R.I.), and Chase Econometrics Systems). Each
of these embodiments of the same datum has different
attributes that make it relatively more or less useful to
different users.

Similar situations arise in many information dissemi-
nation activities. To give some examples, the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) data base is avail-
able through several on-line computer systems, in fre-

quently updated computer tapes, and in printed form
On-line medical information (the MEDLINE program)
is available both from the National Library of Medicine
and from several secondary providers. Government
supported Information Analysis Centers (IAC's) often
provide current awareness surveys, handbooks, and infor-
mation on demand to a variety of users. To some extent
these information dissemination activities compete with
one another: the demand for any one product or service
affects th, demand for the others."

Question of Duplication. There is a difficult decision
to make concerning whether these slight differences in
packaging, form, and availability of information are useful
distinctions, or whether they are needless, costly dupli-
cations. Underlying the difficulty, in ascertaining the need
for different types of information dissemination is the
problem posed hy_government's suppression of the market
for government-generated information. An alleged over-
supply of information as a result of a lack of coordination
among agencies is d major subject in the recent report
by the General Accounting Office on government activity
in the provision of scientific and technical information."
Unfortunately, there are no simple answers to solve the
problem of making government- generated information
available in a form that meets every demand, but recent
research in this area sheds some light on the problem of
interrelated demands.66

Differentiation according to Product Quality. Various.
levels of product quality constitute another type of product
differentiation. In both regulated monopolies and regu-
lated competitive industries there is often a reduction in
the available variety and quality of goods or sere
This reduction can lead to the necessity of having to set-
tle for both the wrong quality and the wrong price, an
undesirable outcome for those groups that might desire
either higher or lower quality goods or services. There
are examples to be found in telephone service. Low income
groups or individuals who make few outgoing calls may
wish party line or even coin box service, but these ser-
vices are not available for residences in many areas.
Similarly, firms and institutions might desire sophisticated
call routing equipment to provide for the efficient usage of
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ATS and regular long distance lines, but the specific
e uipment may not be available from the local telephon--........
op rating company:

Separation of Content and Conduit

In crtain circumstances separating ownership
of a conduit for transmitting information from ownership
of the means of providing the information itself may afford
a variety of opportunities for increasing the availability
of informationl Among these increased opportunities for
information are`the possibility of more and more diversity
of expression over conduits, and increased competition
for provision of information and information services in
the- marketplace. \

A common carrier is\an individual or firm that under-
takes to carry persons,'goods, or messages for all per-
sons who choose to employ him or it." For example,
telephone companies and the U.S. Postal Service are
common carriers. Often a pecific industry can operate
in either a common carries or a non-common carrier
mode. The transmitting entiky can be responsible for the
sorts of information it will arry, as is currently the case
in broadcasting. Or the own r of the means of transmission
can carry messages for all. who. can pay for the services,,
and not be liable for the effects of the content, as is
the case in telephone and mail services.

Cable TV at Regulation Crossroads. Cable television
is an example of an industry at the crossroads between
the broadcast and telephone models. The FCC regula-
tions governing cable television systems are patterned
after the television broadcast model, rather than the tele-
phone model. That is, a cable operator has discretion over
selection of programming, although it is circumscribed in
some instances by law and regulation." The alternative
approach to governing cable television systems is to use
a common carrier model in which the cable system
would offer access to the transmission equipment for all
who are willing -and able to pay the specified rates. Pro-
ponents of full common carrier status for cable systems
argue that, while neither approach is free from disaL-
vantages, there would be rather different incentives at
work, and these incentives would probably lead to more
diverse programming with the common carrier approach.'"
(See Table One). On the other hand, it has been argued
that the separation of content and conduit in cable tele-
vision would increase the financial uncertainty of cable
operators and programmers, and therefore would make
cable a less viable competitor with the traditional over-
the-air broadcasters."

Vertical Integration and Standardization

Because information products and services can be pro-
duced in a variety of forms, and because this informa-
tion may serve as components or "inputs" for additional
products and services of the same firm, there is often a
high degree of vertical integration in the information indus-
tries. An obvious example is the publisher who produces
a primary journal, an abstracts journal, an annual index,

TABLE ONE
Comparison of Common Carrier and

Current Non-Common Carrier Models
of Cable Regulation

Performance Common
Criterion Carrier

Current
Model

Economic

Access

Few allocation
problems

Limited only by
capacity and
regulated price

Responsibility Originator of
message responsible

Incentives to Cable operator weak
incentives because of
rate of return
regulation

Other programmers
strong because of
guaranteed access

Misaliocations
likely

Severely limited
because of editorial
responsibility

Cable operator:
legally responsible

Cable operator
strong incentives

Other programmers
weak because
no gu iranteed
access

Source: Barton, et al., 1973 (See note no. 70)

and cumulative indices from the same information
products. In addition, this same organization might use
the title, author, tnd citation information from each article
in the production of a citation index. Many of the indices
may also be made available in other fotmats, whether
machine-readable, photo-reduced, or otherwise.

The same publisher also might consider owning and
operating his on computer-based bibliographic retrieval
system, or might sell or lease with indexing information
tapes to an independent system. If the contractual terms
include payments that are usage-sensitive (priced according
to the amount of usage), many economists and lawyers
would argue that there is a degree of vertical integration,
even if the system is separately owned and operated. This
notion was considered in the FCC's "Network Inquiry."'

Factors Favoring Vertical Integration Vertical inte-
gration is often used o replace contractual or open-
market supplier- custorier relationships in the informa-
tion industries for one or more of the following reasons:

(1) The costs of internalizing operations are less expen-
sive than trading on the market:

i
(2) There is a reduction in risk in not relying on the

market;

(3) Vertical integration may provide organizations with
the opprotunity to engage in price discrimination;

(4) Vertical integration may enable organizations to
substitute internalized inputs for others purchased
on the market."

The Case of the Journal Publishers. To return to the
case of the journal publisher, it might he more expensive
for one publisher to provide title, .tuthor, and citation
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informat;on to a separate publisher if the format required
were different from that used internally. However, at least
one firm. the Institute for Scientific information (ISI),
produces this information for itself from the various jour-
nals tc which it subscribes. ISI then publishes the abstracts
and indices in its "Current Contents" and other serials.
In this case the benefits are from large-scale operation
rather than vertical integration.

It has been argued that unhampered information flows
can be best promoted if the limits to vertical integration
that apply in other industries are relaxed or eliminated
in information disseminating industries. In opposition
to this argument. some believe that standardization and
compatibility requirements could replace.the benefits of
sertical integration." and allow for increased competition.
An exemplary case is that of home computers. In this
case there are three effective interface standards, each
incompatible with the others. Systems based on the Intel
8080 chip use different busses than either the Radio Shack
or Heath/Zenith systems. As a result, peripherals for one
system often cannot be used with the others.

The Case of the Video Cassette Recorder. Another
similar example is found in the video cassette recorder
field. There are at/least too major systems (Beta, used by
Sony. and VHS. employed by Panasonic and Quasar), each
employing incompatible technologies (that is, tapes made
on one cannot be played back on the other). The same
problem exists in the video disc area; MCA/Philips discs
will not be playable on RCA sets, and vice versa. The
potential concern is that as the video disc becomes an in-
expensise. space-efficient storage medium for information,
it may be unduly expensive to delay its adoption while
potential users wait out the "shake-down" phase to see
which of the competing systems survive There are sev-
eral possible solutions to this dilemma:

(1) Legislative or regulatory standards (e.g., color TV);

(2) Agreements on standards of a voluntary industry
standards association such as the American National
Standara Institute (ANSI);

(3) Required compatibility (such ,as a requirement that
all telephone terminal equipment be "plug-compa-
tible".and harmless to the telephone network);
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(4) Encouragement of one system via franlhised mo-
nopoly or large government purchases; or

(5) Allowing market forces to operate freely:(with or
without an antitrust exemption), possibly. leading
to the creation of a dominant, vertically integrated
firm (the "IBM" of video discs), which would pro-
vide both hardware and software. (The recently
announced joint venture between IBM and MCA,
called Disco Vision, indicates that this fifth possi-
bility is a strong one in certain markets.)

Technological and Market Solutions. From this list,
we see that the concern about standards and compatibility
and the issue of vertical integration are interrelated.
However, it,is not always necessary to have government
involvement in order to establith standards and create
compatibility. Standardization or compatibility problems
may lead to only a small increase in costs, or the market
may resolve the problems. The push-button telephones
from manufacturers other than Western Electric that do
not require "Touch-Tone" lines are an example of tech-
nology and the market resolving the problem.

Standards setting is not a panacea. It is possible for an
agency, whether voluntary or governmental, to choose
the wrong standard. For example,'many experts believe
that the U.S. television and color television standards
have led to an inefficient use of the spectrum and to pic-
ture quality that is inferior to that in countries with other
standards.

Conclusion

Through the use of economic analysis and with the
help of many examples from both the traditional tele-
communications and broadcast industries, and the growing
information industries. we have illustrated the close
linkages between the economics of market structure and
pricing and the development of an information policy.

These concerns also illustrate what information mar-
kets tend to look like, a,.1 the problems with making
information and information services widely available
through traditional economic approaches. Suggested reme-
dies and new approaches to information dissemination
problems must be conducted with full cognizance of the
complexity of creating economic policy concerning the
distribution of information.
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Chapter V

The Creation of Information: Property Rights and Subsides
. By David Y. Peyton

The Federal Government has had longstanding policies
to encourage the creation and production of information.
This chapter discusses and analyzes these information
policies, including the establishment of private rights in
intellectual property. direct government involvement in
inforniation creation, and government subsidies to pri-
vate producers through research and development grants.
Although these information policies often are implemented
by laws or appropriations, their content is largely based
upon economic factors which will be treated in this chapter.

Choosing among various policy alternatives can be diffi-
cult for federal policy-makers because available infor-
mation generally is incomplete. Since each of the differ -
,it approaches to the creation and production of infor-
miion encourages information creation at a cost, choosing
among them or mixing them raises additional policy ques-
tions. Take,-for example, the choice between creating an
information-policy based on government subsidies of
!mformationversus the establishment of private rights in
intellectual property, or a policy combining th- -two.

Policy Choices Concerning information. The first choice
of government suhAdiesof information entails federal
funding, with federal control of both the content and
distribution of whaj is produced. The second choice of
an information policy, based on respect for private rights in
intellectual property-, encourages private creation of infor-
mation free from government direction. But the system
of payment of copyright royaltie's for private intellectual
property inevitably limits information distribution to those
who cart pay royalty fees. The, two policy choices embody
conflicting goals in the creation and production of informa-
tion that make a mixed system difficult to manage. .

In addition, the application of new telecommunications
and data processing technologies raises timely policy issues.
New technologies have confounded the definitions of tradi-
tional categories of legal protection for information, and
have made various kinds of information property rights
almost unenforceable. In such an environment, produc-

ers of information may tend to rely on trade seckt pro-
tection, or perhaps even forego otherwise advantageous
projects. In order to promote information creation and
to serve the goals of availability of and access to Infor-
mation, it thus becomes urgent to clarify information
property rights.

Basic Policy Concepts
A fundamental American assumption is .. at the cre-

ation of.information is essential for society to snake effec-
tive technological, social, economic, and political choices.
Thus, the United States is generally committed to poli-
cies that foster availability of information. The link between
the First Amendment and the copyright clause of the
Constitution is crucial. The First Amendment makes free
speech an inalienable personal right; copyright creates a
transferrable private property. The First Amendment
allows a metaphoncal marketplace of ideas, but the Copy-
right Act gives expression a chance to be commercially
viable.

Despite the expansive scope of the Copyright Act, there
are many instances when authors can assert property rights
but do not, because their motivations are not pecuniary.
However, public policy may be necessary in order to induce
authors to create information which is socially desirable,
when it is not intrinsically or financially rewarding enough
to create for its own sake.

Policy of "Government Works." The public domain
status of government publications or "government works,"
as the Copyright Act calls them, is also a basic policy.
Unlike the copyright laws of most other countries, the
U.S. law forbids the Federal Government from asserting
an intellectual property right against its on citizens.'
While this provision recognizes that taxpayers have already
financed the creation of the information, it also reflects
a kind of government accountability to the citizenry not
necessarily assumed in other countries. Interestingly, the
public domain policy for government documents con-
trasts with the Patent Act, which permits the government
to on the rights in inventions of its scientists

The suss and conclustois contained is this chapter reflect those of the author, and should not be interpreted as necessa-ily
representing the official policies or recommendations of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration; the
U S. Departthent-of Commerce, or th-e-1I.S. Government.
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Historical Background

The patentcopyright clause of the Constitution enun-
ciates a policy encouraging the creation of information.
The poltcy stated in the Constitution does not leave the
production of information goods and services entirely to
the devices of pry ate producers. because to do so would
result in the provision of an inadequate supply of infor-
mation. As is currently the case. in 1787 there appeared
to be only two basic options for government policy
supporting the production of information goods, the use
of public subsidy or the creation of private property rights
Delegates attending the Constitutional Convention debated
the question. resolve le it primarily in favor of the latter
by granting Congress the power to confer intellectual
property rights. According to Article 1, section 8, clause
8 Of the Constitution,

The CongrL.s shall have power . to promote the progress
of suence and useful arts. 1). securing for limited times
to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their re-
spective writings and discoveries .

First Copyright and Patent Acts. Congress passed the
first copyright and patent acts in 1790. The copy right
law had a practical or commercial orientation. It provided
protection for maps and charts as well as hooks. but it
excluded many works of fine arts, such as those in the
fields of musi painting. printmaking, sculpture, and
choreography. w hull are included today. The copy right
law was created as a response to the invention of the
printing press and the possibility of independent re-
printingcreamg copies of .1 published work without
any financial benefit to the author. Before this advance
an reprographic technology. there was no need for anything
resembling copyright protection. The patent law, however.
pertained only to mechanical devices, and later, to pro-
cesses and compositidds of matter. To receive a patent
required disclosure of the invention in return for statutory
protection. Hence. the law designed to promote industrial
innovation (the "useful arts"). also produced a-stream
of information about new inventions. which would in
turn help inventors develop additional devices.

Constitution Protects Intellectual Property. The patent-
copyright clause of the Constitution, by setting forth a
definite philosophy for congressional power to protect
intellectual property created a legal basis for its protec-
tion in the formulation of federal statutes, rather than
simply basing the protection of intellectual property rights
on the common law. Both in England and on 'he Conti-
nent patents and copyrights had an inauspicious origin
in their entanglement with the twin evils of sixteenth-
century royal favoritism and censorship. For example_
the copy right held by the Stationer's Company amounted
simply to a printing monopoly. Later. in the eighteenth
century. natural-rights theorists defended patents and copy-
rights as propertya term with inherently positive con-
notationsrather than as m inopoly a term already
acquiring negative assoLiatior s. The evolution of com-
mon law jurisprudence in regard to intellectual property
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reflected the approach of natural-rights theorists, and
American common law of misappropriation still embodies
the notion that one should be able to enjoy and exploit
the fruits of one's intellectual labor as a matter of inher-
ent right.

The Constitution in no way counteracts the common
Law.' but it contains the explicit statement that statutorily-
created property rights have to serve the stated purpose
of promoting knowledge ("science") or industrial inno-
vation. and cannot he ends in themselves. In linking the
concept of copyright protection to the advancement of
knowledge and innovations, the Constitution follows the
philosophy embodied in the English Statute of Anne (1710),
and provides .1 basis for copyright which has been vali-
dated by modern economic analysis.

Property Rights Statutes

Although the new Copy right Act (17 U.S.C.) has not
entirely preempted state legislative authority in protec-
tion of copyrights. the new law has practically dominated
the entire copy r;ght field by enlarging the rights of
authorship to include a range of diverse forms. In addi-
tion to conventional printed works and works of fine
,art. cpy right law protects an individual's exclusive legal
right to reproduce. publish, or sell photographs and film,
mechanical drawings and blueprints, patterns for fabrics
and tiles, sound recordings. and computer programs; but
excludes typeface designs or functional and utilitarian
objects. M. hose esthetic and practical aspects are insepa-
rable.' The new law applies to unpublished as well as pub-
lished works. abolishing an earlier distinction between
the two under the old law, Although the import of the law's
provision regarding Federal Government preemption au-
thority remains unclear. states are granted the power to
create copyrights, with the pro% ision that the rights so
Lreated are not equivalent to federally granted copyrights.
and are not to he insulated by the same sorts of ,acts.
There are five kinds of acts w hich activate federally granted
copyrights. reproduction. distribution; performance. dis-
play. or prep.tr.ttion of ,any sort of derivative work
adaptation, translation. (m isical) arrangement. drama-
tilation. sound recording, or film.

The copyright law is distinguished from either the patent
Law or state laws on trade secrecy. unfair competition,
al d misappropriation. The copy right law creates certain
specified rights in the information products themselves,'
while the patent law confer, rights in applied devices,
processes, and compositions of matter. Although the patent
disclosure requirement generates .1 crucial and publicly
,available no, of information; the patent ow ner can claim a
copy right only in :natenals describing the subject of a

nupatent. For patent law to 'rt the owner, nything more
would. of course. dece the purpose of the disclosure
requirement itself Iran owner elects to keep informa-
tion secret, then he is protect,d under trade secrecy. but
if he elects to publish the information. then he can claim
only the rights or copy right of similar rights.'



Common Law of Tatellecival Property

The common law of intellectual property is based on
the. concept of the rig. of an individual to enjoy the
fruits of his labor, whereas federai copyright law is based
a corAtitutidnal purpose to promote kno e. A sig-
nificant example of the common law underlying infor-
mation policy is trade secret law .° which enables a
proprietor to guArd commercial secrets by enforcing
nondisclosure clauses in contracts with employees or licen-
sees. "A trade secret may consist of any formula, pat-
tern. device or compilation of information which is used
in one's business. and which gives him ati advantage over
competitors who do not know or use it."1°

Concept of Trade Secrecy. This broad concept of trade
secrecy includes anything that can be patented or copy-
righted and, interestingly. anything whose protection
under traditional federal categories of property has been
in doubt, such as micro-organisms and computer pro-
grams Hence. the common law concept of trade secrecy
may fill a vital gap until statutory law catches up with
new technological developments. Although trade se-
crecy law favors proprietors in its breadth of coverage.
it contains a strong legal drawback for the individual
or firm attempting to guard a commercial secret. The
proprietor has a remedy only against the first party to
breach the contract by divulging a secret: once the secret
is disclosed, the proprietor enjoys no further protection.
In contrast to the statutory periods of protection for patent
(17 years for an individual), and copyright (75 years for
a firm), the length of protection under trade secret law
can be highly unpredictable. Furthermore, the proprietor
cannot do open. large-volume business that involves the
transfer of trade secrets: the practice is inherently closed

_ _and_restrictive.

Advantages of Trade Secrecy Laws. Legal commenta-
tors have primarily tended to view trade secrecy as for-
bidding ".. . the employment of improper means to pro-
cure the trade secret. rather than the mere copying or
us-z."" the lager being prohibited by copyright and patent.
respectively. However, from an economic standpoint, the
existence of trade secrecy law provides the.proptietor
with assurance that he can capitalize on the value of what-,
ever he de- clops. For this reason, the concept of trade
secrecy is distinguishable from the concept of proprietary
information, which is generally considered to be atroader
and weaker legal term: in addition. the concept of trade
secrecy can be differentiated from information privacy
rights. which pertain to individuals.°

In the course of its operations any business enterprise
generates internal records it which it can claim a prop-
erty right. However, the rationale for confidentiality of
these business records is not based or, the same premise
as the rationalefor trade secrecy. Trade secrecy law enables
a business to profit from anything useful it has developed
which lends the business an-advarftage over its competi-
tors. Therefore. the need for protection of ordinary business
records f. -m disclosure is not as great as the need to

protect specially developed knowledge, which confers a
competitive advantage to the business which claims the
need fortrade secrecy.°

How Protective Do Property Rights Need to Be?

The discussion of information as a public good in the
previous chapter explained the difficulties faced by pri-
vate suppliers of information who are interested in mak-
ing profits. Chapter Four also explained why property
rights in information do not need to be as protected as
property rights in tangible goods. Unlike the.diminution
of most products through use, increased use or consump-
tion of particular information generally results in an
increase in the information's social value:Generally, addi-
tional usage of the information by one person does not
prevent anyone else from using it. This almost always
remains the case, even if additional use involves the dis-
closure of a trade secret or a copyright infringement." Of
course, the proprietor may suffer a private loss, because
the misappropriator has gained by vvrongfill discovery
or infringement what he could and should have bought
legally.

Intellectual versus Real Property Rights. Copyright
infringers are those who choose not to make a legal pur-
chase of wanted information. They generally consider
the value of the copyrighted information to be less than
the legal purchase price. However, the illegal activity does
have some positive value to others as well. br:ause through
the infringement-the informant-it becomes more widely

-used and available. The copyright law generally recog-
nizes the benefit of the information's usage to society in
general, by making the infringer liable, only for profits
lost to the copyright owner, reimbursing the owner for
any actual harm resulting from illegal appropriation of
the copyrighted material."

In conirast, violations of rights in tangible property
can incur both criminal and civil liability, because these
offenses deprive rightful owners of the use-and enjoyment
of their goods. Violatio as of rights in tangible property
also generally result in a reduction in the value derived
from the goods in question.' this is obviously the case in
destruction of property, but perhaps less obviously. in
theft. A typical example of the latter is found in the value
reduction that occurs when a professional thief sells
purloined property to a "fence" for less than the legal
purchase price.
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Because of the value reduction that occurs in cases of
prof 'y destruction or theft, the law deters acts that
violate personal or real property." But since the law is not
as protective of intellectual property. in the future there
may be new. poskibly quite unattractive, kinds of misap-
propriation of intellectual property. However. any new
legal penalties or remedies should take account of the
peculiar. public goods characteristics of information.

Direct Federal Subsidies
The Federal Government may pay directly for the devel-

opment of information either froin its on internal opera-



Lions. or by contracts or grants to private firms or
individuals. A governmental ageny may itself develop
information, in w hick case the tax revenues appropriated to
run the program are similar to a subsidy. Outstanding
examples of programs run on tax revenues include the
census. the development of national economic statistics,
such as the gross national product and the consumer price
index. and the collection of weather data with the for-
mulation of forecasts. Or, a federal agency may sponsor
research or development under grant or contract-. Some
agericies have developed or sponsored the development
of computer software which has subsequently become
available to the public One of the leading examples is
the NASTRAN program. put out by the National Aero-
nautics and Space =Administration. to do structural analysis.
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has sub-
sidized software for distribution to local police depart-
ments.

Subsidies of Computing Technology. In addition to
subsidizing the development of information itself, the
Federal Government has also subsidized the development
of information processing equipment. To some extent.
the Ami.vican lead user foreign competitors in computing
tecleology has resulted from deliberate decisions on the
part of the Defense Department, in particular, to support
the development of new computers. This machinery then-
frequently becomes commercially available.

Whether the Federal Government 'should continue such
a policy in order to preserve American preeminence in
the computer field, is a question to be rasolved on grounds
other than those presented in this chapter. A market for
machinery of any t)pc, whether information - handling
or aricultural. does not hale the structural problems
of the market for information goods or services Research
and development in computing technology does, however.
has e implications for information policy .'"

Indirect Federal Subsidies

I narect subsidies can be created in various ways Cer-
tain pricing structures may imply the indirect subsidiza-
ti_n of one activity by another. For example. the price
rural subscribers pay for telephone service, although it
may be of lesser quality. reflects neither the total costs of
providing service to remote areas, nor the-full extent of
the rural subscribers' willingness to pay. Instead. regu-
lated rates for rural areas, based on notions of fairness
and on the importance of telephonzs, do not differ much
from the rates in urban areas, w here it costs less to pro-
vide the service.

Page charges leped against authors of articles to be
publhhed in scientific and technical journals provide
another example of indirect federal. subsidies. Some jour-
nals. principally those published by learned societies. may
charge the author a fixed amount per printed page as a
precondition to publication. If the publisher meets con-
ditions set by the f ederal Coordinating Counul for Sci-
ence. Lnemeering and Technology (FCCSET), the author
may treat the page charge as a cost of fulfilling his obil-
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gations under a government grant or contract. The bur-
den of the page charges then no longer falls on him, and
the Federal Government in effect subsidizes the journal.

Regulation to Promote Broadcasting. The Federal
Government may have indirectly subsidized the inception
of commercial broadcasting by granting permission to
use the electromagnetic spectrum without payment. In
so doing. it allocated a public resource to profit-ma'.ing
activities without requiring any payment for it as a fac-
tor of production. In its early days. the viability of
commercial broadcasting was shaky, ind having to pay
a fee for the use of that public property-might have deterred
some firms interested in broadcasting. In place of remu-
neration for broadcasting rights, the ,FedVal Government
has imposed certain "public trustee" obligations upon
broadcasters under the Communications Act. Clearly.
however. the original intent was to promote broadcast-
ing through regulation.

Tax Laws Affect Economic Behavior. Various laws or
rules of taxation may result in implicit subsidies. especially
if laws or rules are exceptioas to uniform taxation, and
encourage certain kinds of economic behavior. An invest-
ment tax credit has this character, and certain depreciation
rules may have the same result. if the schedule specified
does not entirely coincide with the actual life of the
equipment in question.

Conversely. tax laws or rules may also act as a disin-
centive to investment. For example. the standards advo-
cated by the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB have been widely interpreted as rules calling for
computer software development costs to be expensed,"
that is. treated as a cost falling entirely in a single year,
rather than depreciated over several years. Although soft-
ware ty picaily has a very short lifespanperhaps only
three y ears on average this method of accounting may
have hindered investment in software. In deciding whether
to pursue a particular project. a software developer would
have to take into consideration that, while he would not
receive the revenues until the future, he would have to bear
the costs immediately. Only recently have FASB rules
been reinterpreted to permit a case-by-case examination
of whether some software development costs may be ilepre-
ciated.'"

The Choice between Copyrights and Subsidies

Copyrights and subsidies. the tyro basic mechanisms
used to promote the produtmon of information, pose inte:
esting practical and philosophical policy choices. Fre-
quently the government must choose between supporting
privat entrepreneurs. svho are taking risks to produce
products which may or may not sell. and taking similar
risks itself by directly supporting grantees or contractors.
Both the patentcopyright clause of the Constitution and,
more recently. OMB Circular A-76.'' support the basic
policy that the Federal Government should rely on the
prisate, sector to produce information whenever possible.

Pro's and Con's of Copyright. The intention behind
the creation of property rights policies was to encourage
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the production of information goods and serices, and
to provide remedies for inherent .market defects. Under
our deLemralited system. individuals assess market op-
portunities and decide what information to produce. Since
thousands upon thousands of people separately make
such decisions, the aggregate fund of kaoy ledge drawn
upon in making those choices is quit,: broad.

The drawback in such a decentralized system, however.
lees in the quantities of a particular information good
prm 'Zed. in whatever form. Private producers of infor-
mation seeking to maximize their own profits will prob-
ably not provide copies or access for everyone willing to
pa) the extra cost of being served. In dais regaid, pro-
ducers who have intellectual property rights thereby gain a
measure of market power and hence some ability to con-
trol, rathei than accept. price levels. Because a patent
offers stronger protection of intellectual property than
dues a Lopy right. permitting less stmilarity of reproduc-
tion, patents sanction greater restrictions on information
dissemination

Copy right's greater latitude for similarity without
infringement generates the problem of imitation. Once a
certain work or sort of work has proved popular, other
producers are likely to produce imitative works. On one
hand, imitation means that the supply of works for which
there is as know n demand w ill increase and that there will
he some compcition among them.'-' On the other hand.
Imitation implies a weakened interest in developing truly
inhoY atiye" products, if it means bearing greater risks.

Pro's and eon's of Subsidy. These problems of supply
and imitation can be lessened by means of public subsidy.
which allows public officials to decide who will produce
which products and in what quantity. Public officials can
thus deliberately 'spread research money over a range of
priueLts to avoid duplicative effort. Furthermore, goy -
ernment Lan priLe its pros ision of research products so
as to achieve the 'best possible distribution, considering
the costs of dIssenuriatiun and the value to the recipients.

Tension between Subsidies and Property Rights. The
problem with public subsidies is that government offi-
cials generally have less information than private indi-
viduals about what to produce:' Thus, there is a tradeoff
between private provision of more diverse information
goods and services in lower amounts protected by prop -
ert rights, and government provision of less diverse goods
and set-% ices in greater amounts. The property rights
approach favors the dynamic aspect of the system pro-
duction for the futurewhile subsidies serve better to
distribute now what is already rztir.abie. But the tensici,
between the two remains. as society tries to balance future
needs with current ones.

The cost of creating information that is considered to
be the pi oduct of research, experimentation. and tnink-,
ing does not vary according to the number of people
who toe it, yet this Lost must al.vays be figured into deci-
sions about the dissonination, pricing, and quantity of
the information. The init:al costs of editing and prepdra-
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tion for publication are high. with some additional costs
incurred in serYing additional users. From this distinc-
tion between the high start-up cost and low cost of addi-
tional output. an argument has developed in law, of
government subsidy of research through grants or con-
tracts, combined with reliance on copyright to provide
an incentive or assurance for priY ate publication of the
results. The research itself can be thought of as provid-
ing benefits for society at large. a concept reenforcing
the need for government subsidies. Individual copies of
research reports or ,terminals, however, even if held in
libraries. generally benefit only the individual~ who use
them."

Significant Factors in Policy Choices. The choice to
be made among copyrights. government subsidies, or a
combined system of the tv o in determining an appro-
priate government policy to encourage information cre-
atton, clearly reflects the larger choices among free
enterprise. a mixed, or a managed economy This chap-
ter has discussed the following significant-factors to take
into account when choosing an appropriate policy in any
particular circumstance.

I. Current constitutional and statutory law,

2. Provision of information most responsive to user
needs,

z. Provision of information to the broadest possible
audience,

4. Preference for innovation over limitation.

5. RelatiYe preference for current or future consump-
tion of information, ind

6. The difference between the cost of creating infor-
mation and the cost of distributing it

Lfficiency as an Informatior Factor. VI additional
factor to consider in creating and distributing information
is eflicieno. This matter is difficult to address. because
there is inadequate information concerning whether sul)-
sidles or protections of intellectual property produce greater
quantities and quality of research products. Currently
there is no way to estimate accurately the burden imposed
on information consumers by exclusive intellectual pro-
perty rights. or to quantify accurately the ultimate burden
of indirect subsidies of information creation. Even the
accounting of federal support for research and klevelop-
mentover S25 billion a year dues not include many
information-producing activities. Furthermore. quantifying
the benefits of research. however financed, presents serious
problems. Choices between subsidies and property rights
in promoting the production of information are generally
made, then, in ignorance of their relative efficiency.

Mixing Property Rights and Subsidies
In an attempt to gain the advantages of both property

rights and subsidies in the field of information produc-
oon. current policy relies on a hybrid scheme to develop
information and information-related products Usually
the government will' subsidize research under grant or



contract, and then rely on the private sector for dissetni-
nation or application of the results. But the coordina-
tion between these two approach; to information creation
and distributiorris an uneasy one and creates policy prob-
lems The.administration of both copy rights and patents'
provides good examples of the policy problems in a hybrid
governmentprivate sector system of stimulating and pub-
lishing research findings.

Enforceability of Copyrights

The longstanding arguments over photocopying prac-
tices have most often concerned the scientific and tech-
nical journal literature. Research reported in such journals
often has been supported. directly or indirectly, by a gov-,
ern ment agency. Usually, a private publisher nceding to
recoup costs (and sometimes make a profit) has pubhsned
the work and asserted a copyright in it. This issue con-
cerning the extent and enforceability of such a copyright
has presented a classic confrontation between the desire
for wide and convenient provision of available know-
ledge. .indo the need to encourage private undertakings by
providing adequate incentives While the available eri-
dence is incomplete. it appears that uncontrolled photo-
copying practices may be limiting the sale and contributing
to the tight financial circumstances of some journals.'

An experience of the U.S. Office of Education illus-
trates the dir_olty in finding the best mixture of suLocly
and property rights for information creation and distri-
bution With the intention of promoting the widest pos-
sible distribution of the research it had sponsored. the
Office of Education decided in the late 1960's not to permit
any private publisher of the research to "assert a copy-
right le it. But the Office of Education found that under
those conditions so few publishers were interested in pub-
lishing the research, that it had to rescind the policy after
about five years. This experience seemed to show that
private publishers will ordinarily want or need exclusive
rights before bringing a government text to mess.

Marketing Patented Inventions

The recent debates over government patent policy have
also show n that the subsidy and property rights approaches
to the creation and protection of intellectual property do
not comfortably interrelate on the one hand, some fed-
eral officials have taken the position that the Federal
Government should own the rights to any inventions deve-
loped under a grant or contract as a matter of course, so
that members of the public. w ho as taxpayers have already
helped finance the inventions. should not have to pay
for them twice On the other hand. the government lacks
the ability of university or research laboratories to
conimzrciallie complex dev ices and proce.,ses, and bring
them to the point of marketability. The government man-
ages to license.less than four percent of the patents it
holds. H R 6933 addressed this situation by establishing
a uniform government patent policy. As an Administra-
tion bill, it grew out of the Domestic Policy Rev iew on
Industrial Innovation."
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Certain limited patent rights could permit government
contractors and grantees to carry on the necessary fol-
low-up work to develop inventions to the point of mar-
ketability. To achieve tl :s goal, twenty-eight Senators
cogsponsor:d the University and Small Business Patent
Policy Act, S. 414, to allow these institutions to retain
patent rights as long as.they develop the inventions into
commercial products. On November 21, 1980, Congress
passed H.R. 6933 under the title Patent and Trademark
Laws Amendments. incorporating most of the provisions
of S.4;4.''

New Technologies Limit Copyright's Effectiveness

The principal impact of new information processing
and telecommunications technologies on information
crew ion has been to make the policy choice between the
prpfriotion of property rights or subsidies more difficult
fok the Federal Government. An examination of the two
principal difficulties which new technologies have created in
the system of property rights shows why this is so. New
technologies have both called into question the boundaries
of copy right. and made it much harder to enforce exclusive
rights The.difficulties of enforcing exclusive rights and
protection boundaries have in turn tended to blunt the
effectiveness of copyright, and to create a major new
source of policy controversy around the production of
information goods and services.

Qualifying for a Copyright

The digital computer has raised a cluster of problems
regarding the constitutional definition of authorship. Can
copyright subsist in computer programs. in semiconductor
chips. or in works generated with the aid of a computer?
And what of the possible future advent of a computing
capacity describable as "artificial intelligence?" The
National Commission on New Technological Uses of
Copyrighted Works (CONTU) discussed all these ques-
tions. deciding that a valid copyright could subsist in a
computer program. Furthermore, the use of a computer
as a tool'need not detract from the "copyrightability" of
a work, as long as there is human involvement in.'and
in control of the process." Technological advances have
been causing copyright problems fur over a century. as
CONTU pointed out. But questions such as whether a
computer program can constitute a work of human author-
ship. raise legal and policy issues not yet touched by
court decisions on authorship in other technologies (for
example:photography' or sound recordingsn.

Computers, Chips Raise Legal Issues. Computer pro-
grams and sem:conductor chips have both private and
public goods properties. It may cost several hundred
thousand dollars to develop a computer program, or a
million for a semiconductor chip, but the cost of extra
tape or silicon copies is trivial. Once software is released,
it can be replicated readily and used without benefit to
the creator. Unless private producers can find a way to
make users pay, they will be unable to finance these pro-
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sects. Because of this problem, CONTU recommended
explicit copyright protection for computer software. This
recommendation was supported by thL. American Bar
Association Section on Patents, Trademark and Copyright
Law and b.) the Advisor) Committee on Industrial In-
novation of the Domestic Policy Rev iew." H.R. 6934,
introduced by Rep. Robert Kastenmeret to implement
this recommenda,tion, was inLorporated into H.R.,6933,
the Patent and Trademark Laws amendments as passed
by Congress last year.

Because the law of copyright' has been unclear, soft-
ware suppliers desiring to protect their products had relied
primarily on nondisclosure clauses in licensing contracts
backed up,by state laws on trade secrecy.' Chip manufac-
turers have relied on simple lead time over imitative com-
petitors. But trade secrecy obviously cannot,protect Cie
mass-marketed software for the prevalent home termi-
nals and computers of the future, and the lead time of
domes~: chip manufacturers may he diminishing in the
face of foreign competition However, chip nianufactur-
ers have differing ,iews concerning the benefits of copy-
right protection as a defense against foreign reverse
engineering of American semiconductors H R. 1007. Intro
duced in the 96th Congress, would have amended the
copy right law to protect the electronic circuitry of these
semiconductor chips."

Qualifying for Patent Protection. The applicability of
patent protection for computer software has also been
in dispute. Numerous programmers. or their employers,
have filed claims for their works at the Patent and Trade-
mark Office (PTO). 1 he PTO has consistently opposed
the protection of software. granting only a handful of
the claims. The PTO has reasoned that patent protection
would he inappropriate. especially for the algorithm or
iterative computational routine that comprises the core
of a program. due to its quasi-mathematical character
In addition:the PTO asserted it would have great diffi-
cult) in searching the prior art in the area to establish
whether a claim could meet the statutory standards of
invention. novelty. utility, and non - obviousness." In three
instances, turned-down programmers won reinstatement of
their claims by the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,
only to have that decision reversed by the Supreme Court
In no case, however. did the Supreme Court go so far as
to say that patent claims based,on, or incorporating, soft-
ware were categorically invalid Most recently, in the fourth
(and so far) last case, the Court upheld a patent claim
for a manufacturing process which relies on a special-
purpose computer program, although it said that a pro-
gram could not qualify for patent protection by itself.'
The PTO will now be obliged to treat the 3,000 software
patent claims before it as acceptable subject matter for
patent protection, and proceed to assess their novelty,
utility, and.lack of obviousness relative to existing pro-
grams.

Ease of ReProduction Makes Enforcement Harder

Recent technologic~: advances hate, for the first time,
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placed in the hands of the general public the means of
easy reproduction of copyrighted works. The photocop-
ier and the tape recorder, video or audio, provide the
leading examples of technology ivailable to the public.
Community antenna television (CATV) has also provided
its users a means for appropriating the work of a copy-
right owner without having to make any payment for it
(at least until the new copyright law established the lia-
bility of cable systems for the importation of signals)."
New videotext systems, combining either telephone or
broadcast transmission of data with television screen.
display, may offer similar possibilities fqr the invasion
of property rights.

Enforcing Intellectual Property Rights. Enforcement
of intellectual property rights has always been problematic,
because it is so difficult to detect violations greatly removed
in time and place. however, new technologies make the
problem worse These new technologies have wrought a
fundamental change in the extent to which the general
public has an identifiable stake in matters of intellectual
property rights. The legal issues involved are old, but
the social and policy issues are new.

For example., cable television posed a simple but vexing
problem. Does a secondary transmission constitute a per-
formance subject to copyright protection? This question
differed little from that posed by a 1931 Supreme Court
case dealing with the copy right liability of a hotel vi:".bich
piped music broadcast over the air into its guest rooms
The hotel was held liable, and cable television stations
might have been held, imilarlyliable, were it not for judicial
concern over disrupt' the economic basis of a young
and sometimes struggling austry:9

Interpreting the "Fair Use" Doctrine. The legal issue
always in solved in enforcement of a cop) right. however.
IN the interpretation of the old judicial, and now statuto-
ry, doctrine of "fair use."4 Courts have interpreted fair
use on an ad hoc basis, generally invoking the doctrine
when the author's interest Ls relatively small In such cases
the doctrine has frequently beer. interpreted in 1, v or of
the public's fair use of the material. rather Ihan permit-
ting the author (or his assignee) to require permission or
payment, or both, for the use of his work. For lack of
anything better, this %ague doctrine has been invoked to
Lover large-scale library photocopying' and video taping
off the air."

There have been heated and Confused debates over the
applicability of the "fair use" doctrine, because it does
not easily fit the new circumstances resulting from the
great increases in reprographic capabilities Rather than
additional exceptions to an old set of rules, the situation
mi,y call for a revised set of rules:" In the past, "fair
use" has not been held to permit copying of an entire
work, especially when this cuts directly into the market
for sales. But now technologies like videotape enable users
to avoid enforcement of copyrights by owners. With a
videotape recorder it is possible to copy a.i entire pro-
gram from TV at little cost and without being discovered.
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Congressional action may be necessary here to make such
videotape recording legal. if not, the doctrine of "fair
use' either will have to be interpreted in a wholly new
way, or there will be widespread copyright violations.

Questions about Reproducing Copyrighted Works. The
ease of reproduction provided by several new products
raises novel questions about the behavior of consumers
of copy righted works. These questions need to be addressed
in determining new copyright policy.

I If library patrons do not have access to photocop-
iers. will they take longhand notes instead, or will
they purchase an extra copy of a work?

if college students can not put together groups of
photocopied readings. will they forego the readings.
purchase more copies, or read copies on the shelves
at thelibrary? "

3 If library resource-sharing networks face limitations
on the number of photocopies they can make for
local patrons or for interlibrary loan, will they buy
more jdu tals and books?

4. If television viewers at home cannot make video-
tapes off the air and keep them, will they buy tapes
or videodiscs distributed under authority of the copy-
right ow ner instead?

If television viewers can watch distant (or even near)
channels brought in by cable, will they watch local
channels less? Will stations be able to adjust their
advertising rates accordingly''

The answers to such questions are c:itical to under-
standing the extent of damage to the interests copy-
right owners in these instances. and consequently the neea
for remedial measures.

Technological_ Effects on Copyright. Whether or not
these questions are answered, the new technologies which
affect copyright proceed apace. Just as the transition from
analog to digital computers affected copy right. so will
the shift from analog to digital devices affect copyright
for the cluster of preprinting functions. These include,
for example, dictation, word processing. and photocompo-
sition The copyright law appears to make adequate provi-
sion for the coverage of any works in digitized form.

Copyright protection subsists ... in original works of
authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression,
now loossn or later developed, from which they Lan be
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perwsed. reproduced, or otherwise communiLated, either
directly or with the aid of a machine or des

Copyrights, it appears, will have to be enforced at the
point of conversion to digital or other sophisticated forms.
The protection of intellectual property. like the protection
of personal privacy,. may become a criterion for a new
systems design. Once works of authorship encoded as
electronic signals are recognized and tagged, the author's
rights can be recognized and protected in subsequent varia-
tions and rearrangements of the materials

Conclusion

The net effect of technological Innovations on the choice
between property rights and subsidies, and on the attempt
to coordinate them to facilitate information creation and
distribution. remains unclear. By creating confusion in
property rights. new technologies may impart a short-run
advantage to subsidies. Subsidies are immune to the twin
problems caused by technological innovations. new pro-
ducts which do not easily fit into traditional legal cate-
gories, and new ways to invade property rights.

However, greater reliance on subsidy implies substitu-
tion of federal judgment for private judgment as to which
projects are the most worthwhile. While this change may
appear harmless, or at least neutral with respect to certain
kinds of scientific information, the reduction of the number
of independent editorial viewpoints could raise serious
concerns. Just as the First Amendment makes almost
completely unrestricted expression possible. copyright gives
expression a chance to be economically viable. Govern-
ment subsidies would not serve either of these goals.

Therefore, a momentous decision to rely more on subsi-
dies and less on property rights seems unlikely. Private
producers may be expected to respond to the legal con-
fusion by placing greater reliance on trade secrecy than
would be the Lase if intellectual property rights were more
clearly specified and enforceable. If greater reliance is
placed on secrecy, society will face an added burden from
the resources diverted to prevent others from learning
trade secrets, w hen those same funds could be used in a
more creative and beneficial manner. More importantly.
the solution to rely on secrecy contradicts the broad goal
of open access to information, a concept discussed) at
length in other chapters of this paper. Thus. it is doubly
urgent that we clarify the property rights which pror pt
the creation and the publication of valuable information.
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Notes

However, the gosernment may own a copyright by assignment or
bequest See 17 C 8 ( ode Annotated, Section 105 (1977). The statute
does nut Npecif), and case las; doss not address whether the govern-
ment may retain any rights in information developed for it by a con-
tractor The only existing statutory exemption permits the National
Bureau of Standards to claim a copyright in some circumstances under
the National Standard Reference Data Act See 15 U S Code Anno-
tated. Section 290(1977) A special pro ision permuting the National
Technical Information Service to claim a five-year copyright was con-
sidered. but rejected, in the 1976 copyright revision bill

The new copyright law abolishes the distinction between published
and unpublished works and preempts other rights to the extent that
they are equtsalent to copyright See 17 C' S Code Annotated. Sec-
tions 302 and 303 (197") Hence, the applicability of common law is
now greatly reduced

1. S . Congress. House. H R 6933, The Patent and Trademark
Laws Amendments (Public Law No. 96-517), passed by Congress 21
November 1980, for the first time provided explicit federal copyright
protection for computer software Section 10 of that bill amends the
Copyright Act to include computer programs as protected subject matter
and defines the scope of rights See U S Congress. House. Congres-
sional Record, 96th Cong 1st sess , 1979, H 11170-5 The protection'
of computer programs had been in doubt. because it had rested on
language in the House Judiciary Subcommittee Report on the Copy-
right Revision Bill. See U S Congress. House. Committee on

. Report on the Copyright Revision Bill, 94th Cong., 2d sess., 1976,
11 Rep( 94. 1476, p ,34) The statute itself mentions software only in
the language which carried over the old, unclear rights into the new
lass See 17 C S Code Annotated. Section 117 (1977) The Register of
Cops rights has accepted software for registration suite 1965 under the
policy of resoling doubts in fitsor of applicants (See Copyright Mice
Circular 3I D. January 1965) The recent court case testing the ability

copyright software, Data Cash Systems. S J & A Group. Inc.
480 F Supp 1063. N D III 1979. does not entirely dispose of the
issue The court held that copyright could subsist in a listing o(steps in
high-level language that,..i person could read and understand directly
However. copyright would not protect a pro.tram in a silicon chip or
read-only memory (ROM) embedded in a machine. Data Cash Sys-
tems used such chips in its hand-held. chess-playing computer called

ompuchess See "The Lass Turns a Blind Eye, to Computer Copy-
right. the Economist. March 1980, p. 93.

Since copyright does apply to line arts such as sculpture and choreog-
rap y, one cannot say that all works protected by copyright consist of
in11 matron. at Feast not in any ordinary sem,- Copyright is now so
bro d that its coverage defies characterization, except by reference to
the s atutor) standard of "works of human authorship." This chapter
N 111 netheless refer W copyright and information products in a short-
hand .a<

Th only states which has e recently legislated copyright-like protection
base been Catania. Washington and Oregon. similar legislation is pend-
ing in Iowa In Goldstein s Caltprma.,,412 U.S. 543 (1973), the Supreme
Court denied a challenge to the state law regarding "pirated" sound
recordings made before federal protection became effective in. 1972.
8ri, state lass on sound recordings first made after February 15, Ig72,
col uid now be preempted California's Resale Royalties Act, Caldui-
nia Civil Code, Section 986. providing that five percent of any amount
in excess ol S1.000 paid for a tangible work of art be paid to the artist,
has been held not preempted by the Federal Copyright Act in Aforseburg
s Balton. 201 tamed Stales Patent Quarterly ill), No CV 77-2410 C
I) Cal t 1978) The court found the Caltfornia law's purposes in har-
mony. rather than in tunnel, with those of the federal law. The federal
right to vend or sell end, tx uh the first sale, wh.di is the point at which
the Ade right. begin The California statute was found constitutional
also on grounds of contract lass and due process. but the court did not
deal with the question of v. hether the provisions regarding out -ot -state
transactions by California residents constituted an unacceptable bur-
den on interstate commerce. Washington has a similar law. Oregon

has a law making the unauthorized prqduction or sale of videotape
recordings Gf motion pictures a misdemeanor See,Oregon Revised
Statutes. Chapter 164, Section 2.

h The copyright law makes it clear that ownership and conveyance
of intellectual property rights are divorced from ownership and convey-
ance of tangible objects such as books. See 17 S Code Annotated,
Section 202 (1977)

The Advisory Subcommittee on Patent and Information Policy of
the Advisory Committee on Industrial Innovation, as part of the Domemic
Nile) Review, has made three recommendations to improve the flow
of patent information. The Subcommittee has arged the Patent Office
to institute computerized search and retrieval, develop comprehensive
classification and indexing. and require more Information to be sub-
mitted with patent applications. See the Final Report of the Advisory
Committee on Industrial Innovation. September 1979, pp. 117.199 (for
sale by the Superintendent of Documents. Washington, D C , 20402,
Stock No. 003-000.00553-4)

In the leading case of Baker v Selden, 101 U.S 99 (1879), the
Supreme Court denied the validity of a right claimed in an accounting
system which employed the now-universal..T-accounts While the author
could not prevent the use of his system, he continued to hold a vaiid
copyright in his book, which described and explained it In addition to
copyright protection, a proprietor may rely on the law of unfair com-
petition. which prevents the misappropriation of the fruits of one's
labor by another See International News Service v Associated Pres.%
248 U.S 215 (1918).

"The late Senator John McClellan, Chairman of the Senate Judi-
ciary Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights. sponsored
numerous but unsuccessful attempts to codify trade secret law The
Trade Secrets Act, 18 C' S. Code Annotated, Section 1905 (1977), which
forbids the disclosure of confidential Information held by the Federal
Gosernment, employs but does not define the tern) trade secrets

4 Restatement of Torts. Section 757, comment b (1939) The Supreme

Court has recognized this definition as "widely relied upon See Aewanee

Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470, 474-7.5 (1974)

Ibid commenta
This paper makes a dear distinction between the confidentiality

which may be claimed by businesses to protect proprietary informa-
tion or trade secrets. and the confidentiality which may be claimed by
individuals to protect their personal privacy. The first is a property
right, and hence an article of commerce. which has an economic ratio-
nale 1 he latter is an civil right necessary to defend the psychological
integrity of the individual citizen For a full treatment of personal pro-
sacy, see the chapter discussing fair record-keeping

Nonetheless, the Federal Government, when entrusted ith
conficiential information from the private sector, may have difficulty
making this distinction Exemption 4 of the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) in 5 Code Annotated, Section 552(b)(4)(1977), which
pros nibs titit agencies may decline to make commercial information
available in response to an FOIA request. does not require them to
withhold the information More than half of FOIA requests have been
attempts by businesses to discover confidential information of value
to them. A fter rnuch litigation and controversy about Exemption 4,
the Suprerhe Court held, in Chrysler v Brusin. 441 U S 281 (1979),
that substantive protection for commercial information held by the
I ederal Government resides in the Trade Secret Act, 18 C'S Code
Annotated. Section 190a, and not in the FOR, a law designed to
prompt disclosure Follow ing this decision, Senator Robert Dole
introduced a bill. S 2397, to establish notification and appeal proce-
dures for the submitter of confidential information in the event of a
request for it. to make Exemption 4 mandatory. except in certain cir-
cumstanct.s, and to replace the judicial standard of "substantial com-
petitive harjn" with a standard of what information is customarily
released by the submittei See U S Congress. Senate. Congressional
Record, 76th Cong , 2d sess , 6 March 1980, pp S2317 -2319
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" This tJ not to say that the terms of copyright should be weak or
that nondisclosure agreements regarding trade secrets should not he
upheld Incentoes derr.e trot the general prmisions of plotection
and their enforceability, so that individual violations do not measura-
bly affect the existing level of incentives to produce The social value
dcriced from a work would he diminished by infringement only in the
rare. interesting case in which the information's value to those who
rightly hold it drops No harply that it more than offset the unlawful
gain to others The misappropriation of the AP's World War I dispatches
by the INS may provide such an example. see International Vews Ser-
vice y vsoculled Press. 248 U S 215 (1918), In most cases in which
wider possession of information degrades its value for the few who
originally held it, wider possession leads to' more efficient economic
results, as in commodities markets and mineral deposits

17 C S (',de .annotated, Section 504 (a) and (b) (1977) If the
plaintiff cannot prime the amount of lost profits, then the court, upon
finding that intringenlent has indeed ofeurred, will make an award of
money damages in a Statutortly.spectfied range See Section 504(c)
The losing defendant may also he assessed court costs, reasonable attor-
ney s Ices (Section 5051. and may he ordered to destroy infringing cop
ie., and %ield up printing plates for impoundment. Except in the Lase of

ringcmcnt clone willfully and for profitthat is. commerciaLcom-
petition with the copyrigha ownerinfringement tit copyright remans.
how eLer. onl% cixi1 offense See Section 506 .

'hell hordi:d property would rro% ide an interesting but infre-
quent exception

I aws making offenses against tangible property crimes haze almost
alw at. been passed liar the purpose of deterrence Victim compensa-
tm haL been a much more recent concept, and ,,lies to crimes against
the person as well .1, crimes against tangible property

President s Reorganization Protect. f exieral ProLessing Reor-
ganization Stud%. Imal Report of the Science and Tethnologt Team,
Section B ( December 1978)

t9 federal Regtster.so1 224. p 4061' (19 N member 1974)

I IS 8 Status Report \o ,85. including FASB Statement No 2
and Interpretation \o 6 of I ii.SB letter of 13 1 ebruary 1979. to Asse.aa-

noir of Data Processing Service Organizations (A DA PSO)

"This ( ircular ( V-76) establishes the policies and procedures used
to determine whether needed commercial or industrial type work should
he done b% contract with pro.r.0 sources or inhouse, using govern-
ment tacilities and personnel In a democratic free enterprise eco-
nomic s%stein the government should not compete with its citizens It
has neen and continues to be the general policy of the government to
rely on cum petitt% priate enterprise to supply the products and ser-
%1,,e, it needs ( R _ %iseti,Atarch 29.1979)

Books and mo. IL, prto.d... the most cotninon examples of imita-
tion 01 sues nhil eupuigracd works I ollowing Professor Samuelson s
outstarnting,% SUI.1.esslul text. thcri. are now almost 100 basic college
economics texts The enormously popular movies Star Wars and
'! House base spawned tele% ision shows like them, one so similar

StaYship 6alat ti, a -that it mas well infringe on the original copy right See
7 itentieth:( enturt los 1 MC .4, Inc . niversal C it) Studios, and
If'( Docket \u ( 'X-2437111. Centrel Dist GI (June, 1978) On

igust 22. 1980, the court granted ABC's motion for a partial sum-
- Judgment

rancois de ( tnbret. the top I tench presidential economic ad%iser.
idmits, bureaucrat like myself, with his butt in a k.hair all day long,
does not know enough to make fill economic decisions Those who
know what to do are the ones w ho have skills, the ones willing to take
the risks, Seel rancois de Cumbret. Capitalism Working' Tune.
21 mil 1980, p 43

1 Baolnol and Janusz S. Ordoxer,"Prixate Financing of
Information Transf& On the Theory and Ttei -*ion,- Proceedings of
the 1,1, loam Sosriett Jot. Information 'elite. la (1976)

See the final Report of the 1a.ional Cunrnnsiarn on . \ea 7 evhno-
1,,ptal C se' °pi righted Works (.mutable from the Superintendent
of Docuinents, ashington. D ( . 20402; Mork No 0304X/2-(:0143-8)
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'" See the Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Industrial
Innovation. September 1979, pp 117-199 (for sale by the Superinten-
dent of Documents. V ashington, 1)C , 2(402. St1X1 N1 UO3-000.005534).

U S Congress. !louse, Congressional Record, 96th Cong . 1st seas.,

21 November 1979, pp II 1117045. Public Law No 96-517 Sponsoring
federal agencies would he able to use the inventions without paying
royalties, md an: patent owners would he required to pay some royal-
ties to the government it the invention were financially successful.
Sponsoring agencies could keep the patent rights themselves under
"exceptional circumstances" but would have to notify the Ctimptroller
(ameral, Large businesses patent rights would he re% ieweil on .t case-by
case ha- The ,companibn measure, II R 2414, sponsored by Rep.
Peter Rodino and Rep 1)on !Awards, was merged into II R 6933, the
hill that was passed

Six the Final- Report o/ the ational Commission on Ars% Tethno-
logital L ss of Copyrighted Works (a% adable from the Superintendent
tit Documents, Washington, 1)C . 20402. Stock No 030.(XX)-(X)143-8)

29 Burrow-Giles Lithographic Coe Sarvnv, III U S 53(1884)

"Go:dttem Califoinia,412 U S 546(1973)

" See the Final Report o/ the Advisor' ( onimittee on Industrial
Innovation. September 1979. pp 117-199 (tor sale by the Superinten-
dent of Documents. W ashington. D C 20402. Stock \u 11034XX/4/0553-4)

Richard I Nliller, et al.. Levi Protection o./ ( ompoter Suit vs are
-In Inclostrial Sone' (Boston Itarbridge House. 19771 (Research
sponsored by CON1 U. a%allable Irons the National 1 echnical I ntor-
mation Service order no PB no 876)

" t S ( ingress, !louse. C ominittee on the Judiciary. Subcommit-
tee on C ourts. C r a1 Liberties and the Ad unistration it Justice, !tear-
mg on II R 1007, 96th Cong . Isrsess . 16 March 1979 H R 1007.
introduced by Rcp Don Ldwards and sal-spon so re .1 b Rep Norman

,.ould ha%c afforded cop right protection for imr rimed design
patterns on semicumluetor chips The ( opyrighi Office Loured the
hill with some clarifications, but industry representatoes %%ere dix 'tied
at the hearings Opponents feared that copy- ght pi oteetion would do
nothing to stop foreign imitatt, s, while making illegal the re% erse
engineering which has made progress, so rapid in the domestic indus-
try See mime% for Copyright Office t. rges Protection it Senn Chips"
and Not All ( hip Makers I as or Copy right Protection ( omputer-

30 pril 1979, pp 49-50

3; U S Code Annotated. 101 and 102

Gottschalk v Benson, 40s) L' S 63 (1972) Dann v J dinston. 425
1 S 219 (1976). and Parker v 7 dila,. 437 U S 584 1971.

Diamonds Dihr, 49 L S Lan !reek, 4194

i7 .S ( ode annotated. Section 11i prmides for a system of
coinpulsory licensing w ithstat ut only:fixed tee% itch may be achaisted,

( op right Royalty Tribunal. which was also established by the
new la. This limaed liabilit, applies only to non-network pr. -gran:
ming

Biak v J' ell - Lasalle Realty Co . 22831, S 191 (1931) I he Compul-
sory license pro% ision has the eflect ill superseding this di:Liston See 17

L S Code dhnototed. Sidon III (-0( I ). and L S ( tnigress, House.
( onimittee on the Judiciary Stibi.ommittee on ( owls. and Libeft les.
and the ,Administration of Justik.e. Report on 5 22, 94th ( king , 2d
sess . 3 September 1976. pp 86-7

L nited Artists .1 cies, slim. lfi s I °might,' Corp. 192 t S 390
I 968 ). Teleprompter Curp v C olionbia Broadcasting .S1 stem, ln .

41cUS 394(1974)

1" 17 L 5 ( Ode A linotatol. Section 107 tarots inclosne rights in the
Liatement "The lair use of a copyrighted work for purposes such
as ciicism. comment, news reporting.. teaching (including multiple
copies fur classroom LISO, scliolarship. ur research. is not an infringe-
rutin ill k.op,. right In determining %%hettier the UV Illadt. 01 a %\ork III
am particular Lase is a lair use the factors to be considered shall include

( 11 the purpose mat chmacter of the use. inchiding whether such use
is of a coinmercial. nail . or is for non pro t %Aux atijiial pur-
poses

CY 0
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(1) the nature of the copyrighted work;

Or the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to
the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for a value of the
copyrighted work."

There is no need for acknowledgment. Hence, fair use permits what
plagiarism forbids. An unattributed lifting of a passage of text would
violate academic canons but might or might not violate civil law.

4' Williams & Wilkins Co v United States, 487 F.2d 1345 (1973).
420 U S 376 (1975) A four to four split by the Supreme Court had the
effect of upholding the ruling of the U.S Court of Claims that the
photocopying practices of the National Library of Medicine could be
excused as a fair use The Library operates a Medical Literature Anal-
ysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS) in which it makes and sends
out many photocopies of articles in medical Journals.

42 I ntversal City Studios and Walt Disney Studios v. Sony 480 F
Supp. 429, C.D Cal. 1979); on appeal in the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit, No 79-3683 Under the doctrine of fair use, the
Couit held that citizens owning Sony Betamax videotape recorders
may make and keep, for their own personal use, tapes of entire
copyrighted programs, and movies broadcast at no charge to the view-
er Off-the-air videotaping by educational institutions and libraries has
been an unresolved copyright issue for longer than taping by private
citizens The House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liber-
ties, and the Administration of Justice convened a meeting on March
2, 1979, to resolve the problem. See the Judiciary Committee print,
"Off Air Taping for Educational Use," Sena! No 6, 2 March 1979,
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and see the account in Information World, I no. 3 (April 1979), pp.
6-7.

43 In particular, the controversy over the legality of library photocopy-
ing practices under fair use was so protracted that Congress enacted
'Section 108 of the new copyright law 17 US. Code Annotated, to
make, special exemptions for such copying.

" Seven publishers, supported by the Association of American Pub-
lishers, filed a copyright infringement suit against the Gnomon Corp
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, which operates seven photocopying outlets
near college campuses, for the preparation of such anthologies without
authorization. In the consent decree with the publishers, Gnomon agreed
not to make multiple copies of any printed material protected by copy-
right. See Basic Books. Inc. et al v Gnomon Carp., Order and Final
Judo,ment in U S. District Court of Connecticut, 20 March 1980.--

4' Federal Communications Commission staff compiled evidence show-
ing that broadcasting stations would not be greatly harmed by the
removal of FCC 'rules prohibiting cable television systems from
rebroadcasting some signals. See Inquiry into the Economic Relation-
ship Between Television Broadcasting and Cable Televoion Report

Before the Federal Communications Commission, Adopted 25 April
1979, Docket No 21284. Persuaded by this evidence, the Commission
voted four to three on 22 July 1979 to remove the FCC rules prevent-
ing the rebroadcasting of some signals by cable television firms, but it
appeared that several groups would immediately appeal the decision
to prevent its promulgation See "FCC Now All But Out of the Cable
Business." Broadcasting, 99, no 4, (28 July 1979), 25-27

'' 17 U S. Code Annotated. 102
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Chapter VI

Managing Information

By Jane H. Yurow, Aaron B. Wildaysky, and Stanley Pogrow

This chapter examines some significant problems in-
volved in managing informationthe process of converting
data, or data bits, into information, or messages that are
meaningful to users. The management of this process
involves organizing the physical flow of data from col-
lection through storage and retrieval.

An information system is a system which contains data
in a retrievable form, including library-shelves, file cabi-
nets, computer software, and telecommunications con-
duits. The focus of this chapter, however, is on man-
agement information systems (MIS), that is systems within
organizations which provide data on a regular ..asis for
conversion into information to support effective decision -
making.

The management of data from collection to retrieval
is significant, both because of its centrality to deci-ion-
making and problem-solving, and because of its consid-
erable economic cost. In the FederalGovernment alone,
estimated expenditures for data processing in fiscal year
1981 are 6 billion dollars. That figure includes commer-
cial services capital investment and equipment rental,
and personnel.' The Department of Defense, between 1979
and 1981 will have a 502.1 million dollar increase in
expenditures on data processing! The collection of data
to run federal programs costs a lot of money, although
the exact amount is difficult to calculate. The Commis-
sion on Federl Paperwork (CFPW) estimated in 1977
that the Federal Government spends from 25 to 30 bil-
lion,do liars annually rh data collection and paperwork.'
One private company, Kaiser Industries, in a 1975 study,
determined that it spent $4,540,000 responding to fed-
eral data collection requirements'

Tne discussion in this chapter applies to the private
sector avid to state and local government information
management, as well as to the Federal Governthent. How-

. ever, while the problems are described generally, most of
the illustrative material foctres on the Federal Govern-
ment.

Need to Organize Federal Data. There is a need within
the Federal Government to address the issue of how to
structure the collection, storage, and processing of data
in a more rational way. Effective procedures are those
which facilitate the conversion of data into information
and make information available in a timely, cost-effective
manner. There is also a need for the Federal Govern-
ment to address information management concerns, and
to examine the effectiveness of the significant federal stat-
utes which address these problems.

Traditionally, federal policy has not attempted to oversee
the internal information management decisions of other
sectors. In state and local matters federal jurisdiction has
not generally extended to solve problems such as infor-
mation management, any more than it directs state and
local personnel selection, or decisions regarding eligibility
for benefits. Of course, the boundaries between the private
and public sectors, as well as between federal, state and
local governmen t, 'are becoming increasingly blurred, as
cooperative arrangements, subsidies to each of these sec-
tors, and contracts for services become a regular part of
the operation of the federal Government. Then too, leg-
islationsauthorizing Federal Government access to the
records of the other sectors, or a federal role in the pro-
gram opefation or decision-making processes of these
sectors, may crgate a federal interest in overseeing aspects of
information management in other sectors.

Data, Information and Decision-Making

The wide availability and accessibility of infoimation
are considered to be invaluable ait19,to intelligent participa-
tion in society. The purpose of effective information man-
agement is to direct appropriate,, high quality data to
users as they need, it for making decisions.

Organizations and individuals have an inherent need
to condense data in order to digest and convert into
information In this process, organizations screen out most
data, absorbing only what has value to them. The. very

The views and conclusiods contained in this chapter reflect those of the authors, and shot'. Id not be interpreted as necessarily

representing the official policies or recommendations of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, the

U.S. Department of Commerce, or the U.S. Government.
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structure of organizationits levels of hierarchyenforces
the need to reduce data to manageable proportions.

At present. the time span from the moment requests
for decisions or reports are received to their achievement
or completion is decreasing dramatically. while the amount
of data available is increasing. According to Herbert ,
Simon,' this situation creates a diminution of human
attention in addressing given concerns proportionate to
the amount of data available. People do not have the
capacity to digest all the relevant data that might be
useful in decision-making. report writing. or research.
Furthermors, they do not usually have time to seek out
resources not readily available, even though the sources
may contain highly relzvant information.

Management Information.Systems (MIS). The rise of
modern management information systems (MIS)the pro-
duction of data on a regular basis in a manner intended
to unprove decision-makinghas both alleviated and ag-
gravated the dilemma inherent in having increasing
amounts of data available and insufficient capacity within
organizations to convert data into information. For sim-
ple tasks. involving clear goals and calculable resources,
such as payrolls, the increasing capacities of computer-
ized misluve relieved organizations of much drudgery,
and have increased productivity. When objectives are con-
trovcrsial or v ague. the capacity to produce more data at
16wer cost per bit often has been a mixed blessing.

Osier-Production of Data. Frequently. data is produced
simply because it Is possible and politically advantageous
to do so. The ease and quantity of data production may
add to the task of converting data to Information. As
the chance of excluding available data goes down. the
probability of data loss or misinterpretation may go up.
At the heart of the difficulties over MIS is the built-in
tension between organizational incentives to filter infor-
mation, which lead to restricting the flow of data, and
those designed to increase the amount ,of data.

As there are more decisions to make, and more data
about each of them with less time for assessment. decision-
makers often become concerned that they may have missed
something. Hence, the) might rely on informal, often
verbal. contacts. If decision-makers need to know quickly
what ay..ilable data is reliable and relevant. they will consult
those around them. thus. the increase in computing
capacity in a Complex. formal system may have the para-
doxical effect of encouraging greater use of the infor-
mal apparatus.

Symptoms of Ineffective Management f Informatign

Information management is ineffectiN w hen data
production. transmission. and retrieval occur without ade-
quate concern for who will use data. in what form, for
what purposes, and at what social and economic cost.
Also, the inability of users to specify what information
they want or use, may lead to ineffective management.
Significant symptoms of ineffective information manage-
ment include:

(I) Data glut and information scarcityan over abun-
dance of data that is unavailable in a useful format
within a given time frame:

(2) Data redundancyidentical or generic repetition
of data in systems available to the same group of
users:

(3) Faulty Datadata that is inaccurate. incomplete.
out-of-date, or otherwise flawed:

(4) Burdens on information providersresults of a fail-
ure of those collecting data to identify what those
who use the data may need. and whether it is already
available to them in usable form: and

(5) Excessive costs.

Data Glut and Information Scarcity

The safety' of a pilot receiving signals from an FAA
control tower is jeopardized when, as sometimes happens,
too much data is communicated. He needs precise data
at the right time, as he frequently is not in a position to
check sources and evaluate conflicting signals when making
a decision. A similar situation prevails in critical mili-
tary decisions based on data transmitted froth distant
sources, and therefore not subject to ready authentica-
tion.

The Office of Management and Budget's Federal Sta-
tistical System Project has reported that as the present
decentralized statistical system has grown in size and
complexity, "a growing incidence of overlap, duplication,
mismatch. and'gaps in data and analysis has occurred in
federal data resulting in increasingly complex problems
of access by users and statistical agencies." The conse-
quences cited include inefficient use of statistical systems.
and underutilization of data contained in these systems.'

Need to Convert Data to Information. As the statistical
system example indicates. information scarcity, is Closely
related to data glut. Amid the plethora of available data,
it is frequently difficult for a particular user to find the
specific data he needs, even after a reasonab!. search.
The quality of indexes and abstracts varies, the person
who "knows" may be difficult to identify, or the critical
book may be missing from the library shelf. Often man-
agement information- systems require highly trained people
both to program and to retrieve information. thus inhi-
biting the ability of the average person to use them. In
addition, users frequently have poorly defined notions
of what data they need and of how to get it.

The inability of information systems managers to keep
up with the potential capaeity of technology for delivering
appropriate data to users is p significant roadblock in
alleviating the symptoms of data"glut and information
scarcity. Federally maintained and funded data bases, in
particular. may not be sufficiently flexible to meet con-
temporary user requirementssuch as translation of scien-
tific and technical information into forms usable by
political decision-makers or ordinary consumers (i.e., use
for nontechnical purposes). This rigidity may be die either
to rapid changes in circumstances that no one can pre-,
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diet. or to inadequlytle original specifications that should
h.he been anticipated. The use of outdated computers.
wind) require greater manpower to adjust the operation
of routines, further exacerbates the situation.

Wider Range of Data Needed. Traditionally, scientific
and technical Jnformation has been disseminated through
discipline-onented or mission - oriented programs. For ex-
ample. information on physics or chemistry is found in
the journals of these disciplines, or in data bases main-
tained by and for physicists or chemists. Fifteen years
ago there was a more toward organizing data by the

nvssion of the particular federal program. Thus. if the
mission was to put as man on the moon. information trans-
fer would he organized to p-oxide, data concerning how
to aLLom plish the mission. Today. however, many users
need data from a variety of disciplines to understand or
to resolve broad social or political problems. and there

is at serious scarcity of information to resolve these prob-

lems I his is partly the result of inadequate dissemina-
tion of at Ad* material. But also:there is data w hit h

users cannot readily convert into in formation.
Problem of Data Over-Collection. Another phenom-

enon. tit er-collection, give, rise to an overabundance of
data to be managed. The ease- with which the Federal
overnment can collect and store data frequently leads

.igencies to build up large data bases without adequate

evaluation of real information needs. Computers facilitate
this because they :tore, process. and, prepare data for
ready retrieval Generally. persons and organizations either
desiring a benefit from a federal program or required by*
law to provide certain data hear the burden of this excessive
conceit-on According to the Commission on Federal
Paperw-ork.' federal officials collecting data have little
in,:enjive to.limit its collection because they look upon
it zh a "free good "Because of this tqigtieneis of goals
and objectives, plus the easy a ailability of computers to
handle massive amounts of data," the Commission con-
cludes, "there is the temptation on the part of the gov-
ernment to collect all 'possible data just in case they might

he needed ,a a Congressional authorization, appropriation,
or oversight hearing . , There is.i glut of irreleN ant,
obsolete. and InacLurate data produced by the* computer

hich rs clogping communications channels It, is. after

all. difficult to determine what will he useful before rather
than after the fact.

Data Redundancy

Some data in federal management information systems is

. redundant For example. one part of an agency may not
know that another, part is collecting the same data. The
Commission on Federal Paperwork indicates " that those

who manage government programs, frequently unable
-to find data stored in existing MIS. feel compelled to
collect identical or generically similar data over and over
again from the same providers. According to the Com-

mission. "The problem h that the government does not

know w hat information it collects, with what frequency.

- front w horn, and for what purposes." The report lists

forty federal agencies thaicollect energy data alone, and
indicates that there are many data bases that overlap "
Apparently. agencies rarely go to other agencies for data
needed in the course of program operation. kind there is
no mechanism to help them either determine if other
agencies are gathering the data. or locate data that they
need in the bases or other agencies.

The Commission on Federal Paperwork Report describes
extensive examples .of redundancy in federal record sys-
tei.h. Most information specialists would recognize that

a certain amount of redundancy is necessary and conve-

nient for users. because if data is identical. case of access

may not he. The General Accounting Office (G NO), how-

ever, reports at considerable amount of generic redundancy.

as well as duplication in bibliographic data bases GAO
authorities believe that a major factor contributing to
this duplication of ibta is the lack of cost rcLot ery poli-

cies governing the pt rsonnel ytho operate the data bases

This lack of budgetary control 'pros ides little incenme
to limit collection or find way, to ,hirer data Federal
laws establishing the authority of program, to collect
bibliographi,e data generally off_r little guidance as to

hat data to collect.'

Incomplete, Obsolete and Faulty Data

Data that is obsolete, inaccurate. or incomplete does-
not effectively serve the needs of users. even if it is read-

ily retrie\ible. Although the same level of-accuracy. timeli-
ness. and completeness of data is not necessary for all
purposes. defective data can he harmful to !loth pro% id-

.ers and users This type of error becomes particularly
'acute w hen a user must make an in stant;tneous decision
vt hich is likely to affeci persons or events stgnific. ritly A

good example is found in the case of an innocent man
who. while resisting arrest. was killed by a policeman
who had been given wrong data about the ;min through
the URI-operated National Crime Information Center
network "

With resiiect tit, statistical data. the OMB report indi-
cates th at the'quality of data (incluOingiks accurst' . timeli-
ness. and completeness) Lontinues to he a majoi iwic to
he resolved by .the federal statistical este.blishment. I re-
quently, igencies collecting and dissemniting statistics
did not know what the ley el or source of'error in a giv en-
st4tistical system is " It that mahout criteria for
managers to 190w what h wrong with data, they will not
he able to supply right infoi'mation 10 users

What are tW signals :if erroneous- data in manap:ment
information systems'' If management information systems

, ,are. designed ,with*uhclear goals or' goal conflict, data,
errors ,1,1 home manifest Then users will have to search

substuutCsources of data within vih, organwation
.."Itaractensticail, formal la.dure of N1IS is followed h)
an inlosrmal or unauthorized practice to ON ercome break-

doWn of the_system I requently, the formal failure of a
management information system results in additional data

requirements.



"Bootlegging" Shows, Data insufficiency. "Bootlegging"
is a sure sign of system insufficiency. It indicates that
information important to part ofan organization is being
denied, and is believed to be obtainable by unauthbrized
alterations Instead of using the existing data on a card
or tape, for example, this data may, illicitly, of course,
he erased and replaced by new entries. Old data. presuma-
bly of lesser importance. is being replaced by new data

z of greater value This bootlegging indicates either that
data useful for the organization as a whole is not helpf.il
for some of its parts, or more likely, that each of the
parts is disadvantaged in terms of data for a hypotheti-
cal whole.

"Bypassing" the system signifies that the existing data
apparatus is either too cumbersome or too inaccurate,
or it otherwise riappropriate. As with bootlegging,
bypassing the system is based on the supposition that
the desired data exists elsewhere in a more convenient
form Bypassing the system raises the question of the
need for a formal system at all, if the informal one does
better at less cost.

"Paralleling" Data Systems. Perhaps the prime indi-
cation of 'management information system inadequacies
is the existence of old systems "paralleling" nev. *steins,
supply ing clandestine support for the standard display
on the surfcice It would be appealing to blame the ex-
isteree' of- parallel management information systems on
redundancy, this ration,de would indicate that a secondary
system i> set up to step in when the primary system is
terminated If this were true, the parallel system would

he a public entity, acknowledged, accepted. and ac-
counted for as a cost of reliability. Instead of publicity
for the parallel s: stems. however, there is duplicity con-

.
cerning their existence, instead of accountability on the
part of those managing the information, there is secrecy.
The reason underlying the creation of the parallel infor-
mation system is the refusal to acknowledge the failur
of the public system: thus the original system must be
accompanied by a hidden system that duplicates its work.
Often, the parallel systemis a manual model that a new.
automated system as designed to replace.

The ways in which errors enter management informa-
tion s) steim are difficult to estimate or describe. MIS
designers usually know little about what happens to data
transferred from one level of an organization to another.
The reasons for ignorance abo.tt the amount of error in
MIS include inability to visualize, to calculate in advance,
or even to recreate from observation, the data's course

- a, it wends as way through a multi-unit, multi-level organi-
sation It is also p issible for information in MIS to return
to its i.riginal status as data. Data that was once con-
verted- into information at several levels, for example,
may he t.ombined so that necessary detail is lost, thus, in
effect. information is converted back into data. Or, if
users are unable to gauge the system's error, they are no

. longer able to-convert data into reliable information, and
cease to have confidence in the system.
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Burdens on Information Providers

Although requirements for information, dissemination
that are unnecessarily placed on individuals and organi-
zations can lead to both glut and duplication of data, the
phenomenon of burdensome reporting is'worth discussing
as a separate symptom of ineffective information man-
agement. Even if these requirements do not lead to other
undesirable consequences, they place a heavy economic
and social burden on information providers. It takes time
(which is easily translatable into other resources) to fill
out a morass of complicitted, often duplicative, data on
a vatic;; ;.,f forms needed for numerous federal programs.

When officials in` Federal Government agencies impose
data requirements on private parties, they do not con-
sider that the demands for data can be costly. Apparently,
data is characteristically considered to be a free good.
Since it is difficult to resist the temptation to be-better
informed, Congressmen, government agencies, and cor-
porate executives frequently._ ask for more information
without considerattqn of its value in economic terms.

Inadequ-ate Laws on Data Collection. The laws tht
exist to encourage relevancy standards for colleCting data,
are not entirely effective. The Privacy Act, for example,
limits data collection to that which is relevant and neces-
sary.' but does not define relevancy. leaving each agency to
Interpret the term according to its own interests. Evidence
from the Commission on Federal ,Paperwork Report indi-
cates that federal agencies have devoted limited resources to
the effort-OfJdentifying'data needs, and strea.. 'ling infor-
mation requirements to meet these data needs, neither
asking providers for less data,nor developing the capac-
ity to shareSiMilai data among agencies.'

The failure of federal.agencies to deal with government
data duplication is addressed in the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980, which will substantially increase OMB's
responsibilities for and authority over collection of data
from the private sector. OMB will ,::oordinate the collec-
tion process, determine the usefulness of data items, and
enforce sharing of information among federal agencies.'"

Excessive Costs of MIS

The true dollar cost of managing information is diffi-
cult to determine. In both private sector organizations
and in government the cost of information handling is
usually Marled under figures detailing the cost of man-
agement in general. or else is absorbed in the program or
mission budget items.

There are many considerations in attempting to put a
dollar figure on information managementcimputer
software. data collection, intellectual effort used to cre-
ate information, transfer'of information within an orga-
nization, library services, secretaries, telephone service,
maintaining file systems. and dissemination,, as well as
the equipment used (6 maintain, produce. and transfer
information.

In addition. it is difficult to balance these costs against
benefits of information management. While some bene-



h... are tangible and can he calculatedincreased pro-
d ucti % it% w ith in an organization resulting from better
information. and increased profits or number of clients
,erred others are intangible and difficult to reduce to
dollar figures. These intangible benefits of information
management include better response to fundamental con-
cerns about prty at.. and rights of access to information.
and greater productkity an the community as a result of
more effccti% e access to information The difficulty an
measuring benefits may crate a "Catch-22- situation,
as the failu.: to "measure- benefits could result in less
of ft:0o e information management, and hence. less effec-
tive decision-nuking i

Concept of Information as a Free Good. It is difficult
to put a cost on data production and use because of the
attitude that information is a free good." This attitude is
particularly pr..alent in government. despite the fact that in
ordinary ,:conomic situations market decisions are based on
st.11er, deciding %%hat 1, worth receiving. and buyers decid-
ing %% hat they are codling to pay Generally. these mar-
ket ng c:iaractcristic, are missing from the allocation
mechanism, for data,

'Aiost organization, treat data as oerhead, in the cat-
egory of light huff=s or toilet paper A budget allocation
is made to a data processing onuer. w hose purpose is to

_ produce data 'sot surprisingly, the data processing cen-
ter, becomes %ery good at improving its performance. eery
year at produce, more data. Its budget generally is based
on the work it has perfcrmed in the past and the backlog
of request, it cannot fill The more unfulfilled request,
the data processing center generates. therefore. the better its

chance for more money So producers of data r MIS
are tempted to suggest all sort,' of data they %%, pi-0-

%1de if only potential users would makc then- needs known
The potential recipients of data in MIS are frequently
unable to say whether the want the information. how
much of it or how often. in what form. or whether they
would rather do something else with the resources allo-
cated to produce this data In terms of opportunities
foreclosed. these free goods can be very expensive.

Automatic Data Processing (ADP) .S ltems. Several

recent federal reports hale discussed ct.st concerns w ith
respect to a major category of Management Information
Sy stems..,ititomatic data processing (ADP) systems. The
Report of the President's Reorganization Project' ex-
tensk ely discussed the inability of the government to
calculate \ DP costs The study found that "the lack of
cost ,awareness in data processing related decisions is a
government -wide problem of major proportions," The
study further found that it is necessary for the goern-
ment to have reasonably accurate cost information for
computer ,er% ices before it can make any improement
:n this area

The GAO Report on I ederal Automated Bibliographic
Systems indicates that there are no general rules that agen-
cies follow in deciding the cost of users (within and out-
side goernmenti employing automated data bases to
obtain bibliographic information. The General Accounting
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Office studied the actkities of 38 information centers in
fise major agenciesthe Department of Cpmmerce, the
Department of Energy. the fo-mer Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, the National Neronautics and
Space \ dmmistration. and Department Of Defense
and discovered no pattern in the costing of information
ser% ices. The General Nccounting Office's general con-
clusion, howtner, was that the cost to the go%ernment
of providing bibliographic information ser%ices is difficult
to document accurately, and that the cost probably is
not being recovered ="

Rising Costs of Data Processing. Of course..histori-
cally, the objective of improving users' ability to get the
information they need readily and with precision has raised
costs, as has the increasing use of new information
techpologies to achieve this objective. Recent costs for
data processing an the private sector have been estimated
at 526 ,pillion a year, and at 515 billion in the Federal
Government.' On the one hand. it has been argued that
unless users both within and outside of the qrcanizations
generating information are made more productive by ad-
ditional. better-targeted data. the investment in elaborate
ADP and other data handling equipment could he very
wasteful. On the other hand, new technologies have a
great potential for improving organizational performance
through better program decisions and increased admin-
istrative efficiency Increased organization and efficiency
could lead to greater profits in the private sector, and
to better research, or more responsive sere ices to clients.

Legislative Efforts to Encourage Effective
Information Management

Although each federal agency has rules about infor-
mation management. five statutes are particularly perti-
nent. Each of these statutes is implemented by regulat.ans.
and OMB bulletins or circulars. The five statutes are the
Federal Reports Act, the Federal Records Act, the Brooks
Act, the Privacy Act, and the Freedom of Information
Act As President Carter made paperwork reduction a
priority for 1980 by his remarks in the State of the Union
Address.' the legislation in this area has taken on spe-
cial importance. Shortly before adjourning. the 96th Con-
gress passed the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. which
implements some of the recommendations of President
Carter's address.

The Federal Repots Act of 1942

This law attempts to limit duplication in the collection
of data by federal agencies and to reduce the reporting
burden, on private citizens. and businesses. The Federal
Report, Act of 1942 requires the government to mini-
mize collection burdens and to eliminate duplicatise infor-
mation requests." OMB is autliorized to clear the reporting
forms of Executive agencies other than independent
regulatory agencies. and to investigate agencies' needs
for and methods of obtaining information. The Office of
Management and Budget can alsc designate one agency
as the sole collector of certain types of information for
two or more other agencies.' thereby requiring the shar-



mg of this information.- In addition, OMB has the power
to determine w hether it is necessary, to cu'lect certain
information at all, and can prohibit the collection or dis-
closure of information.' The General Accounting Office
t!. peen similar authority with reg.ird to independent
agencies!.

Implementing the Reports Act of 1942. There ha e
been problems. however. in the implementation of the
Federal Reports Act of 1942. Except for OMB Circular
A-40 governing the forms clearance process, there are
no relevant regulations or circulars. There have been no
hearings to designate a central agency to collect infor-
mation for other agencies. ()NIB has no documents listing
data sharing arrangements among agencies, although it
has informally investigated some of these and has some-
times used the less cumbersome budget process to enforce
eomplianee. The Commission on Federal Paperwork
k( I PV, e,as troubled by OMB's focus on implementing
the reporting forms elearance process (rather than on
data collection in general. stating that this process pro-
. ideal the exereise of .t elear.ince function that occurred
too late in the eolleetion process. The Commission on
Federal Papery ork also eritieiied the split of authority
between the Office of Management and Budget and GAO,
and inadequate staff resources and tools for administering
the I ederal Reports .Vet. The report suggest, that the
introduction of new tee hnologies and new management
techniques into the information collection process calls
for new types of legislation to control the flow of infor-
mation.' The new paperwork reduction legislation cell-
trahies authority over the entire federal collection process
in OMB and addresses a number of the Commission on
Federal Paperwork's concerns

°Min Data Organization EffOrt. The Office of Man-
agement and Budget contends that the heat y reporting
burdens are primarily the result of had regulations. eon-
ru,ed organiration. and flawed legislation.'" In its Report to
the President. OMB described the measures it has taken
to "root out the causes of exeessiee reporting." The Office
of Management met Budget indicates that it is conduct-
ing an aggre sie program to get government officials to
draft regulations that are :oar to the public., and that
enhance public participation. It has also reorgamied the
rival Set.% lee Commission. studied the federal statitieal
est.J.lishirent and major el II rights programs, aid under-,
tak:n the consolidation of data collection between the
1,..ernal Revenue 5' re lee and the Labor Department a
signif, it information collection effort required to imple-
ment the Employees. Retirement and Income Security

et II,RISA The Office of Manar meat and Budget
cites the Commission on Federal Paperwork aseif
as cetensiee study of record keeping any fed' -.1 pro-
grams, as significant evidenze of concern abolif the nature
of federal data collection."

Reducing Federal Data Collection. Furthermore. in a
memorandum to the President and Congress. dated
October 30. 1978, the Director of the Office of Man-.,
agement and Budget indicated surstantial reductions in
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federal (do .! collection requirements during the summer
of 1978. Tto reduction was calculated at 12.3 percent
after the Carter Administration took office. incldding
the elimination of 400 reports. The Office of Management
and Budget also undertook oversight of Exeeutiee agency
compliance with the Commission on Federal Paperwork
recommendations, by requiring agencies to report im-
proved practices to the Office of Management and Budget
for a report to the President in the Spring of 1980.

The Federal Records Act

The purpose of this Act is to administer the federal
arehie es. and to improve the creation. maintenance. and
use of records by federal agencies Through the Nati ,

Archives and Record Serb ice (NARS) of the General Ser-
ices ldministration (GSA)," the Act pros ides for inspec-

tion of ag'eneies' record-handling practices. encourages
the creation of record disposal procedures. and establishes
records management programs within federal agencies.
N 1RS o%,ersees the proxision of effective c9ntrols over
the creation, maintenance. and use of records, and applica-
tion of standards and techniques to improve records man-
agement and security.

llow (net% even the effort to implement the Federal
Records Act; ra law, whose objectiee is to improee the
management of d: xast numbers and types of records
maintained by the Federal Goxernment, may have ques-
tionable results. The Commission on I cetera! Paperwork
identified several difficulties. The main problem is the
split in authority between NA RS and OMB (which admin-
isters the I ederal Reports Act). a difficulty ereuted mainly
by the failure to define "record" and "report" so as to
clearly ascertain which agency has authority Over what
types of documents or papers."

NA RS to Increase Records Efficiency. The National
Archives and Records Sere ice carries out its mandate to
provide guidance and assistance to federal agencies in
creating and maintaining record systems by distributing
handbooks, conducting seminars, and reviewing mdixidual
agency record- keeping practices. The Paperwork Com-
mission Repdrt expressed concern that NA RS may need
to aecelei ate its efforts in this area drastically in order to
keep up with the growth of federal record keeping respon-
sibil,,,es and the impaet of new technologies in record
keeping. I urthermore. the Commission considered that
N ARS. while doing a reasonabl.: job in assisting agen-
cies t i increa.,e n.anagement efficiency. has focused exclu-
sRzly on government enicien,:y, nde overlooking the
imvaet of certain 1,..nds ,,f records management practices
on the tie n-federal sector, an particular, .he report recom-
mended th.a N \RS consider the private sector's require-
ments to maintain certain information for the benefit of
federal agencies."'

After extensive review of NA RS operations, the Com-
mission was satisfied that NA RS has begun to revitalize
its program, particularly in regard to pros ision of program
leadership. personnel development. traming.programs,
workshops and coordination of training I urthermore.
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NARS is apparently making an effort to involve high-
level officials in federal departments in its program."

The Brooks Act

The Federal Government is the largest user of auto-
mated data processing (ADP) in the world. The purpose
of the Brooks Act is to provide for the efficient procure-
ment of ADP and telecommunications equipment in the
Federal Government. The Act encourages the use of com-
petitive bidding for procurement of hardware as the princi-
pal mechanism for keeping prices down. Effective-pro-
curement through competition is to be reached through
the combined oversight, standard-setting, and decision-
making activities of three federal agenciesOMB, the
Department of Commerce, and GSA. Each agency as

expertise in an important facet of the complex process
involved in helping agencies choose the most economi-
cal, efficient, and appropriate equipment for their par-
ticular needs.

The National Bureau of Standards in the Commerce
Department sets standards, does research, and gives techni-
cal advice regarding ADP. The Office of Management
and Budget exercises fiscal and policy control over the
ADP effort, but does not interfere with agencies' deter-
mination of their individual ADP requirements. The Gen-
eral Services Administration approves the purchase of
equipment.'"

Difficulties in Enforcing the Brooks Act. Despite the
intent of the Act to establish competitive p; neurement.
evidence suggests that non-competitive procurement is
the rule in the Federal Government today. The House
Government 01h:ran:ins Committee's Subcommittee on
Legislation and National Security, reported two basic
reasons forbthis. poor ADP resource management, and
lack of long-range planning. The Subcommittee behoved
it impossible for OMB and Congress to monitor tne many
agency requests for funds, which frequently are buried
within line items fpr meeting substantive mission needs."

The President's Reorganization Project Report blamed
difficulties in enforcing the Brooks Act provisions for
procurement of ADP on OMB's failure to provide author-
ized leadership, the failure of GSA to provide service
and to expedite procurements, and the failure of the Com-
merce Department t9 provide technical expertise and to
set standards The Reorganization Project criticized the
agencies which purchase and use ADP for their inatten-
tion to careful management of the information in their
A DP systems."

The report also listed some elements of improvement
in ADP management ;ncluding: good mission and pro-
gram directors, the President's commitment to improved
planning. the integrated information processing system
project in the White House, and OMB's plans to clarify
critical circulars relating to procurement--A-7I, A-76,
and A-I09 " With the enactment of the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980, which establishes a new Informa-
tion Policy Office in OMB, a locus for consistent man-
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agement decisions should then exist within the Executive
Branch.

The Privacy Act of 1974

The Privacy Act contains several significant records
management standards which require record managers
to:

. Use or maintain personal information that is accur
rate. complete, timely. and relevant;

. Organize a system to identify and describe till of
their record systems that contain personal data;

. Maintain personal data in systems with adequate
security:

. Maintain a log of certain third-party disclosures;
and

. Implement employee training programs.

From a privacy protection standpoint, records man-
agement requirements have at least two attractions. First,
these requirements have a direct impart ..ipon the record-
keeping process by identifying an temeeying record-
keeping deficiencies that are likely to have an adverse
impact upon individual privacy interests. Second, imple-
mentation of the requirements does not depend upon
the record subject's' interest or energy'. but rather imposes
direct obligations upon the record-keeper.

There are drawbacks to the re-cords management
approach to privacy prctection. A significant difficulty
is the need to create a mechanism to oversee the imple-
mentation and enforcement o three standards of records
management. fhe Congress has been CFiticized, for exam-
ple, beca e it dit; not create or desiNate an agency to
direct implementation and enforcement of the Privacy
Act. Although the Act gives OMB seine oversight respon-
sibility. the anthority may not be Sufficient to control
agency compliance with records managemeir 4tandards
effectively.

The FreeL'om of Information Act

The Freedom of Information At (FOIA) formalizes
public access to the written materials which the govern-
ment maintains, whether these are collected from indi-
viduals and private sector organizations, or are generated
within government agencies. Written material from the
gmernment comes in a variety of forms, including books
and papers, memoranda, and Lomputerized data bases.
The bulk of written information held by the Federal
Government is . vailable to citizens upon proper inquiry.
Its actual dissemination poses substantial information
management problems.

Access to Federal Information. The FOI A recognizes
three categories of federally maimained materials. The
first category of materials (primarily those d'scribing
agency organization and the agency's substantive and
procedural rules) must be pdblished on a timely basis in
the Federal Register. The second category (;:' materials
(agency adjudications, policy interpretations.. and staff
manuals and instructions that affect members of the publio



must he separately .maintained and made available for
public inspection and copying. The third category of
federally maintained materials includes all other written
matter in the agency's possession. and is subject to inspec-
tion and copying by the public if the request reasonably
describes the records. as long as the records are not sub-
ject to one of the Act's nine disclosure exemptions. Thus
the FOIA has the effect of encouraging agencies to iden-
tify three distinct categories of written data, as well as
encouraging the agencies to organize and maintain records
according t,1 this categorization.

A second information management consequence of the
FOIA results from the Act's requirement that before deny-
ing public access to a document, agencies must identify
the "reasonably segregable" portions of it that do not
qualify for protection from disclosure. Those portions
of the document must be released for public scrutiny upon
request \gencies that receive numerous FOIA requests
have an incennye to orgam/e their files by segregating
public and nonpublic documents or portions of documents.
Thus. several agencies has e reorgam/eil parts of their
filing systems to reflect this distinction.'"

Demands and &Yeas of MIA. The Act also puts time
limits on information agencies' answering of public
requeststen working days to notify the requester as to
whether or not the agency will comply with the request,
twenty days to make a determination if there is a public
appeal resulting from the denial of a request There are
also provisions for extending the search time for answer-
ing information requests by ten days under certain cir-
cumstances. In addition, there is a requirement that
reasonable fees he charged, not to exceed document search
and duplication costs, with a waiver or reduction of fee
for information of primary benefit to the general public.

Agency attempts to comply with FOIA access requests
have also led to information management changes.
Although only a few agenciesmostly those with law
enforcement or intelligence missionshave been swamped
with access requests, the majority of agencies have
established separate Freedom of Information offices and
directors (often these offices also have responsibility for
Privacy Act compliance). Agency data management prac-
tices appear more and more to be geared toward the needs
of FOIA and Privacy Act compliance.

Data Management to Avoid Access. According to some
reports. the FOIA has also had the effect of altering the
location or the retrieval mechanism for some documents
and record systems. In short, the incomplete coverage of
the federal access statutes may be haying the effect of
altering and distorting normal information management
and maintenance practices. For example, some agencies
maintain data elsewhere than in their own orgamiations,
in order to escape the necessity of disclosing materials
through an access request. Data held by Congress. its
research and insesugative agencies, or federal contractors,
is not subject to access under the FOIA. Furthermore,
the FOI does not cover data that is not put in writing.
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Effective Management Concepts

A number of concepts have been applied by informa-
tion systems managers. policymakers, users, and others
to improve users' abilities to get needed information, and to
increase the cost-effectiveness of managing information.
Some of these concepts of information management
involve the introduction of new technologies or more
creative uses of old ones. Other management concepts
concern the improvement of information organisation,
and planning for information uses. Still other manage-
ment theories involve the introduction of methods for
determining the acquisition and maintenance costs of spe-
cific information, services, or technologies. A discussion
of some of these concepts and mechanisms for imple-
menting them follows.

Data Sharing

When programs or agencies are able to share data,
data collection and maintenance acts ities, then duplica-
tion. excessive reporting burdens, and dollar costs can
be cut down. Telecommunications and computer tech-
nologies have made it more economically feasible for users
with similar interests to share data access through inter-
connecting information systems. It has become possible
to "plug into" systems which are either physically dis-
tant or orgamiationally removed from the user in order to
get needed data. Such data sharing limits the need to
duplicate collection,, and makes available a wide variety
of data bases to an increasingly wider audience through
the mechanism of networking.

I lowever, systems designed to increase data may require
limits on the amount of data in the system and the num-
ber of participating users. A system that serves too many
users with highly diverse interests forces an organisation
to choose between having a very costl, individualistic
system. and a less expensive general sy stem in which the
required standardvation results in a loss of control at
the individual unit level.

Tailoring MIS to Different Needs. A study of billing
systems in two hospitals' illustrates the appropriateness
in some circumstances of separate, more focused man-
agement information systems within an organization.
Although the illustration does not come from a study of
federal hospitals. the general lessons from the hospital
study could apply to federal management information
systems The study of these particular hospitals was under-
taken because hills, calculated and distributed by new.
comprehensive MIS, were systematic:idly being sent to
the wrung people. causing serious financial shortages to
the hospitals. The systems were installed in order to com-
bine the entire staffs information needs, reduce costs,
and allow for more flexible manipulation of data. The
result of the system's installation, however, was to make
it impossible for certain critical functions to he performed
correctly.

Hospital Case Shows MIS Failure. The study analyzed
the various causes for the system's failure. Under the
old, less efficient system, each unit had an MIS that was
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largely independent of the others. Each MIS kept its on
schedule, followed its on rules. made its own priorities.
Praise or blame could he assessed and traced to its source.
Duplication, overlap. and redundancy vastly reduced the
need for coordination. Time mattered within units but
not how een them. Status differences between units were
neutralved insofar as their effects on MIS were concerned.
All this changed with the new comprehensive MIS. Each
unit was responsthle for a portion of the new general-
purpose form. w hich had to pass through all units within
a certain time and in the specified order. Lateness in one
unit was ramified throughout the others. Status differ-
entials were magnified. How could the hilling unit coerce
the medical unit. w hich was too hus.x saving lives to push
papers.' Coordination changed from automatic reflex to
apocalyptic chaos.

The hospital situation suggests that there must be a
halance achieved hem een particularity and generality in
the plan for an efficient. information system, and these
variahles must he considered in relation to the specific
circumstances surrounding the estahlishment or expan-
sion of NI IS. Nevertheless. despite the potential prohlems of
data sharing. the movement toward integrated office
information systems is growing. Such systems can facili-
tate the provision of data needed for decision-making,
provide more efficient typing. copying. and message ser-
vices. and assist in the efficient management of an orga-
nisation.

MIS in the White House. A notable example of such a
system is the one heing set up to improve decision-making
capacity in the 11 hate House.' The theory hehind the
system's design is the helief that improvements in Lom-
munication will work to improve operations. The system
attempts to integrate data processing. puh fishing, micro-
films, television, word processing, telegrams, computer
graphics. and mail. In addition, the White House has
heen experimenting with the Domestic Information Display
System," a mechanism w hich comhines NASA technol-
ogy and Bureau of Census Data, in full color graphic
displays of maps of the U.S. and the states, in an inter-
active system for retrieving statistical information

Network Service Links Data. Another approach to
increased sharing of federally maintained data is through
the creation of the I ederal Information Locator Service.
The Commission on Federal Paperwork (CFPW) has
recommended a networking service involving MIS which
would make data held by the government more readily
avaalahle hoth to the general puhlic and to government
agencies. This networking system w ould also identify dupli-
cation and other reporting hurdens, and would coordi-
nate federal. state. and local information requirements.
It would comhine the functions of a registration. inven-
tory. and index mechanism. which would facilitate locating
various ty pes of information without necessarily provid-
ing the information itself." A similar stipul Lion to make
government data more easily availahle appears in the
Paperwork Reduction Au of 1980. Of course, any grand
scheme for coordinating the management of data carries

with it its on considerahle dollar cost. and policy makers
must weigh the cost of any proposed scheme against the
costs of handling information by current methods.

Involvement of Users in Designing the
Information Systems

Some inf.( rmation scientists have suggested the need
to involve users more actively in designing the systems

hich are intended to sere ice them. But systems design
is still not as effective in providing the precise data needed
as it must he, if information managers and users are to
cope with the vast amounts of data avallahle. In the ahsence
of training and incentives for cooperation, undisciplined
behavior by asers is predietahle. They ask for more than
they can conceivahly use hecause there is no cost involved,
and hecause they are not knowledgeahle enough to he
specific in their request By changing their minds frequently,
users create prohlems for MIS.

Demands for Changes in MIS. The volume of requests
is often less of .1 prohlem for producers than the frequency
of requested changes in format. In part. the profusion of
:Iterations is inevitahle, as demands on a unit change, so
does the unit's demand for data..1lso. as technical Nis-
sih dales increase. there are more requests made to MIS.
hecause much more in the data processing field is now
known to he technologically possible In-this respect, how-
ever. in the case of many users inner anxiety apr,cars
to exceed outer stress. Rather than resorting to bootleg-
ging by updating old information systems. users first
attempt to pass on anxieties concerning the organuation
of the data system to producers When there is no moire-
ment to estahlish priorities. there frequently arc rules
resew ing format changes for specified times. or 'educing
the number of these changes.

Todd, it is generally accepted that designers of MIS
,should inter% tew users. discuss their needs, and even
descrihe the specifications for meeting them. But this
approach does not always succeed I requently users do
not know or cannot articulate w hat they want. and MIS
designers cannot tell by a feA interviews what users need. If
this situation arises, it might he useful for designers and
users to adopt the direct discourse of dcision-making.
Their effort would he focused not on data or on particu-
lar information. but oil ohtaining knowledge needed to
achieve specific desrrahle consequences

Identification of Data Needed. Precisely identifying
the data wanted may he particularly difficult for top level
decision-makers in organ i/ations..11 any time wilful) an
organwation there may he many actual and possible goals.
Constraints. such as resource limits. Liw, Ind morality.
etc. must he considered as types of restrictive goals. In
addition. the potential agenda of organaational leaders
may involve many more broad and nebulous goals Oda
can he stated at the outset of a project. I.wt.liti es fre-
quently wait for fa\ orahle opportunities for action. seise
them if they can. and claim that these action, were always
their ohjectives, iccogni/ing that selling targets of opportu-
nity is an important part of leadership.' .1s events our
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with both intended and unintended results, the con-
sequences can he retrospectively rationalized as organi-
zational goals.'" With the multitude of possible conse-
quences emerging to he designated as belated goals or
Objectives, it thus becomes difficult for executives to define
the data they need in advance.

Symbolic Significance of MIS. Executives also over -
invest in data collection and processing, because the acts
of seeking and using information in decisions have im-
r nt symbolic value. Employing data and justify ing
lc,. ions in terms of information are significant as
um which administrations and organizations signal that
the process is legitimate, and that organizations are
well-managed. Since legitimacy is a necessary attribute
of effective decisions and organizations, there is incentive
for conspicuous generation of information, even though
only a small amount of the data w ill he used.

The value of data depends on how effectively it is used
and for what purpose. as well as on its intrinsic merit.
Even an error in the data may be more or less important.
depending on the use to which it is put. Only users can
convert data to information, and top executives and others
who rely on MIS support for decision-making need to
think critically about what sort of data they need to influ-
ence decisions. One step in involving users in informa-
tion systems design that has been suggested is to make a
thorough examination of who uses information in sys-
tems, and for w hat purposes. in order to make intelli-
gent determinations about collecting. maintaining, and
purging data to create more useful systems.' Pragmatic
research about current practices of MIS users could provide
significant clues as to effective user participation in
designing management information systems.

Policy Level Decision-Making about
Information Management

High level personnel within an organization need to
take a more active role in planning for the satisfaction of
information needs in an organization. Fulfilling infor-
mation needs is considered important, both with regard
to purchase of technology and the collection, maintenance,
and use of data Generally. decisions about data collec-
tion, storage. and dissemination are made by those in
charge of information systems, rather than by high level
managers This phenomenon is particularly prevalent when
data processing or other types of computerized data bases
are involved.

Lack of High Level MIS Planning. Historically, de-
cisions about information management are not made by
high level personnel because the mystique attached to
programming and operating computers has been reserved
to persons with specialized training and skills This
practice has been predicated on the assumption that
managers and policy makers, untrained in computer
science, cannot make reasonable decisions about the sub-
stance of the data to he maintained in automated sys-
tems The result of this practice is often the perpetuation
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of duplicative systems within an organization, the main-
tenance of data irrelevant to user needs, and an absence
of planning and oversight to ensure a consistent, cost-
effective approach to managing information.

The GAO Report on Federal Bibliographic Systems
criticizes this approach within the Federal Government.
and recommends that each agency designate an official
at the policy level to oversee information management.
and to plan for its effective use within the agency as a
whole." Similar points are raised in the Committee Print
on Scientific and Technical Information' and in the
Nesident's Reorganization Project Report.'"

Coordination among Agencies and Organizations
with Similar Responsibilities for Information

Information handling activities within an organization or
among organizations and agencies should be coordinated,
whether or not th,: data and equipment are shared. In the
scientific and technical communities, coordination amon
research establishments and universities would aid thy,
transfer of data needed for scientific research. To son*
extent coordination of scientific data has been achieved
through the establishment of discipline-oriented indexing
and abstracting services, and bibliographic data bases. The,
experiments with the Federal Information Centers, which,
are attempting to act as referral and resource programs
to help the public learn about various I.ederal Government
activities, require a great deal of close coordination.

In the area of federal ADP procurement. the agencies
responsible for ensuring competitive and cost-effective
purchases of t his equipment -OMB. Commerce, and
GSAhave been criticized for their failure to act as a
management team and to coordinate their activities. The
critics admit, however, that solutions are not easy to
achieve when there is chronic understaffing, confusion
about agency interrelationships, poorly drawn policy doe-
umentsind a budget-oriented approach to resolving man-
agement problems."

Interagency Information Management. The recent
reorganwaton of OMB. which created an Assistant Direc-
tor for Regulatory and Information Policy, addresses the
need within the I ederal Government for improved inter-
agency coordination. One function of this office w ill be
to develop a comprehensive policy regarding the utiliza-
tion of information management systems within the Fed-
eral Government.

This sort of coordinating role has also been assigned
to the Department of Education under the Education
Amendments of 1978 (Pub. L. No. 95-561). 1 he Federal
Education Data Acquisition Council (I EDAC) was
established as a result of the Paper 'irk Commission's
recommendation that agencies desiring data take primary
responsibility for reducing reporting burdens. Congress
mandated that the Department of Education set up the
Council to develop and monitor a consistent process for,
collecting data from educational institutions. Although
all federal agencies collecting such data are included within



the Council's authority, in the early stages it is concen-
trating on programs within the Department of Educa-
tion. The mandate's purpose is to reduce the paperwork
burden federal agencies impose on educational agencies
and institutions, w hile ensuring that data is collected by
the most efficient and effective methods.

Each agency must develop a plan for approval by the
Council. inclUding a detailed justification of how infor-
mation will be'usea. how the activity was developed, evi-
dence of early in% ohement and communication with those
from whom information is collected, and estimates of
average costs and time required of those supplying the
information to comply w ith requests for data Although
it is too soon to tell w hether the Council's approach to
reducing reporting burdens will he successful, this effort
represents an attempt to compel agencies to think con-
cretely about their data needs, and meals the Council's
recognition that there is a cost to both agency and respon-
dent in collecting more information than is necessary for
program decisions.

Education and Training in Information Management,
and Use of New Infiirmatioti Technologies and Services

F.ducation and training arc important to help many
different types of individuals cope with the complexities
oh'information management emerging from increased use
of telecommunications and computer technologies. These
include university and post-graduate level training of com-
puter and communications scientists. enginc.ers, librarians,
historians, journalists. TV broadcasters, and informa-
tion managers, as well as technical courses for program-
mers. a variety of technicians and equipment operators.
clerical and secretarial personnel, and users. This last
category .; coming to include managers, policymakers,
doctors, at.orney 5. nurses, teachers, and many others.

The 'rational A rein% es and Records Service is concerned
with providing training for federal employees in the records
management aspects of MIS The Paperwork Commis-
sion recommended that more high level managerial per-
sonnel should he encouraged to attend this program.

A Conference Board Report on information technol-
ogy cites training in the use of information technologies
and services as a critical need. It stresses that high school
and university level collftie., are a top priority if there is
to he the manpower to take advantage of the new infor-
mation tech nologies.'

Cost Effectiveness Measures

Adequate measues of cost-effectheness in managing
informationthat is, measuring dollar cost against so-
cial value though difficult to achieve. are essential to
realistic appraisals of the worth of MIS. It has been sug-
gested that to manage information cost-effecthely the
Federal Government should. (I) maximize the value and
benefits from using information in achieving its goals
and objectives. (2) minimize the cost of acquiring, pro-
.essing. using and disposing of information. and (3) assign
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accountability for the use of information.' These prin-
ciples could be applied more generally to the manage-
ment of information.

Recognizing the Cost of MIS. Before organizations
can measure the cost of managing data, they must under-
stand that it has economic cost. While the Federal Gov-
ernment generally considers data as free goods, es en in
the most cost - conscious companies the last consideration
to he quantified is usually the cost of managing data.
\\ hen funding of MIS is financed on a central basis as
p. 't of overhead. the cost assigned to indoidual systems
may he arbitrary. MIS may he considered a good in and
of itself, part of the "more is better'' syndrome, so that
higher overall costs may he viewed as evidence of increased
produvny. . It may he costly to keep records on MIS
costs, and there may he inadequate cost data on MIS
because of the suspicion that if the true costs were known,
the systems might turn out not to he cost - effective.

Reducing the Cost of AILS. Reduction in the amount
of data collected, processed. and used would reduce the
costs of MIS within an organization. It is difficult for a
coin plc \ organization to control the various units that
produce and use data. From the view point of any one
component of a complex organisation, increasing and con-
trolling its data needs do not appear to have much
impact on the functioning of MIS within the total orga-
nization. Since one unit or user can control only the
smallest part of the data produced. the incremental advan-
tage of reducing its requests may appear infinitesimal. A
yngle data source may not see itself as large enough to
make a significant contribution to the total Overload
can only be reduced by collective action, but it is diffi-
cult for producers and users to get together. This lack of
collective capacity to reduce data, and inability of any
single unit acting alone to stem the flow. leads to data
o'er-production. One possible solutionto ha% e users
pay the full cost of data might reduce the volume of
requests for data and consequently reduce its production.
This approach is not widely used in the Federal Gov-
ernment. although some private companies have adopted it.

Constant Maintenance of MIS. If MIS costs are-to be
reduced in the long run. management information sstems
must he contmously maintained after they are established.
Consequently, systems must continuously be ree\amind
and kept up to date. Just as software may he more ex-
pensive than hardware. maintenance may be more expen-
sive than establishment of MIS. however, in organiza-
tional budgets. often the highest cost is assigned to
start-up a management information system, i meager
amount to follow-up. and virtually none to fellow through
'I his lack of budgetary foresight can result in surprise
w hen the system is installed and \yolks for a time, and
six months or a year later has broken down, costing more
to repair than it did to create

The increase in reliability, reduction or breakdown,
and decrease in error are functions w Inch are as impor-
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tint as collecting and preparing data for MIS. In analyzing
the expense of operating. MIS. the total cost is not en-
tirely in producing output for others. but in substantially
improving input for itself ,ts well nether important factor
to consider in the effort to reduce cost is the necessity
to retrain the data production aqd retrieval personnel
in operating .t revised system. in the event of changes
in the data format or handling.

Cost Accounting Needed for Information. As part of
the stress on cost-effectiseness, there is much discussion
concerning the need to establish methods of cost account-
ing for informationin other words, computing the dol-
lar cost of handling information accounting according
to recognized accounting principlesincluding the intro-
duction of line items into organizational budgets and gov-
ernment agency funding requests. The Commission on
I.ederal Paperwork has suggested that management must
begin to understand that information is a resource with
fundamental salue, measurable characteristics, transfor-
mable into useful output. and something that can he related
either to expense or capital investment. Operating accord-
ing to the concept that information is a measurable com-
modity agencies can then develop standard costs and
cost accounting techniques to control expenses regard-
ing information, and can weigh information investments
in balances aiwinst manpower or capital investments, and
in regard to return on in vest nu

Such economic determinations would enable manag-
ers to identify and measure information throughout its
life cycle. plan for its use, budget it separately from oser-
head. and estimate its %aim: against the cost to pros iders
and the organization of its collection. Managers could
then account for and audit information to ensure reason-
able costs for its effective use" Similarly, the GAO Report
on Federal Bibliographic Systems urges the Director of
OMB to require each 'federal department to "maintain
adequate cost accounting records to set-se ,ts a basis lor
implementing an effectis c cost recovery program for
bibliographic information ''"

Federal Problems in Information Management. The
President's Reorganizaiion Project identified cost-effec-
tiveness and cost-accounting deficiencies in_government
management of information. The first deficiency in gov-
ernment management was attributed to the fact that the
government does not recognize that the "capabilities,
cost- effectiveness, and range of available information tech-
nology products and services Have advanced far beyond
1965, and consequently the government is not organized to
take advantage of new opportunities. Second, there is a
serious problem of obsolescence of ADP equipment. with
resulting :osts m information production and low em-
ployee morale. Third. there are inadequate performance
and productivity measures, as well as inadequate cost-
accounting systems. and a lack of philosophy about cost
accounting. The Reorganization Project Report urged
agencies to "generate a cost-and-performance-conscious
environment . .. create a climate of competition, for the

privilege of sersing in the information technology sers lees
area . . . and require plans for future improsements.'"'

Improving Costs and Accountability. These carious
suggestions for improving accountability and making
more accurate judgments about the cost of MIS are dif-
ficult to implement. Even the terminology used to describe
them is imprecise. More research is necessary to des clop
effective procedures for determining the costs and benefits
of MIS within particular organizations. One approach,
putting the burden of determining costs on users, is worth
considering. although it changes the focus of calculation
from the front to the hack end of the MIS process. and
in so doing appears to challenge fundamental assumptions
about measuring costs of MIS.

If there were competing' demands on users for the money
that they had available to spend on data, or competing
places to buy' the same data, the producers of data would
have to design their products competitively, cut costs by'
cutting excess data, or produce data of higher quality
and greater salue to users Realistic measurement of the
value of the data to users might then he possible.

Future of Information Systems in Government

Rapidly es olsing technology us making it possible to
use computers in new and different w s tin organizations
These technological improvements will permit the des el-
opment of more integrative and flekible information sys-
tems Some of the basic characteristics of these systems
will be.

. More cosp-efficient powerful computers which will
promote the des elopment of decentralized interactive
information systems:

. Integration of communication, word processing, and
data processinga total electronic ens ironment.

. More automated modes °Hata input:

Direct interaction by non-technicians with data.
which ss ill enable them to make their own modifi-
cations, and use their own cognitive processes on
the system to convert data into information: and

. Integrated data bases ss Inch permit the sharing of
data between applications.

As systems es olse in these future directions they will
come to represent entirely new types of systems, which
ss ill make possible or es en require new types of organi-
zational forms. Current systems literature us beginning
to advance beyond the traditional notions of informa-
tion systems. both in terms of conceptions and terminology
Alternative terminology such as Decision Support Sy s-
tems (DSS)" is being increasingly used instead of MIS.
It is therefore misleading to assume that problems which
existed in the past w ill necessaril:. constrain the creative
use of data in the future.

Cost-Effectiveness Must be Considered. Much of the
current problem of operating MIS can he attributed to
the inadequacy of technology, combined 'Alai the absence
of managerial or legislative traditions for thinking of data
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as an organwational resource subject to cost-effectiveness.
Given the dramatic improvements that .ire now heing
made in hardware. the primary technical constraint is
the result of existing procurement procedures. which favor
the use of obsolescent equipment. Managerial traditions'
which consider data as a resource .ire unlikely to evolve

ards consideration of data on a c_,st-effective basis
without changes in legislative and governance processes
that focus on data usage as part of the oversight provess.
Data resembles money in that they hotly have value. and
thus neither can be considered .1, a free good or free
resource. The only difference between data and money is
that the Federal Gov eniment has aa.!itionally and actively
evaluated and constrained the use of money. whereas,
there have never been government supervised hudgetary
constraint; imposed 011 data creation and dissemination.
\gencies are generally evaluated on their performance
in relation to the use of funds There should be similar
governance procedures for an agency's use of data re-
sources In the absence of formal procedures linking agency
performanceon data use to its fiscal appropriations. it is
not likely that` agencies will make an effort to manage
their data resources rationally.

Possibility of Linking Data to Economics. 1, an ap-
proach linking data control to economic controls feasi-
hle? Can effective legislative oversight of agency MIS
exist. and can such an approach produce managerial
responsiveness? While such notions are too new for a
definitive anwer, there k some encouraging preliminary
evidence (described earlier) in the abolition of the Rene-
gotiation Board and the creation of FED \C. The Rene-
gotiation Board mss an independent federal agency that
was established in 1941 to prevent excessive profits On
,ales to the government While it k unusual for govern-
ment agencies to he aholished: the driving force in this
case %vas the Lost-effectiveness of the data hurden imposed.
It was annually costing taxpayers S7 million. and gov-
ernment contractors $250 million. and ,v as recovering
less than SIO million a year in excess profits."

As a result of the legislatively mandated 1-1-.DAC, a
data dictionary and redundancy checking system were
developed and installed in the Department of Education.
Internal enforcement of the requireme:..: resulted in a
reported 13 percent decrease in the null 'ier hours needed

to fill out the 160 data acquisition forms rev re vol between
April and Decemher. 1979.'" Clearly. the eft ir to date
has not been a total success Manpower shc:tages are
making it difficult to keep the dictionary current, and

there has heen no noticeahle translation from judgments
about redundancy to analysis of the necessity for spe-
cific data collection efforts. But it is .1 promising start.

Conclusion

Current litertuie, the work of the Cl l)\\ Congres'-

sional committeesind the recommendations of the
proposed rcorganuations vv 'thin the reder,.1 Government
indicate that it may he possible to create managerial and
legislative traditions that focus on data as resource. Such
traditions coidd then he combined vv ith advancing tech-
nology to produce more effective and useful information
systems Even though such traditions may evolve slow Iv,
it is important to hegin to develop them.

It ma he hest to proceed cautiously hecause of the
limited knowledge currently. available concerning. (.i) how
organisations value and utilwe data, (h) how to measure
the benefits of computer use in non - standardised orga-
nwational LI:own-making, (e) how to account for data
use. and (LI% the cost-effectiveness of various controls and
standardisation efforts.

Exploration of Management Philosophies. Current pro-
curement policy provides a good example of our to
know more about him to make MIS coast effective. Existing
centralued procurement controls focus on front end costs
that comprise approximately 10 percent of the overall
Lost of the system. and impose .1 very large cost in
paperwork and time on the agencies. Some hello c that
centralised controls contribute to the obsolescence of exist-
ing equipment. and pros ide no incentive for organua-
wits to develop effective systems. The problem may be
the result of poor management of current procurement
policy . But, it is possible that such .i front end approach
to procurement is simply not cost- effective, ind that an
alternative approach. like decent rallied control over
purchases for MIS. should be tried. It is important m an
environment of rapid technological change not to adhere
blindly to current management philosophies. %%Inch sug-
gest that massive centralued controls and rigid standards
are necessanly preferable or e'en relevant to all aspects
of data management. When it comes to MIS; we .ire
int.redsingl avv are of vv hat me do not knovv nal what
me need to learn about formulating policies to enhance
their effective utilisation. In the next decade me need to
allocate resources to more carefully s:fined, better targeted
efforts to realm: the enormous promise of management
information systems ill increased prok uctiv ity .ind im-
proved decision-making
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AFTERWORD

International Implications of Information Policy

A review of the legal and economic 'foundations of United States domestic information policy reveals a host
of international information policy issues,,the resolution of which directly involves the United States in negotiations
with other nations. Concerns similar to those in both industrialized nations and developing countries are reflected in
United States domestic policy. A few examples of international information policy issues will demonstrate the com-
mon concerns of the United States and other nations.

. The telephone and mail services industries in the United States are becoming increasingly competitive, and
their deregulation may be fast approaching. As United States services interconnect with government-owned
and operated facilities in other nations, significant questions arise about such matters as pricing policies,
negotiating representatives, and definitions of universal service.

. As United States data bases become increasingly accessible to users in other countries, questions arise in
particular about the sharing of United States government-generated information. Under the Freedom of
Information Act, this information is available to requesters the world over, with no requirement of reciprocity
from foreign governments.

. The knotty problems of United States copyright law, particularly regarding consent for copying andeligibility
of a work for copyright, take on new dimensions as electronic systems speed creative works of Americans to
consumers in all corners of the world.

. The domestic conflict that inevitably arises between protection of personal information and open availability
and accessibility of information in general, becomes even more complex as personal information is regularly
transmitted across national boundaries.

These issues are a mere sampling of the kinds of inforMation problems that will come before the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Developme,-.: and other international forums for discussion and debate in the years to
come. The United States looks forward to reaching accords in an atmosphere of mutal understanding of each coun-
try's domestic information policy objectives.
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